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Abstract
This thesis presents a cultural analysis of children's constructions of 'rurality'.
Drawing on academic research within contemporary cultural, rural and children's
geography the study focuses on issues of social construction, diversity and negotiation
of power relations. Specifically, through exploration of children's alta vistas of
'rurality', this thesis responds to recent academic concern for othered groups in
society. Children's constructions of 'rurality' are explored to identify, first, the varied
content of such constructions, and second, the process of negotiation involved in their
generation.

The thesis employs an interpretive perspective but also places emphasis on aspects of
the critical paradigm. A multi-method approach was used to gather and analyse both
children's constructions and contextual information regarding knowledge acquisition,
negotiation and production. One 'rural' and one 'urban' case study site was chosen,
allowing exploration of children's varied experiences and consequent knowledges of
'rurality'. The content of children's constructions indicated a dominance of
agriculture-based understandings of 'rurality'. This reflected the dominance of
agricultural images of 'rurality' circulating adult discourses. However, children not
only perpetuated this construction, they also generated their own understandings. For
example, 'nature' and recreation based images were also prominent features within
children's constructions.

Children's diverse images of 'rurality' were linked to a number of determinants: first,
children's location of residence; second, the lifestyle and values of their parents and
most importantly, the varied lived and discursive experiences of 'rurality' they
acquired. These factors combined to provide children with diverse cultural
knowledges of 'rurality'. However, across this diversity four distinct cultural
knowledge relations were identified. These relations typified the process of
negotiation through which children acquired and reproduced understandings of
'rurality'. This thesis provides one example of children's diversity - their varied
cultural knowledges of 'rurality'. The study also highlights children's ability to act as
cultural producers, whether through negotiation of adult structures or independently in
their own right.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Context and Objectives
During the last decade many human geographers have embraced the themes of the
cultural turn, in particular the exploration of cultural meanings and processes of a
socially-differentiated world (Cloke and Little, 1997; Matthews and Limb, 1999;
McDowell, 1997; Murdoch and Pratt, 1993; Philo, 1992). Within rural geography,
such studies focused on notions of otherness, and difference. For instance, Philo
argued that "the social life of rural areas is indeed fractured along numerous lines of
difference constitutive of overlapping and 'multiple forms of otherness'" (1992: 201).
This thesis addresses selected themes of the cultural turn through an examination of
children's geographies, their alta vistas of 'rurality' .

Children constitute one example of an othered group in academic research and wider
society. Their geographies are relatively under-researched within academic discourse
resulting in their position as 'other' to the dominant foci of social geography (James,
1990; Sibley, 1991). This lack of attention is linked to the formerly held assumption
that children interact with(in) geographic spaces in similar ways to adults. In
discussing this view James noted, "there is the idea that children are not prominent
members of society, and that their spatial distribution is so similar to that of adults,
suggesting that separate investigation is not worthwhile" (1990: 279).

Contrary to this view, academics embracing themes of the cultural turn argue that
children interact and generate meanings of spaces in many different ways to adults
(James, 1990; Matthews and Limb, 1999; Matthews, Limb and Taylor, 1998; Sibley,
1991;). For example, Matthews and Limb argued "[w]hat goes on during the day of an
average young person is different in rhythm, scale and content from that of adults"
(1999: 66). Within rural geography previous studies have addressed 'rurality' through
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adulthood (Halfacree, 1993; Jones, 1995). In contrast, children's understandings have
remained relatively neglected (with the exception of Halliday, 1997: Jones, 1997;
Matthews et al, forthcoming; Philo, 1992; Valentine, 1996; Valentine, forthcoming;
Ward, 1990). By focusing on children's understandings of 'rurality' this thesis
addresses that neglect in rural geography.

In addition to acknowledging differences between children and adults, academics
have examined the differences that exist between children (Jenks, 1996; Matthews,
1995; Matthews et al, 1998; Valentine, et al, 1998). The present study contributes to
this literature as it examines the diversity of children's geographies of 'rurality'. This
is explored through research with children from different 'rural' and 'urban'
backgrounds.

This study is an extension of recent work that examined the diversity of constructions
of 'rurality' presented by 'rural' children and academics (McCorrnack, 1998). During
production of this earlier work, it was noted that the way in which children produced
their cultural knowledge - that is the contexts and factors that shaped their
constructions of 'rurality' - warranted further consideration. The current thesis
addresses this concern by researching the varied ways in which children constructed
'rurality'. In particular, it answers the question, why do children construct 'rurality' in
a variety of different ways? It therefore marks a clear departure from the focus of the
1998 work, which focussed on what children included in their constructions of
'rurality' .

The key aim of this thesis is to examine the ways in which children consume and
reproduce meanings of 'rurality'. This entails two research objectives: first, to outline
the content of children's constructions of 'rurality'; and second, to explore the
relationship between children's constructions of 'rurality', their experiences and
engagement with discourses influencing these constructions.

In sum, this thesis pays attention to children's status as 'others' within academic
thought and counters this by placing them at the centre of this research. The study also
highlights the diversity amongst children through investigation of the personalised
material and discursive experiences that shape their cultural knowledges of 'rurality' .
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1.2. Thesis Outline
Following the Introduction, Chapter Two explores relevant research within human
geography informing the thesis objectives. Specifically, academic vistas focussing on
themes of othemess and diversity that emerged from the aforementioned cultural turn.
Alongside these themes the review also examines academic discussion of culture, and
consequently 'rurality', as socially constructed concepts.

Chapter Three outlines the selected methodology for researching children's
constructions of 'rurality'. It addresses issues of reflexivity and ethics, data collection
and analysis, alongside discussion of the study's chosen research approach. This
chapter also introduces the two case study areas and the participating children. This
section is important because it situates the knowledge generated as partial and
significant to the children participating in the study (Matthews and Limb, 1999). The
case studies, one 'urban', the other 'rural', were chosen to highlight children's
heterogeneity. Within this research these tenus - 'urban' and 'rural' - simply denote
the physical/material location of residence of the participating children. However,
their placement within inverted commas represents an acknowledgement of the
contested nature of the tenus due to the fact that they are socially constructed. 1

Chapter Four addresses the first objective of the study, outlining the substance and
diversity of children's constructions of 'rurality'. By providing a content and
discourse analysis of children's textual and pictorial constructions, it presents the key
themes and images that children employed to convey their understandings of
'rurality'. It also explores the diverse nature of children's constructions by comparing
dimensions of gender and location of residence.

1

A large debate surrounding the meaning and usefulness of these terms has developed since the
1960's. Pahl's 1966 article argued that places should not be labelled 'rural' or 'urban' according to
particular social processes because these vary. Indeed Hoggart (1990) argued that academics should
do away with the term 'rural'. Recently, academics have suggested the terms may be considered
social constructs that therefore constitute different meanings for different people (see Cloke, 1985;
Halfacree, 1993; Hoggart, 1990; Pahl, 1966; Phillips, 1998).
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Chapters Five through Seven address the second objective, namely the relationship
between children's constructions and their material and discursive experiences of
'rurality'. Initially, children's material and discursive experiences are addressed
separately. Chapter Five presents children's varied material experiences of 'rurality',
while Chapter Six analyses lay, popular and professional discourses to highlight the
range of meanings of 'rurality' circulating wider society, and those children are aware
of.

While Chapters Five and Six explore different material and discursive experiences
separately, Chapter Seven draws these findings together to further examine their
relationship with children's constructions of 'rurality'. In particular, Chapter Seven
synthesizes findings from chapters four through six to focus on the manner in which
experiences and discourses influence children's constructions. The key assertion of
these chapters is that different material and discursive experiences result in diverse
understandings of 'rurality'. This assertion returns attention to the themes of the
cultural turn introduced and discussed in chapter Two.

Chapter Eight concludes the thesis by synthesizing the key findings of the study. In
particular, those pertaining to children's alternative cultural knowledge of 'rurality'
(hence alta vistas). It highlights the contributions of this and other children's studies
to wider geographic questions about otherness and socially constructed knowledge.
Chapter Eight also notes limitations of the study and possibilities for future research.

2. Academic Vistas: A Review of the
Discourse
This thesis is situated within the broad discipline of cultural geography. Amongst
other things, recent research within cultural geography has focused on notions of
othemess, diversity and socially constructed knowledge. These three features are all
pertinent to this thesis. Alongside cultural geography, however, academic research
and debate within the sub-disciplines of rural geography and children's geography
also inform this thesis. As the present study crosses several sub-disciplinary
boundaries, a detailed discussion of the features linking these discourses to the current
study is necessary. This chapter therefore outlines the theoretical underpinnings drawn
from these different sub-disciplines and situates the study within broader academic
research. In doing so, it allows comparison in the following chapters between
previous work with children, cultural interpretations of 'rurality', and children's
constructed 'ruralities' within the current research.

The chapter is structured thematically utilising Figure 2.1. which illustrates how all
three literature sets, namely, cultural geography, rural geography and children's
geography inform the current study. These are discussed in turn and the relevance of
each is outlined with reference to two common themes. First, the thesis draws on
widespread interest in how meanings, places and landscapes may be seen as social
constructions. Across many sub-disciplines ideas and knowledges are seen to be
dynamic social products constructed differently through varied social relations.
Secondly, the thesis examines diversity, othemess, and power relations through a
focus on children. Research and discussion within the three literature sets focusing on
these two themes are discussed in detail in the following sections.
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Figure 2.1. Literature and Themes Informing the Current Study

Cultural Geography

Rural Geography

Children's Geography

The current study:

An analysis of how children's
heterogeneous constructions of 'rurality'
are shaped.
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The first literature set, cultural geography, provides much of the theoretical context
for this research. 'New' cultural geography presents a view of culture as socially
constructed rather than a system of objects and practices which is relatively
autonomous from the society to which it belongs (Crang, 1998). Social
constructionists view culture as generated through social interaction with the material
world and with different people's relations, and understandings of that world.
Cosgrove and Jackson (1987) illustrated this perspective: "culture is the medium
through which people transform the mundane phenomena of the material world into a
world of significant symbols to which they give meaning and attach value" (1987:
99). The significance of this view of culture to this thesis lies in the prospect that
children socially construct 'rurality' (one aspect of culture) through material and
symbolic (discursive) experiences.

Cultural studies also recognise multiple cultures, as each individual makes sense of
the world in their own way. Crang stipulated '[C]ultural Geography is about the
diversity and plurality of life in all its variegated richness; about how the world,
spaces and places are interpreted and used by people ..." (1998: 3). Since children are
one heterogeneous social group, detailed consideration of literature about diversity
and othemess is important for generating an understanding of children's constructed
'ruralities'. The discussion in section 2.1 therefore looks at literature emerging from
cultural geography that recognises a 'plurality of cultures', which either gain
dominance in a society or are marginalised according to power structures that
determine a particular hegemonic culture. Such considerations are essential for
approaching the diversity of constructions and the influential sources of children's
cultural knowledge of 'rurality' ?
As a study of children's understandings of 'rurality', the thesis also draws extensively
on recent cultural analyses within rural studies. Figure 2.1 illustrates that literature

2

Additionally, cultural geography supports the exploration of culture, through, discourse analysis, one method
of analysis employed within this study.
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within rural geography is examined according to understandings of 'rurality' as a
social construct (Halfacree, 1995; Jones, 1995), and the recognition of multiple
'ruralities' according to people's different cultural knowledges (Cloke and Little,
1997; Jones, 1995, 1997; Murdoch and Pratt, 1993; Philo, 1992;). This thesis
examines literature concerning the construction of 'rurality' as one example of the
way in which culture is socially constructed and how constructions vary. The study
takes its cue from literature attempting to understand the varied constructions of
'rurality', and contributes to this literature through the example of children's
constructed 'ruralities'.

The final literature set examined within this review is children's geography. Naturally,
as this study is centred on children it is important to situate the findings within wider
research on children. Additionally, recent research focussed on children has embraced
the notions of otherness and diversity emerging from cultural studies. This literature is
cited often as this thesis also links children's geographies with these cultural studies
themes. In the past, studies on children tended to focus on the 'universal child'.
Recently, however, academics have acknowledged that children are a heterogeneous
group, and that this results in many different experiences and geographies (Matthews
and Limb, 1999). This acknowledgement of diversity amongst children is extended to
the current study via discussion chapters illustrating children's varied experiences and
understandings of 'rurality'. Furthermore, academics have argued that children are
involved in the process of social constructions of culture. Children are argued to be
cultural producers in their own right (Matthews and Limb, 1999). This is particularly
pertinent, as the manner in which children construct their knowledges of 'rurality' is a
key component of this study.

The three literature sets are now discussed in detail, focusing in particular on the two
themes of otherness and social construction.
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2.1. Cultural Geography
During the past two decades cultural studies has undergone a shift in emphasis from
understanding culture as a unitary concept, to examining a plurality of cultures
(Cosgrove, 1987).3 Indeed, recent work within cultural studies has focused on culture
as socially constructed and diverse. This shift enabled investigations of culture through
many different groupings of people and many different mediums (Burgess and Gold,
1985; Shurmer-Smith and Hannam, 1994). These two themes coincide with the
objectives of the current study (see Figure 2.1.), namely, to examine the way an aspect
of children's culture ('rurality') is socially constructed and to highlight diversity
amongst children's constructions.

Within this thesis the term 'cultural knowledge' appears frequently. Cultural
knowledge refers to an individual's personalised understanding of the world. Within
the context of this thesis, children's understandings of 'rurality' are one aspect of a
child's cultural knowledge. David Crouch writing about the otherness of leisure
practices in 'rurality' used a similar term. He stated: "A problem in the investigation
of the rural has been a presumption of a unified geographical/cultural knowledge of
the rural" (1997: 191). In the remainder of his paper Crouch shortened the term to
'geographical knowledge', omitting the cultural aspect. However, the importance of
culture is highlighted in this thesis by the use of the term cultural knowledge. Often
the term geographical refers to physical (material) places, while children's
understandings of material 'rurality' are important, children's symbolic (discursive)
understandings are equally important. In order to incorporate both these generic
aspects of children's understandings of 'rurality' the term cultural knowledge is
preferred. It incorporates children's knowledge generated through material experience
of physical places but also their symbolic experience of imaginary places through
signs and symbols, beliefs and values circulating within the discourses of their lives.

3

Within past cultural studies literature, culture was considered uniform and studies simply looked to
interpret patterns and interactions between people and their environment (Johnston et. aI, 1994;
Surman-Smith and Hannam, 1994). This is similar to interpretations of 'rurality' produced in early
'rural' studies. 'Rurality' was considered universally uniform, and researchers focussed on
describing patterns of settlement, demographics, land-use and so on.
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It could be argued that the term 'discourse' would serve a similar purpose to the

proposed 'cultural knowledge'. 'Discourse' is understood to include all the ways in
which we communicate knowledge thus incorporates material and symbolic
(discursive) interaction with 'rurality' (Jones, 1995). However, within this thesis
'discourse' is used primarily as an analytical tool to explore children's symbolic
experiences; the influence of signs and symbols, and conversation within lay, popular
and professional arenas.

2.1.1. The Social Construction of Culture

While the notion of social construction has existed in geography for a long time it has
been re-theorised in

association with new

understandings that

society is

heterogeneous and operates through various power relations (Nash, 1999). As
geographers have come to understand culture as socially constructed and therefore
open to different interpretations, the complexity of culture has emerged. For instance,
studies of culture in the past commonly focussed on the elite class of western society
or the exotic peoples of distant countries (Burgess and Gold, 1985). However,
recently, geographers have critiqued this narrow view of culture and argued for
attention to be paid to the cultures of all peoples including the middle - and lower class members of our own societies (Burgess and Gold, 1985; Cosgrove and Jackson,
1987). With the shift from traditional understandings of culture to new ideas about the
plurality of cultures geographers have broadened their view of what constitutes
culture and the different mediums through which culture can be interpreted and
understood (Burgess and Gold, 1985; Shurmer-Smith and Hannam, 1994).

The changing focus of cultural geography to include analysis of cultures of many
different groups of people also incorporated recognition of different cultural 'texts'.
Art and literature from high culture were popular choices of 'texts' to understand the
culture of the elite. However, Burgess and Gold argued that other mediums such as
"newspapers, music and film, [need to] be considered just as legitimate an expression
of culture as literature, sculpture and theatre" (1985: 2). Consequently, within this
thesis popular discourse media, such as books and television were examined, as they
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were most prominent in the circulation of discourses of 'rurality' for New Zealand
children.

Early views of social construction focussed, for example, on the belief that landscapes
were organised according to a particular social order. This allowed geographers to
investigate that social order and gain some understanding of the presiding values and
beliefs of a society according to the way in which they constructed their material
landscape (Shurmer-Smith and Hannam, 1994). Recently, however, geographers have
pondered the factors behind this social ordering (Burgess and Gold, 1985). As they
have come to understand culture as socially constructed, studies suggest even the
material form of landscape is actually an expression of hegemonic cultural knowledge
and power relations, rather than a neutral social construction of a whole society (Nash,
1999). The shifting examination of landscape is one example of the way in which
geographers are now investigating culture. This is a particularly important
development for the present study as 'rural' landscapes too can be understood as
socially constructed and as an expression of hegemonic cultural knowledges of
'rurality'. Additionally as expressed in the coming discussion chapters, children often
present their understandings of 'rurality' through constructions and communication of
landscape, although other strategies are also evident.

As geographers began to investigate 'landscape' as a socially constructed text upon
which people paint their ideologies, the issue of power required consideration - who
was doing the 'painting' and what ideas and images did they consider important to
include? Nash's (1999) ideas of reinforcing and challenging dominant ways of
thinking through the cultural production of a specific type of landscape are important.
He stated: "landscapes reflect the values of a society, especially those of its most
powerful members, but they can also be used to try to reinforce or challenge dominant
and taken for granted ways of thinking about and organizing society" (Nash, 1999:
217). The landscape may also, therefore, be used by geographers to examine power
relations.

Within this study the 'rural' landscape (both physically and in popular culture, etc.) of
New Zealand is understood to be the product of powerful members of our society, and
the perpetuation of this type of landscape represents the continuation of dominant
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ideas. Children's alternative ideas about 'rurality' are considered potentially
challenging of dominant ideas even though children are (as yet) not in a position of
power to express these ideas. In other words, interpreting the 'rural' landscape tells us
much about the dominant groups who have produced it but it also hints at othered
groups (and their alta vistas), whose ways ofthinking are hidden from view.

Geographers' acknowledgement of culture as socially constructed has allowed
examination of many different groups' understandings of culture. It has also enabled
the interpretation of culture through diverse media. These trends provide opportunities
for this thesis to examine children's cultures, previously neglected or studied eojointly with adult cultures. Likewise the trends allow exploration of the circulation of
culture through different media, such as children's literature, television and lay
discourses of 'rurality'. The following section develops the recent academic
acknowledgement of diversity and power relations.

2.1.2. Difference in the Constructions, Meanings and Consumption of Culture
According to Sets of Power Relations

A second key theme of cultural geography that has informed this thesis involves the
recent attention to difference and diversity among cultural constructions, meanings
and consumption. As Matthews et al argued:
society does not comprise an "isolable, unitary, internally coherent, whole" (Amittalai, 1995: 223) linked by a common vision. Instead, society is seen as
multicultural, comprising a complex myriad of different socially defined
(constructed) groups each with their own 'ways of seeing' (1998: 311).

Cultural geographers are now looking to people who are situated in different spaces
and who negotiate and shape these in many different ways. As Cosgrove summarised:
"[a] unitary view of Culture gives way to a plurality of cultures each of which is time
- and place - specific" (1987: 99). Examples of such studies focussed on children's
negotiation of space (Matthews, 1995; Valentine ei al, 1998) or use of space by New
Age Travellers and Gypsies (Henderson, 2000; Hetherington, 1998).
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Power relations are evident in the construction, interpretation and consumption of
cultural knowledge. Matthews (1994) argued that the cultural geographer's role is to
expose hegemonic values so they may be understood as the cultural construction of
only one group of people, not as necessarily the accepted universal cultural expression
of a society. In this respect the current thesis highlights children's cultural knowledge
as it is bound to hegemonic knowledge of 'rurality' and also as it differs - being
produced uniquely by children in their own right. Examination of power relations is
an important aspect of this thesis as children are bound to a subordinate position
within parent/child and teacher/student relations. This places adults in a powerful
position as mediators of cultural knowledge. The thesis recognises the power held by
parents and teachers but primarily focuses on the ways in which children accept or
challenge this as they choose other means to convey cultural knowledge of 'rurality'.
The recent focus on diversity within cultural studies provided the intellectual
mechanism to examine children's culture in detail and as separate from adult culture.
This focus on diversity guides the current study and the notion of multiple cultures
also resonates with the objectives of this thesis to illustrate the heterogeneity of
children's own cultural knowledge of 'rurality'.

2.1.3. Discourse Analysis

Discourse analysis is commonly used by cultural geographers to examine the many
different cultural understandings held by people. Discourse can be understood as "all
the ways in which we communicate with one another, to the vast network of signs,
symbols and practices through which we make our world(s) meaningful to ourselves
and others" (Gregory, 1994: 11. Cited in Jones, 1995: 36). Discourse analysis draws
on all these communications to understand how people make sense of their world.
Within this thesis discourse analysis is one of the methods chosen to examine how
children choose certain signs and symbols to express their cultural knowledge of
'rurality' .
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Academic discourse was for many years the pre-eminent means to investigate culture.
Recently, however, academics have acknowledged the merit of examining culture
through other discourses, such as popular, professional, and lay discourses (Crouch,
1992; Jones, 1995). Within this thesis, an aspect of children's culture, their
understandings of 'rurality' are examined through popular, lay and professional
discourses, as these are the discourses that circulate in children's lives and influence
children's acquisition of cultural knowledge.

According to Fairclough (1992) discourse can be divided into three interconnected
parts. Fairclough argued that at the most basic level discourse constituted many
different 'texts'. The most obvious of these texts is the communication of ideas
through words, however, texts are also understood to be pictures, and even landscapes
(Crang, 1998). Within this study, 'texts' such as children's drawn, brainstormed and
verbal constructions were examined to highlight the way in which children give
meaning to 'rurality'. Additionally, 'texts' within other discourses were explored to
illustrate how children were influenced by understandings of 'rurality' circulating in
adult discourses. Television programmes, children's literature, and cartoons examined
within this thesis were all discursive texts.

The second part of discourse identified by Fairclough (1992) was discursive practice.
This relates to the way in which 'texts' are produced, distributed and consumed
(1992: 78). Within this study discursive practice was considered through observation
of the way in which children developed their texts of 'rurality'. Importantly,
observation of the discursive practice involved in generating the brainstorming sheets
allowed an understanding of children's negotiation of ideas of 'rurality', and
illustrated power relations amongst the children. With regard to distribution and
consumption, children's views of different programmes and literature containing
images of 'rurality' were gauged to highlight the types of images children were
consuming from popular discourse and which children received these images (see
Chapter Six).

Fairclough (1992) also discusses discourse in terms of social practice. This aspect of
discourse relates to the wider social practices that influence the ways in which
discursive practice occurs and what kinds of texts are produced. Examination of
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discourse through social practice is a demanding task, and remains outside the scope
of this study. However, one way in which social practice is recognised within this
thesis is the acknowledgement of power relations in the production of discourses of
'rurality'. This thesis examined adult discourses of 'rurality' as the social practice of
wider society deems that adults produce cultural knowledge for children to consume.
Additionally, social practices within wider New Zealand society generate a positive
view of 'rurality' that appears in texts provided for children. The affect of adult social
practice on discourses of 'rurality' and in particular children's discourses of 'rurality'
is an important issue for future research.

Discourse analysis provided cultural studies with a means to investigate different
groupings of people, and explore culture through many different media. Within this
thesis discourse analysis is one of the key primary tools used to examine the way in
which children construct 'rurality' and how this is affected by wider discourses.

2.2. 'Rurality' as an Example of Cultural Knowledge
Historically, 'rurality' was investigated according to its physical make-up. In recent
years, however, acknowledgement of social construction and the diversity of society
enabled examination of the cultural qualities of 'rurality' (Cloke and Little, 1997;
Halfacree, 1995). Indeed, cultural analyses of 'rurality' have become an important
part of social science. While rural geography is a wider sub-discipline, this section of
the review addresses only research focussed on 'rurality' that resonates with the two
themes highlighted in figure 2.1. The first theme was the notion that 'rurality' is
socially constructed - it is not given or static but is the product of discursive
interaction between groups of people defined spatially and temporally. The second
theme regarded difference and diversity, namely, the acknowledgement of a plurality
of 'rural', not just in the material sense but in the symbolic sense - the notion that
different people give different meanings to 'rurality' (Philo, 1997).
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2.2.1. 'Rurality' as a Social Construct

'Rural' areas have been explored by geographers in terms of their physical
characteristics, their economic productivity, and their demographic structure (Cloke,
1985; McCormack, 1998). Recently, however, 'rural' areas have been studied by
socio-cultural geographers intending to highlight the way in which 'rurality' is
socially constructed (Cloke, 1997; Halfacree, 1993 and 1995; Jones, 1995). These
geographers focused on the symbolic meanings of 'rurality' circulating society. They
argued that 'rurality' is a product of culture and is therefore open to interpretation in
different ways by different people. Just as academics realised that culture could not be
considered unitary, static, or an all-encompassing property of one group of people,
'rurality' has come to be seen as multiply constructed, understood, negotiated and
consumed in different ways by many people (Murdoch and Pratt, 1997). This
assertion underpins the current thesis' aim to explore the way in which children
socially constructed 'rurality', and how they used social constructions of 'rurality'
from adult discourses to supplement their cultural knowledge.

One well-researched social construction of 'rurality' is the 'rural' idyll, a cultural
knowledge constructing 'rurality' as aesthetically pleasant, agrarian, and comprising a
close-knit community (Bell, 1997; Cloke and Milbourne, 1992; Halfacree, 1993;
Short, 1991). Exploration of the use and affects of this social construction are
numerous. For example, the 'rural' idyll is often understood as a hegemonic
understanding of 'rurality' (Halfacree, 1993; Murdoch and Pratt, 1993). The 'rural'
idyll has also been studied as a tool and product of popular discourse (Bunce, 1994),
as a key influence in eighteenth century English art (Short, 1992), as a draw card to
sell commodity products (Short, 1992), in relation to women's roles in 'rural' areas
(Little, 1986; Little and Austin, 1996; Whatmore, 1990), and as a means to hide
deprivation (Cloke, 1997). Images of the 'rural' idyll within this thesis were identified
in popular discourse and parental discourse and recognised within many children's
own expressions.
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The perpetuation of the 'rural' idyll myth

IS

seen as a product of our largely

'urbanised' society. Bunce argued:
society [is] increasingly separated from direct contact with land, nature and rural
community, the main inspiration for the idealisation of the countryside has thus
been the images and values presented by literature and art and, more recently, by
an increasingly dominant range of mass media. It is these which have nourished
and reinforced the mental images of the countryside, which have fabricated the
mythology and romanticism within which nostalgic sentiment has flourished ...
(1994: 37).

This thesis investigates Bunce's argument with regard to the influence of children's
literature, film, and television on children's cultural knowledge of 'rurality'. Many of
the examples employed portrayed forms of the 'rural' idyll, however, the recurrence
of this theme in children's own constructions of 'rurality' was not uniformly
dominant. This suggested that while children adhere to elements of hegemonic
knowledge they also constructed their own cultural knowledge of 'rurality'.
The idea of the 'rural' idyll is not the only social construction of 'rurality'. Academics
have begun to investigate a plethora of social constructions. For example in a project
conducted by Cloke et al, (1994), the term 'rural' was identified in many different
ways:
as a bludgeon, as a badge, as a barometer - to signify many different things security, identity, community, domesticity, gender, sexuality, ethnicity - nearly
always by drawing on many different sources - media, the landscape, friends and
kin, animals (1994: 1).

While little work has been done to investigate the social constructions and cultural
knowledges of 'rurality' of children, academics have examined these factors with
regard to other groups of people. Three academics, in particular have investigated the
social constructions of 'rurality' presented by 'urban' and 'rural' dwelling adults. The
findings from the current study may be considered an addition to this literature.

One rural sociology endeavour focussed on 'urban' views of 'rurality' in an attempt to
investigate how 'rurality' was constructed and used and what it meant to everyday
people on the street. Willits, Bealer and Timbers (1990) found that 'urban' people
held a positive view of 'rurality' based around ideas of the idyll myth. More recently,
the geographer Haartsen (1999) and her colleagues attempted a similar study in the
Netherlands. By examining 'urban' and 'rural' dwellers' social constructions of
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'rurality', they discovered 'rural' people tended to hold a positive view of 'rural' life
and justified this by indicating the superior socio-cultural aspects of 'rural'
communities. Similarly, 'urban' dwellers also gave mostly positive views of 'rurality',
but they focussed on the agricultural aspects of 'rural' life.

These two differing understandings may not seem profound but in choosing to
investigate only one construction other social constructions of 'rurality' are hidden
from view and thus become marginalised. By placing children's neglected social
constructions of 'rurality' on the agenda the present study seeks to redress such
neglect. This is not to assert that the current study operates in isolation, for instance,
Keith Halfacree (1993) conducted research with 'rural' dwellers in England to
investigate the variety of circulating social constructions in 'rural' areas. However,
while other academics have explored social constructions of 'rurality', children have
been neglected.

In sum, while academics increasingly recognise 'rurality' as socially constructed,

research has focussed on dominant social constructions (the 'rural' idyll) and different
dominant groups of people ('rural' and 'urban' dwelling adults). Little research has
investigated the social constructions of 'rurality' presented by 'other' groups, such as
children.

2.2.2. Heterogeneity (and Related Power Issues) in Constructions of 'Rurality'

As this thesis explores the constructions of a group within society, relatively neglected
within social research and particularly within rural geography, reviewing literature
focussed on 'rural' diversity is important. Academics considering the diversity of
'rural' areas and 'rural' society have become engaged in questions of othemess.
Othemess within rural geography refers to people, ideologies, and cultural
knowledges of 'rurality' which are considered outside the mainstream (Cloke and
Little, 1997). Chris Philo (1992: 193) published a key article on this subject. He
commented on the tendency for rural geographers to study 'rurality' through the eyes
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of white middle class men, he stipulated:
developments within social-cultural geography to do with recovering the
geographies of 'other' human groupings - the geographies of peoples other than
white, middle-class, middle-aged, able-bodied, sound-minded, heterosexual men offer challenging new ways of thinking (or maybe rethinking) rural studies

Philo (1992) called for attention to numerous groups of neglected 'others' in 'rural'
geography. This thesis responds to that call through exploration of children's 'rural'
geographies.

The study of an othered group requires attention to, and understanding of the power
relations which create this othemess (Cloke and Little, 1997). Duncan and Sharp
argued that these power relations might involve:
cultural institutions and practices, class and gender [also age] formations, as well as
taken-for-granted assumptions about the nature of history and social progress (1993:
473).

Hegemonic knowledges can become so ingrained in a society that they are not
recognised as such but as the natural social order. In this situation, persons or groups
not conforming to this ideology, become othered as society sees them outside their
understanding of the social order. An example of this situation being explored within
'rural' geography is the presence of gypsies and new age travellers in the British
countryside (Henderson, 2000; Hetherington, 1998; Sibley, 1997). People see them as
the epitome of everything that is not 'rural' (not quiet, farm-based, wholesome, hardworking people (Sibley, 1997))and therefore consider that they do not belong in the
jt

countryside. The hegemonic cultural knowledge of 'rurality' is so strong that policies
have been made to keep travellers out of the countryside (Sibley, 1997). Within this
thesis structures of power are investigated in terms of the influences and affects of
adult discourses of 'rurality' on the development of children's personal cultural
knowledge. The thesis outlines children's response to these power relations through
examination of what images of 'rurality' are presented to children and in turn what
children present within their own constructions.
According to Cloke and Little (1997) the othering process is initiated and maintained
through established power relations. With regard to hegemonic 'rural' knowledges
being constructed and consumed by society, they argued that a circular process
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operates whereby:
'accepted representations' reflect dominant power relations in rural society. They
reproduce the preferred composition and values of 'the powerful' in rural society,
and in turn reinforce the existing distribution of power and status" (1997: 276).

Once a cultural knowledge becomes dominant, therefore, it is very difficult to
challenge, in Gramsci's words this knowledge becomes 'naturalised'. Gramsci stated:

the dominant culture not only asserts itself but its assertion is interpreted by the
people at large as 'natural', even welcome as part of a necessary social order and
social life (Gramsci 1971, cited in Crouch, 1997: 190).

This is an important consideration as the current study examines whether children
negotiate the hegemonic cultural knowledges of 'rurality' presented to them through
adult discourses. Dominant cultural knowledges of 'rurality', such as the significance
of agriculture, 'nature', and idyllic lifestyles are presented to children within popular
discourse and also via inter-discursivity with parents. Exploration of the way in which
children deal with these hegemonic cultural knowledges of 'rurality' is important to
this thesis.

The inclusion of others into recent theorisation and research of 'rurality' provides an
agenda for the study of children's experiences and understandings of 'rurality'.
Children are considered one of these other groups who have been outside of academic
investigation with regards to the understanding of 'rurality'. Children are also
considered others as a result of their lesser positions within wider power relationships
in our society and this aspect will be discussed further in the following section.

2.3. Children as Cultural Producers of 'Rurality'
Recent work by geographers highlighted the importance of recognising children as
heterogeneous cultural producers in their own right (James, 1990; Matthews, 1992;
Matthews and Limb, 1999; Matthews et al, 1995; Sibley, 1991; Valentine et al, 1998;
Winchester, 1991;). This recognition has prompted much debate and concern over the
need for a more comprehensive inclusion of children in geographic research (James,
1990; Sibley, 1991; Winchester, 1993). To date, however, little 'rural' research has
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addressed this requirement. This thesis provides one example of the way in which
children can be included within wider geographic research.

In a similar fashion to the last two sections of this chapter, literature from children's
geography relates to the two key themes of social construction and diversity (see
figure 2.1). First, children's participation in the social construction of culture is
explored. Second, children's inherent heterogeneity is considered. Within this study
children are treated as individuals each with their own contextual circumstances.
Finally, factors influencing children's participation in social construction are
highlighted. This section relates to the influence of lived experience, interaction with
influential discourses and socialisation.

2.3.1. Children as Cultural Producers

Until recently, research with children focussed on children's ability to adjust to an
adult-dominated world, rather than their role and position in that world (lames, 1990:
278). As Freeman (1998) noted:
childhood has come to be seen as a stage, rather than as a social practice, with
children spoken of as in the process of 'becoming' and therefore in terms of
inadequacy, inexperience and immaturity (1998: 434).

Many academics acknowledge that children act as cultural producers in their own
right (Matthews et al, 1998). For instance, Matthews, et al argued that children are
"actively involved in shaping social and environmental transactions" (1998: 312).
Nevertheless, academics do not deny that children's lives are influenced by adult
structures, such as the characteristics of the physical and social environment
(Matthews et al, 1998; Sibley, 1995; Winchester, 1993). For example Valentine et al
argued:
while children are important actors in their own right, it is also true that many young
people's lives (especially those under 18, or those who, for whatever reason, do not,
or cannot, live independently of their 'families ') are strongly mediated by others - at
home, at school and so on (1998:22).

However, academics also suggest that; "children are agents in creating their own
geographies" (Sibley, 1991: 358). This thesis acknowledges that children's
geographies are shaped by adult structures, for example, through their access to
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information and experience of 'rurality'. But the thesis also illustrates how children
generate individualised understandings of 'rurality' regardless of the experiences and
information provided by adults in their lives. In this way the thesis bridges the gap
between these two approaches to research with children.
Through the recognition of children as cultural producers academics also
acknowledged that children "do have a capacity to make their own places, and to
adapt the environments of others to their needs" (Sibley, 1991: 269). So while
children are placed in a predicament which awards them little say over the formal
organisation of their world, informally they have the ability to create and change
aspects. This study argues that children have little say over the images of 'rurality'
circulating their lives, and in many cases the experiences of 'rurality' they are offered.
However, they still have the ability to choose whether these images and experiences
are used in the formation of their cultural knowledge of 'rurality'. Children are not
passive 'adults-in-training' who accept the knowledges they are given by adults, they
actively generate their own understandings." Children's cultural knowledge of
'rurality' is therefore, explored as linked to adult discourses of 'rurality', but also to
unique understandings constructed by children themselves. In this way the thesis
highlights the extent to which children are cultural producers in their own right.

2.3.2. Recognition of Children as Heterogeneous and Negotiating
Power Relations

Recent work within children's geographies advocated the need to investigate children
as different and diverse, not just from adults but amongst themselves (Jenks, 1996;
Matthews et al, 1998; Valentine et al, 1998). Similar to the notion of a given unitary
culture used in early cultural studies, the notion of a unitary, universal child has been
the focus of earlier works in children's geography (Matthews et al, 1998). However,

4

It should also be noted that children do not only produce their own knowledges, they also affect the generation
of knowledge of people around them. Winchester (1993: 358) stated: "[I]n a very real way, children also
structure the lives of those around them; in particular, children ofpre-school age impose time and resource
constraints on their parents, especially their mothers (Fortuijn and Karsten, 1989; Tivers, 1985; Winchester,
1990)".
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Matthews and Limb argued:
Future agendas depend on the recognition that there is not a unitary and
monolithic geography of childhood and on the incorporation of the importance of
difference and diversity (through experiences of children themselves) (1999: 67).

Matthews and Limb (1999) continued to state the obvious, that children 'come in all
shapes and sizes', but alluded to a more important consideration that 'who' the child
is and 'where' the child comes from are essential to understanding children's multiple
realities. In other words, understanding an individual child's experiences or
understandings (their geographies), requires consideration of their class, gender,
personality and life experiences (Punch, 1997). This thesis is sensitive to this
heterogeneity. From chapters four to seven it notes how children's constructions of
'rurality' are multiple, and linked to their gender, location of residence, material
experience, and engagement with discourses of 'rurality' .

2.3.3. Factors Influencing Children as Cultural Producers

This thesis examines children's constructed 'ruralities', but in particular why children
constructed 'rurality' in a particular manner. In doing so, it recognises children as
cultural producers in their own right but also as influenced by other factors.
Children's lived experiences, and engagement with discourses of 'rurality' are
explored in conjunction with each child's constructions in order to illustrate the way
in which children gather information from many sources to develop their personal
cultural knowledge. Within the investigation of influential discourses parents views
were gathered and compared to children's views generically and to each child
specifically. The decision to carry out this particular investigation was encouraged by
a review of socialisation theory, which stipulated that children gained their knowledge
directly from parents. Socialisation theory and other influential factors mentioned are
outlined in the following short discussion.
While children are considered cultural producers in their own right, academics have
also noted that they are influenced and affected by adult structures (Matthews et aI,
1998; Winchester, 1993). Within this section the theory of socialisation is discussed
as it highlights the way in which children's position in society (and ability to make
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sense of the world) was examined in the past. The theory argued that children are
passive recipients of cultural knowledge, they do not negotiate it, but are affected by
the societal conditions with which they are associated.

Socialisation is an early nomothetic theory that deemed cultural knowledge as
produced through a process of transmission. In other words, knowledge is generated
through transmission from person to person. Socialisation is used most prolifically in
social psychology. In this instance it focuses on transmission of information and
values from adult to child. For example, Chombert De Lauwe argued:
[T]he social transmission of life styles, of knowledge, of systems of representations
and of values is not only carried out from one generation of adults to another, but
also through the crucible of infancy, during the most intense years of training and
socialisation (1984: 185).

In such approaches children are considered passive, and their capacity to produce
cultural knowledge autonomously is nullified. Advocates of socialisation theory
believe that children consume and reproduce knowledge provided by adults, they do
not negotiate it, and therefore do not have the ability to change or add cultural
knowledge (Aitken, 1985). Socialisation theorists also believe that children's cultural
knowledge is affected by their different interactions with society. Chombert de Lauwe
argued that children's interaction with society: "varies according to the status granted
to his [her] age group and to the models presented to him by his parents, teachers,
childhood institutions, the media and his [her] immediate environment" (1984: 185).
This aspect of socialisation theory is pertinent to this study as children's different
constructions of 'rurality' are linked to their different circumstances, the lived
experiences they have negotiated and the different discourses of 'rurality' they have
engaged with.

Socialisation theory argued that children are fundamentally influenced by adults, and
reproduce understandings of their world according to the understandings provided by
the adults in their lives (Aitken, 1985; Chombert de Lauwe, 1984; Thome, 1993). This
theory had strong modernist and structural foci on the psychological development of
children, which ran counter to the predominantly post-structural character of new
cultural geographies influencing this thesis. Socialisation theory argued that children
are influenced by the social status, of their parents (Chombert de Lauwe, 1984).
Specifically, different children are awarded different life opportunities and
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dynamic socially constructed phenomenon, which can hold different meanings for
different people. This acknowledgement has also been made within rural geography
as academics consider 'rurality' as an example of how culture is socially constructed.
'Rurality' within rural geography has therefore come to be understood as a product of
culture, which is open to interpretation by people in different ways. Within children's
geographies recognition of this social constructionist view has also been made.
Children are increasingly considered cultural producers with the ability to participate
in the social construction of culture. While academics acknowledge that children are
bound to power relations that limit their ability to formally construct culture, they note
that informally children operate with a degree of creativity and independence.

Diversity and othemess are also key understandings explored within this thesis. As
geographers have come to understand culture as socially constructed they have also
recognised the diversity of culture and meanings given to culture. Recognition of this
diversity has enabled exploration of the cultural meanings held by many different
groups of people. Until recently the views of many people have been marginalised as
they sat outside the dominant or 'naturalised' view of culture. Cultural geographers
have called this process of marginalisation, othering. Academics are currently
examining not only the views of othered groups but also the power relations that
marginalise these people and their cultural knowledges.

Within rural geography 'rurality' is now being examined from the viewpoint of many
previously othered groups. Children have been highlighted as one of these groups.
This thesis therefore adds to recent literature within rural geography recognising
children as others and allowing their understandings of 'rurality' to be heard.

Academics within children's geography also focus on othemess as a means to request
the inclusion of children in research. They argue that children have been relatively
neglected yet their circumstances and geographies are as valuable as adults.
Academics within this sub-discipline also recognise diversity amongst children. The
previously studied universal child has given way to a focus on children's
heterogeneity. This thesis responds to this recognition of heterogeneity by treating
children and their cultural knowledge individually. These are not just explored
generically but specific to each child and their contextual circumstances.
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Review of these three sub-disciplines has provided analytical tools to explore
children's constructions of 'rurality'. Cultural geographers have advocated the use of
discourse analysis as a means to understand the process of social construction and to
explore diversity. Rural geographers have also taken on board this tool to examine the
diversity of 'rurality'. They also recognise that there are many different discourses
from which 'rurality' can be explored. For instance, through popular, professional and
lay discourses. All three are examined within this thesis in order to gauge their
influence on children's constructions and cultural knowledges of 'rurality'.

This examination of social construction, diversity and othemess within wider
academic research and debate has highlighted many links between wider geographic
theory and the objectives of this study. The review of literature from three different
sub-disciplines illustrates the ability of this thesis to bridge disciplinary gaps, bringing
children to the attention of both cultural and rural geographers and to contribute to
existing children's geography. The following chapter outlines the methodology
adopted to explore children's social constructions of 'rurality', while the remainder of
this thesis outlines children's ability to socially construct an aspect of culture, the
consequences of power relations and othemess and the inherent diversity amongst
children and their cultural knowledge.

3. Researching Alta Vistas: Methodological
Considerations

"When I use a word," Humpty Dumpty said, in a rather scornful tone, "it means just
what I choose it to mean - neither more nor less."
"The question is," said Alice, "whether you can make words mean so many different
things."
"The question is," said Humpty Dumpty, "which is to be master, that's all."
Carroll, L cited in Falk, W. and T. Pinhey (1978)

This thesis explores the varied meanings children give to 'rurality'. As suggested by
the quote above, taken from 'Through the Looking Glass', the thesis accepts that each
child understands 'rurality' in their own way. Despite this diversity, some
understandings are identified as dominant within children's discourse and also wider
society. In order to highlight both children's diverse constructions and the
commonality amongst these constructions a complex methodology was developed.

This chapter outlines the methodological underpinnings of this thesis through
consideration of theoretical approaches, issues of ethics and reflexivity, and data
collection and analysis. The first section explores an interpretive approach that
coupled with a more critical stance meets the needs of studying an under-researched
group such as children. The next section outlines the necessary ethical proceedings
and considerations of reflexivity. In discussing the importance of ethics and
reflexivity, details are given on the steps taken to ensure children's anonymity and
confidentiality, and to acknowledge the researcher's position and understanding
during the undertaking of this work. The third section introduces the research sites
and includes an overview of the different groups of child participants. Children (aged
8 - 10)5 from 'urban' and 'rural' settings participated in the study, enabling
comparative analysis of their experiences and constructions. The final section presents
the different data collection and analysis techniques employed. These techniques
5

The study was conducted with Standard Three classes from both schools. Therefore, children were mostly 9
years old although some were children were 8 or 10.
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focus on children's constructions of 'rurality' and the discursive practices through
which children make these constructions.

3.1. Exploring an Interpretive Approach from a Critical Stance
This thesis employs an interpretive research approach. In brief, it is concerned not
with a 'concrete', given social reality, but instead focuses on the different meanings
people create to make sense of their world (Sarantakos, 1993). For instance, the key
objective of this study is to investigate not only what children constructed as 'rurality'
('concrete' features), but also why they did so in a particular manner (meanings given
to 'rurality'). In other words, what meanings did children give to the 'rural' social
world and why did they create these particular constructions?

When discussing interpretive approaches Sarantakos claimed "reality is internally
experienced, is socially constructed through interaction and interpreted through actors,
and is based on the definition people attach to it" (1993: 35). With regard to 'rurality',
this thesis supported the notion of internal experience as each child engages with, and
understands, 'rurality' in their own way. Furthermore, it recognises that 'rurality' is
collectively interpreted through interaction with other children and other members of
society (actors) and cultural products of society (books, news, media). 'Rurality' is
considered a social construct and this thesis examines how that construction occurs
within children's discourse.

Employment of an interpretive approach involves searching for the 'systems of
meanings' that people use to understand their world (Sarantakos, 1993). This task is
pertinent to the aims of the thesis. The search for 'systems of meaning' that
Sarantakos discusses is undertaken in this study as the meanings children give to
'rurality' are explored. This thesis responds to the interpretive school's call for
attention to meanings and symbols by focussing on: the links between the symbols
children use to give meaning to 'rurality'; their personal engagement with 'rurality'
(material experience); and their engagement with meanings of 'rurality' held by wider
society (discursive experience).
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A strong political agenda does not underpin this research and there is no intention to
'change the world' - to change children's status or circumstances, or to provide
children with the means to change their own circumstances. However, a critical
position is acknowledged in the choice of children as the focus of this study and the
more demanding aims of this thesis, particularly the key research question - why do
children construct 'rurality' in particular ways. This critical position is held through
the identification of children as one of many othered groups - that is they do not hold
a dominant or powerful position in society - their knowledge, experience and needs
are unheard unless via an adult; and they are therefore placed in an othered position.
By examining the way children negotiate 'rurality' through their lived experiences
and their engagement with circulating discourses of 'rurality' this thesis gives voice to
children's geographies within academic discourse. It brings attention to the different
ways in which children experience and view the world. This thesis acknowledges the
need for attention to other groups (through the inclusion of children in research),
provides possible mechanisms (use of appropriate data collection techniques) and
discusses one example of how children's knowledges can be explored (children's
constructed 'ruralities'). In this way a critical agenda is supported.

These links to the critical paradigm provide an opportunity to research children with
the view of highlighting on the one hand, their othemess, and on the other hand the
importance of including their geographies in academic discourse. Additionally, the
critical stance taken in this study encouraged rigorous consideration of ethics and
reflexivity.

3.2. Ethical and Reflexive Considerations
Due to the nature of this study - the focus on children as research subjects - stringent
ethical procedures were required. The University of Otago stipulated that a research
proposal must be submitted to the University Ethics Committee prior to the
commencement of the research. The proposal completed for this study (see Appendix
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1) required much detail as children are considered mmors who require added
sensitivity and safeguarding. 6

Many of the requirements focussed on children's confidentiality, anonymity and
autonomy. In order to meet these requirements a number of techniques were
incorporated into the fieldwork and worked through in collaboration with the
principals and teachers at the participating schools (details on the schools are given in
section 3.3). First, to meet the requirements of autonomy, only voluntary participation
was sought. Thus children were supplied with their own consent form, which they
completed themselves if they wished to participate. For various reasons, a number of
children decided they would not participate. Their decision was honoured, even in
instances where their parents had given consent. In this way children felt some control
over their contribution towards this project. Furthermore, children were informed that
they could change their mind about participation at any time. This point was made in
case children did not feel comfortable with any particular data collection activity.

Second, with regard to anonymity, children were requested to create a pseudonym.
These were used for the duration of the stud/ and in production of this academic
text." The pseudonyms were used to identify the children's work, address the children
in the interviews, and during the brainstorming and drawing sessions. Children
enjoyed creating a name for themselves, ensuring they co-operated enthusiastically in
maintaining their anonymity.

Third, children's confidentiality was considered. The material generated by this study
was not deemed sensitive therefore confidentiality was not as important as other
factors. However, children were interviewed individually to ensure that they had an
opportunity to express their own views without the pressure of conforming to the
views of their more dominant peers. Moreover, children were able to recount family
(personal) experiences of 'rurality' more freely in these individual interviews.

6

7
8

A number of discussions took place with academics from Children's Issues and the Psychology departments in
order to be certain of meeting the ethical requirements and conducting a sound and useful study.
Throughout the thesis children are identified by their pseudonym but also situated within the context of their
school location, either 'urban' or 'rural'.
Their enthusiasm meant that they shared their pseudonyms with each other - but in the academic arena (this
text) their anonymity is maintained.
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The final ethical consideration involved a commitment to share the research. This was
met by returning to the schools to share findings with the children for comment and
discussion. The key objective of these sessions was to stress the many varied but
equally important ways that children constructed 'rurality'. 9 This final visit to the
schools also provided an opportunity to thank the children and staff. As a gesture of
my gratitude, each school was given a poster that included children's contributions
from each session. Likewise, each school was presented with a copy of this thesis.

The decision to conduct a reporting back session was also made in consideration of
reflexivity. While ethical issues were important due to the university requirements and
the inclusion of children, reflexivity was also considered a key component of the
methodology. In the words of Tolich and Davidson: "Reflexivity is the idea that social
researchers always remain part of the social world they are studying. Consequently,
their understanding of that social world must begin with their daily experience of life
('common sense')" (1999: 37). In the following paragraphs, reflexivity is discussed
firstly with regard to the researcher's understanding of 'rurality' and secondly as it
affected the research process. These two sections are important because my cultural
knowledge of 'rurality' led to an interest in this subject area and the specific design of
this research project. Within the research process, the design of methodology,
execution of fieldwork, and the analysis and presentation of results are all in part a
product of my personal and academic understanding of 'rurality' .10

3.2.1. Personal Reflexivity

My engagement with 'rural' arenas has altered over my life and with this my
understandings of 'rurality' have also changed. Without wanting to include a full
autobiographical chapter from which the reader could ascertain my engagement and

9

10

Graphs indicating the content of children's drawings and brainstorming provided an interesting point of
conversation as they highlighted how location of residence and gender influence children's cultural
knowledges. Additionally comments from individual interviews were shared, these highlighted the many ways
children understand 'rurality', the different experiences children have in the country and reflected the value
placed on expressions made by the children in their own words.
An article by Keams (1997) detailing his reflexive approach to studying a bicultural community in Hokianga
has prompted my own consideration of reflexivity (see 1997: 5).
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understandings of 'rurality', a brief account of life stages is outlined in Table 3.1. This
table shows that my cultural knowledge of 'rurality' developed as a result of a
childhood growing up in a 'rural' area, as a teenager stationed at an 'urban' boarding
school (intermittently both despising and yearning for a 'rural' lifestyle), and as a
young adult retreating to an imagined 'rural' tranquillity while studying a complex
array of different academic interpretations of 'rurality' .

Table 3.1. Personal Development of 'Rural' Cultural Knowledge
Stage of Life

'Rural' Experience

'Rural' Understanding

Childhood:
Age 0 -15

Growing up on a dairy farm; regularly
participating in agricultural activities

'Rural' as a site of agricultural
production and family home

Adolescence:
Age 16 -19

At 'urban' boarding school; intermittent
visits to home farm

'Rural' as a site of agriculture,
isolation, lack of freedom,

Young Adult
Age 20 -23
(present)

At university studying 'rural'
geography; intermittent visits to home
farm

'Rural' as an idyllic agrarian site.
Recognition of 'rural' as a site of
poverty, 'nature' and
environmental issues.

Prior to immersion in academic discourses of 'rurality', I considered 'rurality' to be a
primarily agricultural notion. I grew up on a farm and my family continues to
participate in the agricultural sector. As a child I was involved with many different
agricultural activities and socialised with other farming families. I also understood the
'rural' lifestyle to be superior; one that provided an enjoyable environment in which
to live and work. However, as a teenager, I found the 'rural' less appealing, boring
and isolating, and thus tended to avoid spending a lot of time in 'rural' settings. Since
studying rural geography I have come to consider other aspects of 'rurality' such as,
poverty, 'nature', governance, and environmental issues. I now understand 'rurality'
as a complex concept rather than solely a site of agriculture. However, I do have a
tendency to place more emphasis on agricultural aspects, as this is what I am most
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familiar with, since it forms a large part of my cultural knowledge or my frame of
reference.

My engagement with the 'rural' arena and subsequent development of a particular
cultural knowledge of 'rurality' provided the 'surprise' needed to develop this
research project. Reading academic literature about 'rurality' led me to reconsider my
own understandings which I found were based on childhood experiences, this made
me consider how important an investigation of children's understandings of 'rurality'
would be.

3.2.2. Reflexivity in the Research Process

Reflexivity has become a requirement for competent social research that is
commonplace in cultural geography (Crang, 1998). Jorgenson argued "it is becoming
increasingly difficult to avoid reflecting on our personal relationship to the research
process, or to ignore our role in the construction of the 'facts' we set out to collect"
(1991: 210). Accordingly, the design of methodology for this research endeavour was
specific to the capabilities, time and resources of the researcher. This section outlines
the reflexive manner in which participants were chosen for this study and the reflexive
measures taken in interpretation of the data.

Participants were drawn from schools for pragmatic reasons of access, efficiency and
ease of fieldwork. Two schools were selected as a nation-wide study was beyond the
scope of the research. Likewise, the two schools were chosen not as representative
examples of New Zealand primary schools with equal numbers of boys and girls and a
statistically calculated ethnic mix. Rather they were chosen because of their
accessibility.i' I had conducted research with Clutha Valley Primary School in the
previous year so contacts had already been established (McCormack, 1998). North

11

The realities of graduate study meant that time and travel resources were limited.
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East Valley Normal School was chosen because of its close proximity to my home
and it was recognised as a school that had been comparatively less researched by the
university than other local schools.

Interpretation of children's constructions is the most important area where reflexivity
was applied. My past understandings of 'rurality' provided me with reference points
to interpret and compare children's ideas. Interpretation of children's work involved
many assumptions and generalisations. In order to reduce the influence of my
personal understandings of 'rurality', children were asked to talk about their
constructions, suggest which parts they considered important and what else they
might add if they had time. While children's comments from this section are not
directly referred to in the discussion chapters they have provided a means to verify my
interpretations and hence reduce the influence of my own understandings of 'rurality' .

Reflexivity is difficult to deal with. It requires a frank inspection of ourselves,
incorporating our external appearance and make-up and our internal ideas and
perceptions as well as a recognition of our past experiences and influences and our
present interests and aims. Acknowledgement of my past engagement with the 'rural'
arena, my current understanding of 'rurality' as well as my intentions with this
project, and the steps I have taken to address design and interpretation bias are all
important aspects of this methodology. Particularly as the reader can now consider the
findings of this study with reference to my personal experiences and understandings
of 'rurality' .

3.3. Context of the Study
3.3.1. Location of the Schools

While this thesis focused on children's constructions of 'rurality', it also illustrated
that different people construct 'rurality' in various ways. One attempt to investigate
these differences was conducted by Willits, Bealer and Timbers (1990) who
highlighted the variation in constructions of 'rurality' produced by 'urban' and 'rural'
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dwelling adult residents. This thesis also explored these variables including
constructions from both 'urban' and 'rural' dwelling children. Consequently, two
different sites were chosen to examine children's constructed 'ruralities'; one, a
suburban area of a New Zealand city (North East Valley), and the other, a 'rural'
locality (Clutha Valley). Plate 3.1 illustrates the location of the school in a residential
suburb of Dunedin. Plate 3.2 is a photograph of the North East Valley area. This
second photograph is particularly important as it shows the close proximity of farms,
forestry and fallow land to the residential 'urban' area where the school is located and
where many of the children reside. While North East Valley Normal school is located
in an 'urban' area, the small size of Dunedin meant that the school lay on the outskirts
and thus merely five to ten minutes drive from what was identified by the children as
a 'rural' area. Some children attending this school resided in the surrounding 'rural'
hill areas, while others lived in the 'urban' residential area adjacent to the school.v'
Plate 3.3 presents Clutha Valley Primary School and Plate 3.4 depicts the
predominantly farmland surroundings. The children attending this school resided in a
large catchment area surrounding the Clydevale village and all but two children
resided on a farm.

3.3.2. The Children

Children at both schools were aged eight to ten years. At Clutha Valley Primary 19
children participated while at North East Valley Normal 21 volunteered. Seven girls
and 12 boys participated from Clutha Valley Primary, and 12 girls and 9 boys from
North East Valley Normal. Of these 40 children 17 'rural' children resided on farms
and 2 'urban' children had previously lived on farms. Additionally, 3 'urban' children
lived adjacent to farmland.

12

The situation of North East Valley Normal School is not unusual for Dunedin.In Dunedin many schools have
farmland, the town (green) belt, hill and seascape surroundings. Such schools contrast with the surroundings of
inner metropolitan schools, which remain outside the scope of this investigation.
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Plate 3.1. Location of North East Valley Normal School in
Suburban Dunedin

Source: Personal Collection (May, 1999)

Plate 3.2. Location of North East Valley Normal School in Proximity
to 'Rural' Areas.

Source: Personal Collection (May 1999)
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Plate 3.3. Clutha Valley Primary School

Source: Personal Collection (May, 1998)

Plate 3.4. Clutha Valley Surroundings

Source: Personal Collection (May , 1998)
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There was a mixture of socio-economic positions represented by the children in this
study. 'Rural' children's socio-economic position differed according to the status of
their parents as farm owners or farm employees. 'Urban' children's socio-economic
positions differed according to opportunities to visit 'rural' areas (owning a batch,
having transport) and opportunities to engage with discourses of 'rurality' (the ability
to buy books, television, or go to the movies). All of these factors are deemed possible
influences on children's cultural knowledge of 'rurality', however, within this study
findings focus on the influence of gender and location of residence rather than socioeconomic factors.

3.4. Methods of Data Collection and Analysis
This section outlines and justifies the quantitative and qualitative data collection and
analysis techniques used to explore children's constructions of 'rurality'. Quantitative
methods enabled the collection of contextual information concerning the children,
parents and teachers participating in the study, alongside the graphical presentation of
content in children's textual and drawn constructions. Qualitative techniques allowed
the collection of detailed, narrative data, a deeper understanding of content in
children's constructions and the discursive practices through which they were
generated.l'' These different techniques are discussed in the following two sections.
The first focuses on the collection and analysis of children's constructions of 'rurality'
(objective 1), while the second outlines methods used to gather and analyse
information regarding the factors affecting children's constructions (objective 2).

13

As this thesis focused on an abstract concept and children's constructions and understandings, it lent itself to
qualitative methods which according to Bouma "provide an impression; to tell what kinds or types of
something there are; to tell what it is like to be, do or think something" (1994: 169). However, quantitative
research remained an important mechanism to situate the knowledge produced by the qualitative methods.
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3.4.1. Data Collection and Analysis Techniques for Gathering Children's
Constructions of 'Rurality'

The techniques outlined within this section were used to establish what elements,
images and meanings children use to generate their constructions of 'rurality' .14 Each
data collection technique will be discussed in turn in the following order:
brainstorming, drawing, and interviewing. Corresponding methods of analysis for
each session are discussed within the same section as data collection. Combined, these
methods enabled a degree of methodological triangulation. The first two techniques
enabled children to produce constructions of 'rural' New Zealand'{ that could be
analysed and further discussed during the interview sessions. While the interview
sessions allowed the collection of more-detailed constructions they also provided the
opportunity to discuss constructions produced in the brainstorming and drawing
sessions.

Brainstorming
Brainstorming required children to work collectively in groups of four or five to
produce a sheet of paper with as many ideas about 'rurality' as possible. This
technique was employed to introduce the study and allow children an opportunity to
engage with the topic and the researcher. It also enabled constructions of 'rurality' to
be generated prior to any wider discussion of the term. The brainstorming technique
was a modified version of the spider diagram method used by Samantha Punch
(1997). Punch's technique required children to draw a diagram that resembled a
spider, with each leg representing "an element of the issue being explored" (1997:
12). The brainstorming technique used in this research provided children with similar
instructions.

As there was no introduction to this exercise - no discussion of what 'rurality' might
be - the children were placed in an 'expert' position. Gollop stipulates "turning the
child into the expert increases the chance that a child will take an active part" in the
14

15

Interviewing was also used in response to the second objective of this thesis to consider why children choose
particular elements, images and meanings to construct 'rurality'.
The phrase 'rural New Zealand' was used in the fieldwork activities since the notion of 'rurality' was too
abstract for children to easily comprehend. While all 'rural' areas are considered multiply constructed, even
within one country, the term 'Rural New Zealand' is used to highlight the emphasis on children's local
knowledge and experience.
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exercise (1997: 4). Children were given complete autonomy over the words they
chose and how they placed them on their sheet. While they had to negotiate this with
their peers they did not interact with any 'authoritative' adult figure such as the
teacher or researcher.

Punch argued that group dynamics are an important aspect of this technique as "there
are usually members of the group whose views dominate the discussion and outcome"
(1997: 13). It was very difficult to overcome this problem, without seeming to control
the children and hence reduce their autonomy to brainstorm. Instead, the researcher
circulated around the groups of children and noted which children were being
excluded from the group discussion. Usually the dominant children did the writing
and therefore mediated the knowledge that was included on their group's sheet. By
suggesting that other (excluded) children should have a turn at writing, the researcher
endeavoured to enable different knowledges to be included.

The brainstorming session was especially useful in giving children both confidence in
communicating with the researcher and familiarity with the research.

The

brainstorming sheets as finished products did not provide a rich source of data to
directly address any of the objectives in this thesis. However, their main function was
to provide a general overview of children's initial ideas about 'rurality', and highlight
what needed to be verified and probed in the following data sessions.

The data generated within the brainstorming session was analysed through
classification and simple statistics. A content analysis allowed every element included
on children's sheets to be placed within a category created by the researcher. The
percentage of elements in each category was compared thus presenting a general
picture of dominant and marginal features within children's constructions.
Additionally, an overview of each sheet was included in NUD*IST computer
programme files specific to each child. 16 This aided the development of biographical
accounts for each child, which were used extensively in Chapters Five, Six and Seven.

16

The use of the NUD*IST computer analysis programme is discussed in more detail within the interviewing
section of this methodology as it provided the primary means of classifying and interpreting data collected
within that session,
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Furthermore, a discourse analysis highlighted the different discursive elements and
common motifs that children used in their constructions (Sarantakos, 1993). This
analysis focused on what Fairclough (1992) called discursive 'texts' (refer to section
2.1.3). Specifically, children's brainstorming was treated as a discursive text that
conveyed children's understandings of 'rurality'. Additionally, the discourse analysis
involved consideration of 'discursive practice' (Ibid.). That is, the way in which these
brainstorming sheets were produced. Particular attention was paid to which children
were adding what meanings and also which children were not participating or
marginalised within the groups. This information aided the development of
biographies and also identified 'othered' children within the study.

Drawing

The second data collection session gave children an opportunity to present drawn
constructions of 'rurality'. The children were asked to create a picture illustrating
'rural' New Zealand. The main aim of the drawing session was to collect examples of
children's constructed 'rurality' in order to compare with children's material and
discursive experiences of 'rurality'. Punch (1997) suggested drawing was a good
initial activity, which is useful to collect children's own views as it allows them more
time and control over the reproduction of their ideas.

This session proved popular with many children as they have few art/drawing sessions
in their class-time at this stage of their education (Teacher's Interviews, 1999). Other
researchers have employed drawing as a technique to understand children's use of
place. Studies by Matthews (1984) and Tandy (1999) used drawing to investigate
tangible space. In contrast, this thesis employed drawing as a means to investigate
children's understandings of an abstract concept of space.

The drawing session provided a wide range of different constructions, a rich data
source highlighting the different and complex ways in which children understand and
construct their world. While the drawings themselves presented a view of one child's
constructed 'rurality' there was a certain amount of adult/researcher interpretation
involved in analysis. This is the result of the researcher's position, interests in and
experiences of 'rurality' (see reflexivity, 3.2). In order to reduce the degree of
inaccurate interpretation and the affect of the inherent power relationship between the
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child as primary producer, and the researcher as interpreter and analyst, children were
given an opportunity to explain their drawings (within the interview session).
Children were asked to explain the content of their drawing, what they felt were the
most important aspects, and why they had chosen these particular elements to
construct their 'rurality'. The children's answers to these questions were important in
two ways: first to verify what elements are included in each child's drawing (elements
are not always obvious to an adult); and second, to aid the collection of data
concerning children's engagement with discourses of 'rurality', and their material
experiences of 'rurality' .

Similar to the brainstorming, the drawings were analysed using content analysis
whereby all elements were counted and categorised into themes. I? This allowed a
generalised understanding of children's drawn constructions across the data set. In a
similar manner to Nairn (1998) and Miles and Huberman, (1994 cited in Nairn, 1998)
the analysis focussed on both common and unique aspects of children's drawings.
This data was identified for comparison by school and gender. The content analysis
led to the production of content graphs that illustrated the general focus of children's
constructions. These were particularly useful in addressing the first objective of this
study, namely, to identify what aspects children included in their constructions of
'rurality' .

In addition to a content analysis focused on individual elements, drawings were also
analysed according to the various images children used to convey certain meanings of
'rurality' .18 These images were grouped into themes within a discourse analysis,
which provided a more detailed discussion of the drawings. The discourse analysis
included the reproduction of many of the children's drawings, in order that the reader
may consider the researcher's interpretations in comparison with the actual drawings.

17

18

Nairn (1998: 74) argued that much literature regarding analysing children's drawing focussed on
psychoanalysis. In contrast, while this thesis investigated the consumption and reproduction of 'rural'
knowledge it was not concerned with the related internal psychological process. The thesis aimed to suggest
what 'rural' knowledges were available to children, and consequently what constructions of 'rurality' children
reproduced, not how this transformation occurred in a psychological sense.
These images can be understood as "objects imbued with symbolic significance" (Du Plessis and Fougere,
1995 in Nairn, 1998: 76). For example there were many different images used to indicate recreation such as
'riding on wool packs', 'motorbikes', 'skiing', 'picnics', and 'duck shooting'.
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The discourse analysis of children's drawings focussed on identification of common
discursive motifs and children's use of particular narratives of 'rurality'. In other
words, an analysis of children's drawings as discursive 'texts' which express the
many meanings children give to 'rurality' . These motifs and narratives were
investigated specific to each child. Additionally, they were linked to influential
discursive practices identified by children and their parents. With the aid of the
NUD*IST computer programme individual child biographies were developed to
highlight the different discursive practices affecting children's constructions.

Interviewing

Interviewing is a well-established data collection technique within the social sciences.
It provides a rich source of qualitative data, and the opportunity to gather participants

perceptions, ideas and experiences in their own words.i" As Parker (1984) stipulated,
the interview gives the researcher access to children's subjective worlds subsequently,
and as Bouma (1994) noted, participants are therefore able to express what is
important to them. It is within their subjective worlds that understandings of 'rurality'
are consumed and reproduced, hence the importance of the interview.

Interviewing within this thesis was tailored to provide children with the opportunity to
use their own words in expressing their understandings, explain their constructions,
and talk about their personal, material and discursive experiences of 'rurality'. The
interviews were conducted in school libraries and resource rooms, in which low tables
and chairs or couches were set up to create a comfortable and familiar environment
for the children (see Plate 3.5). This setting provided a quiet space where each child
could respond without having to compete with peers as occurred in the other data
collection sessions. This quiet space was also conducive to the taping of each
interview. While it was difficult to observe and take in what children were discussing
during the brainstorming and drawing sessions, the interview allowed complete
attention on each individual child. Additionally, since some children were reserved
and quiet within the group sessions, the interview session enabled them to express
their previously unheard ideas.
19

The interview procedure was developed following an analysis of literature discussing the use of interviews as a
data collection technique with children. With little experience of interviewing and working with children it was
imperative to investigate how other academics had developed successful interview procedures. A review of
this literature is included in Appendix 2 as it is considered an important aspect of this research.
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The interviews incorporated both structured and unstructured sections and questions.
Initially the interview followed a prescribed set of questions, referring to children's
drawing and brainstorming, once the child felt more comfortable with the process,
conversation topics were introduced and the child was able to decide on the flow and
direction of the interview.i" The children's responses to these unstructured
conversations were most valuable, as they were generally uninterrupted and have been
used as narrative expressions in many sections ofthis thesis.

The presence of the researcher in the classroom helped develop a rapport with the
children (see Plate 3.6). Rapport was also generated through other techniques
previously developed by researchers, such as the collection of knowledge specific to
each child prior to the interview (Gabriano and Stott, 1992). Additionally, visual aids
were used as Matthews' (1984) advocated their usefulness.

Children had participated in both the brainstorming and drawing sessions prior to the
interview session and hence had produced their own 'visual aids'. The inclusion of
visual aids in the interview session proved very useful as a conversation starter, as a
point of reference, and as a tool to fall back on in instances of hesitation. The inherent
power relationship created by the interview technique required much attention in
order that children felt both comfortable and valued." As Gollop (1997) and Mahon

et al (1996) argued, children consider research similar to the classroom situation
whereby a person in a position of power (the teacher) asks questions to which they
hold the answers.

Hence the child is placed in a subsidiary role, and is required to answer with what is
expected (Taamivaara and Enright, 1986). This situation is clearly not conducive to a
successful interview where the aim is to gather children's own ideas. In order to
combat this problem, children were placed in a position of power as experts on
'rurality'. This proved an important consideration as children struggled with the
notion that their ideas were most important.
20
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A copy of the interview procedure is included in Appendix 3
Some children felt intimidated about leaving their classroom, and peers, to talk to an adult on their own. In
order to reduce this feeling of intimidation it was most important that the researcher had spent two days
working with the children in their classroom (during the brainstorming and drawing sessions).
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Plate 3.5. Interview Sessio n at North East Valley Normal School

Source: Personal Collection (May 1999)

Plate 3.6. Researcher's Involvement in Classroom

Source: Personal Collection (May 1999)
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For example Anton said nervously "You will tell me what to do?, What if I get it
wrong?, What will happen to me?" It was imperative to put Anton's concerns to rest
by reassuring him that he could not be wrong because the interview was about
whatever he considered important or interesting.

Children's interviews were analysed in many ways to gather both generic and specific
data. Initially, children's taped interviews were transcribed to provide a full and
accurate hard copy of each child's discussion. From these transcripts summary sheets
detailing each child's material and discursive experiences and children's verbal
constructions were created. Many of these were used to develop short biographies
used within the discussion Chapter Seven.

Additionally, data from children's transcripts was analysed using the qualitative data
analysis computer programme NUD*IST. This enabled an analysis of generic
experiences and constructions across the data set. This also allowed basic statistical
calculations that provided a context to measure different findings within this study
(Robinson, 1998). These statistics are used within Chapters Five, Six and Seven to
substantiate many findings.

3.4.2. Data Collection and Analysis Techniques for Gathering Contextual
Information

The final data collection and analysis techniques employed within this study were
designed to provide background information about children's experiences, and their
engagement with discourses of 'rurality'. This information is required to meet the
second objective of the study, namely, how children construct meanings of 'rurality'.
These techniques provided contextual information for discussion in the interview
session, thereby allowing comparison between children's commentaries and their
families' views. The role of the workbook, parent questionnaire and interviews with
teachers are discussed be1ow. 22

22

Interview sessions with each child also provided information for the second objective as children's material
and symbolic experiences were discussed.
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Workbook

The workbook enabled children to identify their engagement with discourses of
'rurality'. The children were asked to collect examples of 'rural things' from books,
newspapers, in magazines and from television programmes they had seen.23 This idea
was similar to the use of diaries by other researchers. Punch (1997) used a diary
technique to investigate children's daily activities. The focus in Punch's work was the
break up of time and space in a child's life and the types of activities a child was
required to do. While the workbook used in this research does not resemble the diary
with regard to time and space dimensions it is similar to a journal in that it is an
individual record completed by the child outside school hours. The data collected
within the workbooks identified children's engagement with certain constructions of
'rurality' presented in popular discourse. The workbooks were used to generate a
checklist of television programmes, movies, books and newspapers that were then
used in the interview session.

Questionnaire

Within this thesis the parent questionnaire was used to generate data concerning
children's 'rural' experiences, perceived influences from the child's society, and
parent background information. Bouma noted that "quantitative research is designed
to give numerical results, which can be reported in tables, graphs and charts telling the
number of something the proportion of something, or what the trends are" (1994:
169). Data collected by this questionnaire enabled comparison between the two
schools and provided a mechanism to link children's constructions with their material
and discursive experiences of 'rurality' .

Babbie (1973) argued that surveys (questionnaires can be considered one type of
survey) are used by the researcher to describe, explain and explore a particular issue.
In order to achieve each of these functions, the questionnaire incorporated both closed
and open-ended questions. The closed-questions provided material to describe
characteristics of each child and their different backgrounds, while open-ended

23

See Appendix 4 for a sample Workbook.
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questions enabled exploration of parents' understandings of 'rurality' and explanation
of children's experiences. Fink stated "an open ended question is useful when the
intricacies of an issue are still unknown, in getting unanticipated answers, and for
describing the world as the respondent sees it - rather than as the questioner does"
(1995: 15). Given that this study investigated a subjective concept, the benefits of
open-ended question as described by Fink, offered the best method to gather parents
varied and often unanticipated meanings of 'rurality'.

The parent's questionnaire was devised to investigate both parents' constructions of
'rurality' and the relationship between children's constructions, commentaries and
family views. It included three sections: the first investigated their background and
experience with 'rural' New Zealand; the second explored their child's background
and experience with 'rural' New Zealand; and the third allowed parents the
opportunity to present their own constructions of 'rurality'. The collection of this
information was pertinent to meeting the second objective of this thesis regarding why
children construct 'rurality' in particular ways. It provided an opportunity to link
children's constructions with their parent's views, the child's experience and
engagement with popular discourses."

The questionnaire was sent home with each child, completed by parents over the
course of one week and returned by the child to the class teacher. The response rate
was excellent with 17 out of 19 'rural' parents and 19 out of 21 'urban' parents
completing the questionnaire. Details from the questionnaires were added to
children's summary sheets and the NUD*IST programme was used once again to
process all parental data. This data provided generic understandings of parent's
understandings of 'rurality' and views about their child's experiences and knowledge
acquisition.

Observation of curriculum and interviews with teachers

In order to understand the influence of schooling on children's constructions and
cultural knowledge of 'rurality', observation of school curriculum and interviews with
teachers were conducted. Children's school libraries were searched for material

24

A copy of the parental questionnaire is included within Appendix 5.
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containing images of 'rurality', and teachers were queried about resources used to
teach children about 'rurality'. These resource kits were also examined.

The teacher in charge of each participating class was interviewed with a view to
gathering their understandings of 'rurality' to compare with those of children in their
class. Additionally, teachers were asked about the inclusion of 'rural' studies in
school curriculum and how they felt children acquired knowledge about 'rurality'.
These interviews took place in the classroom during class time so were very informal
and flexible. Answers were quickly jotted down on paper, as a recorder was not
appropriate in this situation. Notes from both observation and teacher's interviews
were used to substantiate the discussion in Chapter Six.

3.5. Representation
Representation was another important consideration within this methodology.
Children's constructions of 'rurality' were generated within one context, a familiar
school environment during an informal activity session with the researcher. However,
to make use of these constructions in an academic sense the constructions are
somewhat removed from the context within which they were generated. Generic
statements and statistics (within Chapters Four, Five, Six and Seven) attempted to
understand children's constructions and experiences as a whole in order that the
reader gained a feel for the different data sets. However, these generic statements are
not particularly useful to illustrate children's heterogeneity, nor in understanding how
children develop their own particular cultural knowledge. Therefore, in Chapters Five,
Six and particularly Seven, children's cultural knowledges of 'rurality' are
represented through individual biographies.f A range of biographies was included in
order to highlight the diverse understandings children made in relation to influences
of material and discursive experiences. Additionally, the biographies allowed

25

These biographies do not provide detailed accounts of children's histories but attempt to bring together
children's experiences and constructions of 'rurality'.
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children's knowledge to be situated, illustrating the complexities of interpreting
children's constructions in relation to their location of residence, gender and
experiences of 'rurality' .

Another issue of representation is addressed through the use of pseudonyms. By using
child-generated pseudonyms instead of sample numbers the thesis acknowledges each
child's agency. The valued participation of every child in this study is recognised by
including a list of all 'rural' and 'urban' children's pseudonyms in the contents pages
of this thesis (see List of Child Participantsj." Pseudonyms were also important to
protect children's anonymity. In doing so one child's pseudonym was changed in
order that he is less identifiable by classmates upon presentation of this thesis to each
school.

Finally, all children's quotes cited in this study were indented to illustrate the
importance of including children's words. In this way the thesis acknowledges
children's agency; their ability to act as cultural producers of 'rurality'.

3.6. Conclusion
Each aspect of this methodology is considered essential to the overall understanding
of children's constructions of 'rurality'. The overarching paradigm provided a means
to focus on children and also to explore their subjective meanings of 'rurality' . Ethical
considerations were vital in gaining permission from the university but they also
ensured that children's confidentiality, anonymity and autonomy were maintained.
Reflexivity also proved an important consideration as the choice of research, methods
of collection and interpretation of data all revolve around personal subjective
decisions.

26

This list of pseudonyms is also useful for the reader to ascertain whether children discussed in this
thesis were 'rural' or 'urban' dwellers.
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Within this methodology children were situated within their location of residence.
They were also identified by gender, age and socio-economic status. Matthews and
Limb (1999) argued that "[c]hildren's lives are complex and diverse and cannot be
described without reference to the type of society in which they live, their position
within that society and the cultural values which surround them" (1999: 82). The
situating of children within their individual contexts is an important feature of this
study. The use of biographies in the discussion chapters, which situate children's
constructions alongside their experiences and circumstances, is one way in which this
thesis meets Matthews and Limb's (1999) requirement. Additionally, children's social
position with regard to acquisition of knowledge is highlighted in Chapters Five and
Six.

Many different data collection and analysis techniques were used within this study. As
outlined in this chapter each method had a specific purpose either in the collection or
analysis of contextual information or constructions of 'rurality'. While some methods
provided primary data for discussion in the thesis, others filled a support role in
generating a broader understanding of children's contextual situations.

Finally, this methodology has recognised the importance of representation. This is
particularly pertinent as the researcher is placed in the powerful position of
interpreting and presenting children's constructions of 'rurality'. Data from this study
is presented in many different ways in order to provide the reader with a balanced
view so that they may generate their own interpretations in conjunction with those of
the researcher. General statistics, individualised examples and biographies are all used
to represent the varied ways in which children constructed 'rurality'.

4. Children's Constructions of 'Rurality':
Analysis of Brainstorming and Drawing
This chapter addresses the first objective of the research focusing on the substance of
children's constructions of 'rurality'. Results of the brainstorming and drawing
sessions are presented to show the character of children's constructions as they were
produced early in the fieldwork prior to any discussion concerning their 'rural'
experiences. These constructions indicated the key elements and discursive meanings
children used to reproduce their cultural knowledge of 'rurality'. Children's
constructions were analysed first by general content, and second, through
identification of discursive themes. In both cases constructions are discussed
according to the data collection process within which they were produced, and the
location in which the children resided.

4.1. Content Analysis
Content analysis of children's rudimentary constructions of 'rurality' was particularly
important in addressing the first objective of this thesis. Following conventions
outlined by Kitchen and Tate (2000), each element in the constructions was placed
within a corresponding category in order to provide a general understanding of
common representations. Kitchen and Tate suggested that "the classic way to start to
make sense and interpret qualitative data is to 'break up' the data into constituent
parts and then into similar categories or classes" (2000: 234). The following table
outlines the chosen categories and the types of elements included within these (see
Table 4.1). The categories were generated in response to elements included within the
data and also terminology from 'rural' geography literature. Categorisation enabled
general description of the data but also comparative analysis.
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Table 4.1. Analytical Key: Categories for Content Analysis

Category

Elements

Agriculture

Agricultural features: gates, grass, machinery, etc.
Agricultural processes: farming, shearing, dagging etc.

People

Different kinds of people: shearers, busy people, children, etc.

'Nature'

Landscape features: rivers, beaches, trees, etc.

Settlement

Features of the built-environment: houses, shops, school, etc.

Infrastructure

Elements of built-environment that provide services:
roads, bridges, etc.

Recreation

Recreational activities in 'rural' settings: hiking, making huts,
camping, etc.

Source: Collation of Categones from academic hterature and field data.

Prior to discussing the results of the content analysis, verification of the way in which
the term 'nature' is used within this thesis is necessary. 'Nature' is a highly contested
and politicised term, meaning different things to different people (Barnes and
Gregory, 1997). 'Nature' has a long history in geography and has been understood
and studied in many ways (see FitzSimmons, 1989; Whatmore, 1997). The most
important way of understanding 'nature' for this study is as "actively constructed,
shaped according to the context of its manufacture" (Barnes and Gregory, 1997: 178).
In other words, as socially constructed. Barnes and Gregory noted the different ways
in which 'nature' has come to be understood: "something to dominate, something to
be dominated by and something to live in harmony with" (1997: 174). It is the last of
these understandings which children seemed to refer to when they linked 'rurality'
with 'nature'. Children expressed 'nature' through images of wild (or domesticated)
animals, vegetation and landforms, which signify 'nature' as opposite or outside of
the 'urban' built environment.
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While children did not acknowledge 'nature' as socially constructed or linked to
society in any way, this thesis recognises 'nature' as socially constructed and
therefore that each child has their own understanding of 'nature'. This is signified by
placing 'nature' in inverted commas throughout the thesis. For the sake of the content
analysis and statistical representation of the data, images of 'nature' within children's
constructions are identified through their juxtaposition with manufactured spaces and
features.

4.1.1. Content Analysis of Brainstormed Constructions

Children's brainstorming sheets provided a rudimentary set oftextual constructions of
'rurality'. Tabulation of all elements within the completed brainstorming sheets
provided a summary of content. Elements included within the brainstorming sheets
were categorised using the 'key' illustrated in Table 4.1. This summary indicates
which representations children referred to most commonly, and which representations
children tended to neglect, bar one or two entries.

The brainstormed texts show that children presented agriculture as the key
representation of their cultural knowledge of 'rurality'. This result was common to
children attending both schools. Figure 4.1 indicates 44% of all elements tabulated on
the sheets completed by 'urban' children focused on agricultural features or processes.
'Rural' children presented a stronger focus on agriculture with 63% of all elements
depicting an image related to agricultural production (see figure 4.2).

While a breakdown of the remaining content elements follows a similar pattern at
both schools it is important to note the larger emphasis placed on 'nature' amongst
'urban' children's constructions. As discussed in the next chapter, 'urban' children
recalled recreational experiences of 'rurality' in 'natural' settings, while 'rural'
children tended to focus on experiences within the constant agricultural setting of
their lives. Thus, different material experiences appeared to be resulting in the
differentiation of children's constructions of 'rurality'. This argument is developed in
detail in Chapter Five.
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Figure 4.1. Elements of 'Urban' Children's Textual
Representations of 'Rural' New Zealand from Group
Brainstorming Sheets
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Source: Fieldwork, 1999
Note: A total number of 181 elements were coded from 5 group sheets

Figure 4.2.Elements of 'Rural' Children's Textual
Representations of 'Rural' New Zealand from Group
Brainstorming Sheets
4% 1% 2%
• Agriculture

o Nature
Other

o People
• Settlement

o Infrastructure
o Recreation

Source: Fieldwork, 1999
Note: A total number of 180 elements were coded from 4 group sheets
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4.1.2. Content Analysis of Drawn Constructions

Children's individual drawings of 'rural' New Zealand constituted the second data set
for analysis. Results indicated that similar to the brainstorming data drawn
constructions produced by both 'urban' and 'rural' children focused on agricultural
representations. However, as Figures 4.3 and 4.4 illustrate half of all elements
included in drawings by 'rural' children focused on agriculture while 'urban'
children's constructions included 34% of agriculture-based elements. This replicates
the greater emphasis given to agriculture by 'rural' children in the brainstorming.
'Urban' children had a divided focus between agriculture and 'nature'. Figure 4.4
highlights the extent to which this occurred, 35% of elements depicted the 'natural'
environment and 34% referred to agriculture while other aspects of 'rurality' are less
frequently represented.

Another important finding illustrated by these figures was the focus on recreation by
'urban' children and near neglect by 'rural' children. This development may be
attributed to the different experiences children have of 'rurality'. As will be outlined
in Chapter Five 'urban' children commonly referred to recreational activities when
questioned about their 'rural' experience, while 'rural' children tended to refer to their
daily activities, which usually involved agricultural activities rather than recreation.

We might understand the focus of agriculture in 'rural' children's drawings as the
primary reference of 'rural' children's understandings of their environment. It is the
element they think of first as it is assumed to be universally understood as the essence
of 'rurality'. Interestingly, it constitutes the commonly researched and discussed
material aspects of 'rural' landscape. Gilg (1985) illustrated this point by tabulating
the subjects and research interests within rural geography from 1973 to 1981. Briefly,
Gilg found that there was a decline in the importance of agriculture and an increase in
interest in social and economic affairs (1985: 6). As discussed in Chapter Two,
geographers have become aware of their bias towards the material aspects of
'rurality'. In response they now give much attention to the symbolic and social
aspects of 'rurality' (Phillips, 1998). However, it appears that children living in 'rural'
areas remain focussed on the material dimensions of their worlds.
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Figure 4.3. Elements of 'Urban' Children's Drawn
Representations of 'Rural' New Zealand
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Source: Fieldwork, 1999
Note: A total number of 130 elements were coded from 21 children's drawings

Figure 4.4. Elements of 'Rural' Children's Drawn
Representations of 'Rural' New Zealand
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Source: Fieldwork, 1999
Note: A total number of 77 elements were coded from 19 children's drawings
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4.1.3. Gender Differentiation

A number of authors have investigated gender differentiation in children's
understanding and experience of place (Katz, 1993; Matthews, 1984; McCormack,
1998; Punch, 1997). The gender ratios and small number of children investigated
within this study resulted in inconclusive results regarding the effect of gender on
children's construction of 'rurality,.27 However, a few interesting aspects are noted
and graphs provide a display of the results.

Figure 4.5 presents an analysis of 'urban' boys and girls drawn constructions. 'Urban'
girls constructed 'rurality' through representations of agriculture, 'nature' and
settlement. 'Urban' boys focused on 'nature', recreation and people. While 'nature'
remained a common feature among both 'urban' boys and girls drawn constructions,
other elements varied considerably. For example, Figure 4.5 highlights the
differentiation in the number of recreational elements that 'urban' boys and girls
included, with boys presenting such images more frequently.

'Rural' girls focused on 'nature', agricultural and settlement (see Figure 4.6) in a
similar way to 'urban' girls. However, a larger proportion of elements in their drawn
constructions represented 'nature' rather than agricultural aspects of 'rurality', On the
other hand, 'rural' boys focused on agriculture but also presented people as key
features in their constructions. 'Rural' boys also divided the focus of their
constructions amongst many other categories such

as 'nature' , settlement,

infrastructure and recreation.

More comprehensive data generated in an earlier study highlighted a general
differentiation between boys and girls constructions. In short, boys focussed on
agriculture while girls presented elements of community (McCormack, 1998).
However no such clearly defined trend emerged within this study, perhaps due to the
small numbers of children participating and the inverse gender ratios between the two
schools.

27

As noted in Chapter Three, within this study 7 girls and 12 boys from 'rural' areas participated, and 12 girls
and 9 boys from 'urban' areas participated.
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Figure 4.5: Gender Differentiation in 'Urban' Children's
Drawn Constructions
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Figure 4.6: Gender Differentiation in 'Rural' Children's
Drawn Constructions
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In, sum the drawing data indicated that girls tended to represent 'rurality' through
agriculture, 'nature' and settlement features, while boys focused on agriculture and
people. With the added complication of different background experiences, locations
of residence and influencing discourses of 'rurality', these statistics are difficult to
interpret solely from a gendered perspective.f

4.2. Discourse Analysis of Brainstorming and Drawing Constructions

[S]uch is the incoherent and shifting nature of these discourses that to claim them to
be a clear entity would be an oversimplification, .... It is possible to pick out (some)
major themes within such discourses and to identify icons which stand out within
them .... I will present fragments of discourse and views of icons which I feel show
some of the range and depth of ideas of country childhood's within our culture(s), ...
(Jones, 1997: 160)

This section investigates children's discourses of 'rurality', focussing on the key
themes that emerged in their constructions and the meanings these infer. As with
Jones' (1997) experience above, it is important to acknowledge that this is a partial
analysis focussing on only the key themes, and the common and alternative icons
within these. The content analysis discussed above grouped every element
incorporated in children's constructions into overarching categories. A number of key
themes emerged from that analysis, these are discussed in this section with reference
to the way that children understand 'rurality' and use these key themes to express
their understanding.

As noted earlier in the Introduction, the recent focus on lay discourses of 'rurality' is
connected to the introduction of new theoretical underpinnings within the 'cultural
turn' (Halfacree, 1993; 1995; Jones, 1995). These theories requested attention to
diversity, a focus on marginalised groups, and a rejection of universal structuring
mechanisms that render one knowledge powerful and all others subordinate.
Consequently, this discourse analysis of children's constructed 'rurality' investigates
the different discursive meanings that children used in their drawings and
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A larger group of children with similar contextual circumstances would provide more substantive
results. However, time and resources limited the ability of this study to complete a more
comprehensive gender analysis.
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brainstorming, the use of common motifs, and the inherent heterogeneity within and
between their constructions.

4.2.1. Key Discursive Themes

Children's constructions of 'rurality' comprised many different discursive meanings
represented through a variety of icons. The brainstorming sheet illustrated in Figure
4.7 highlights this fact. First, the figure shows how children include many diverse
images of 'rurality'. Second, it shows how they choose a number of icons to represent
one discursive understanding (for example, the different features and activities
included to represent agriculture). Finally, Figure 4.7 illustrates the general
dominance of agricultural meanings in children's constructions.

Agriculture and 'nature' have been identified as the key discursive themes within both
children's textual and drawn constructions, however, a number of other significant
subsidiary meanings are expressed by some children, such as recreation, people and
settlement. These five themes within children's lay discourse will be discussed below
using examples of particular children's textual and drawn constructions to highlight
the different understandings children hold of each.

Agriculture was identified as the dominant discursive theme in children's textual and
drawn constructions. While investigating people's perceptions of 'rurality' other
academics noted the inclusion of agricultural discourses (Halfacree, 1995; Jones,
1995). For example Jones stated "[g]enerally the presence of agricultural practices
was seen as one of the key ingredients of the rural milieu" (1995: 42). Agricultural
images form a common narrative of 'rurality' within many lay discourses. Within this
study children represented agriculture in many different ways. Some children
focussed on an agricultural setting by including observed agricultural icons such as
"grass", "gates", "fences" "sheep", "tractors", "trucks", and "farm dogs". Other
children represented agriculture-based 'rurality' through icons depicting particular
agricultural activities such as "tailing", "feeding out", "hay making", and "milking".
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Figure 4.7. Constructions Created Within the Brainstorming Session
Source: Fieldwork, 1999, Clutha Valley Primary School, Group Two, mixed boys and girls group.

1
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Plate 4.1 presents Pita Alatini's drawing of 'rurality'. A number of domesticated
animals, (sheep, cows, a duck and a working dog) are icons used to represent an
agriculture-based discursive understanding of 'rurality'. Pita Alatini drew a farming
scene that included a number of people involved in various agriculture-related
activities. While this picture includes icons representative of other discursive
meanings, agricultural discourses dominate. For instance, the person duck shooting in
the foreground and the person riding the motorbike in the background provide
discursive meanings of 'rural' recreation. However, both of these activities are linked
with an agricultural setting.

Children at each school tended to represent agriculture in different ways usmg
different icons. For example Pita Alatini's (a 'rural' child) drawing presented an
agricultural scene where people are active, driving the farm truck to feed out hay,
shooting ducks, or playing on motorbikes. However, in Plate 4.2 Diana from an
'urban' area has drawn her understanding of an agriculture-based 'rurality' by
focussing on an imagined scene which incorporated a stereotypical farming person wearing overalls and holding a pitchfork, who is posed and does not appear to be
active in the setting" She has also drawn a barn housing a horse which is generally
an uncommon sight in New Zealand, apple trees on the hills and three different
domesticated animals fenced off in one paddock (animals are usually separated).

The juxtaposition of these two pictures indicates a more detailed and realistic
agricultural knowledge of 'rurality' is held and constructed by 'rural' children while
an imagined and stereotypical knowledges of 'rurality' as agriculture are held and
expressed by 'urban' children. This differentiation of representations is indicative of
children's different experiences and the possible influence of other discourses of
'rurality', which are discussed in detail within Chapters Five and Six. In these
Chapters, examples of children's constructions show that while some are imagined

29

This type of representation is examined in Chapter Seven as it illustrates that Diana as an 'urban' child
developed her 'rural' cultural knowledge through extrapolation of meanings from other influential discourses
rather than through her own material experiences.
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Plate 4.1. Pita Alatini's Drawn Construction of 'Rurality'

Plate 4.2. Diana's Drawn Construction of 'Rurality'
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and others are based on reality both attempt to communicate meanings of 'rurality'
based on agricultural activities and settings. Thus 'rurality' is understood by children
to involve specific farming tasks and particular landscapes.

'Nature' was also identified as a dominant discursive focus in children's drawn and
textual constructions. Halfacree (1995) also noted a focus on the environment within
his study, which amongst other things examined people's understanding of 'rurality'.
He stated that "nearly two-thirds of the interviewees associated rural areas with 'the
natural"'. Similar to this finding, many children within the current research included
icons depicting "trees", "flowers", "lakes" and "rivers" (Group 1 CVP, Group 4 NEV)
alongside other key representations in their drawn constructions of 'rural' New
Zealand. For example, as shown above, Diana included 'apple trees' and 'flowers' to
illustrate a discourse of 'nature' within her largely agricultural construction.

Some children focussed entirely on 'nature'. For instance, Phoebe's drawing (Plate
4.3) presents a sunrise in the country, a wide open space with no immediately
apparent human features, a large clear river, green hills, and a blue sky. However, the
shading of the hills indicates a grassed area which in New Zealand is a human feature
and an icon representing agriculture. Many children linked grass and animals (sheep,
cows) with 'nature' despite their obvious association with agriculture. Children
compare these elements with the built environment of an 'urban' area deciding that
grass and animals are more 'natural' than cars and buildings and therefore are more
appropriate as discourses of 'rurality' (Demetra, Interview, 1999; Goldie, Interview,
1999).

Children's discursive constructions of 'rurality' based on meanings associated with
'nature' also illustrate their diverse understandings of 'rurality'. Within the
brainstorming session children's representative icons of 'nature' varied to include
"ponds", "trees", "lakes", "rivers", and "flowers" (Group 1 CVP, Group 4 NEV).
'Urban' children tended to include 'nature' -based discourses of meaning more often
than 'rural' children, although these were usually presented alongside agricultural
discourses.
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Plate 4.3. Phoebe's Drawn Construction of 'Rurality'
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'Nature' narratives of 'rurality' were differentiated between ' urban ' and 'rural'
children. Meanings of 'rurality' linked to 'nature' were often incorporated within
'urban' children's constructions. However, these remained a secondary narrative
within 'rural' children's constructions.

As 'rural' children tended to rely on their agricultural knowledge, they only included
icons depicting 'nature' as fillers, after thoughts or subsidiary ideas. This secondary
status was noted while observing how the children drew their pictures during the
fieldwork sessions. In particular, what order and level of importance children gave to
different icons within their drawing.

Beyond the dominant discursive themes of agriculture and 'nature' many of the
children's constructions included discourses representing 'rurality' as a site of
recreation. A number of different icons were used to express this. Within the
brainstorming session children referred to "hiking", "tents", "camping", and "rabbit
shooting" to express their understandings (Group 3 NEV, Group 3 CVP). 'Rural'
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children tended to focus on recreational activities that involved an agricultural setting,
for example, riding motorbikes or duck shooting. However, 'urban' children presented
recreational activities that were organised such as picnics or cricket. This was
illustrated further by drawn constructions from Drew ('urban') of an organised family
cricket match and Butthead ('rural') depicting a spontaneous recreational activity of
being towed on a sack behind a motorbike.i" This differentiation between agricultural
and 'natural' settings of recreation relates to the general link between 'rural' children
and agriculture and 'urban' children and 'nature' (noted within the content analysis,
section 4.2.2), and also the different experiences of 'urban' and 'rural' children
(outlined in Chapter Five). In short, children use many different icons to express their
recreational discourses of 'rurality' and these differ according to children's
experiences and/or their immersion in other influential cultural knowledges of
'rurality' .

Discursive meanings of settlement were also evident in children's drawn and textual
constructions. In the brainstorming session children included discursive icons of
settlement such as "houses", "schools" and "shops" (Group 3 CVP, Group 2 NEV). A
number of children included houses in their drawn constructions. Me!. B. 's drawing
focuses on a cottage in the country. This is likely to be a result of Me!. B.'s personal
experience of 'rurality' as in the subsequent data collection sessions she revealed that
she regularly visited her grandmother living in a cottage in a 'rural' area. While this
reading cannot be confirmed by viewing the drawing, confirmation was gained from
Me!. B. in the interview session."

Finally, children included discursive meanings about people in their constructions of
'rurality'. 'Rural' children tended to include people involved with agricultural
activities as illustrated in Pita Alatini's drawn construction discussed previously.
Within the brainstorming session 'rural' children referred to "dairy farmers", "farm
people" and "shearers" (Group 1 CVP, Group 4 CVP). While 'urban' children tended
to include themselves on a (imagined or past) visit to a 'rural' area. An excellent
example of this is Sabrina's drawn construction where she drew herself horse riding
30
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These drawings are included and discussed further in Chapter Seven.
The case of Mel. B. is discussed further in Chapter Seven.
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and acting as a farmer. Sabrina had never been horse riding but she enjoyed reading
fictional pony adventure stories. Further discussion of Sabrina's construction and
additional examples of the influence of popular discourses are provided within
Chapter Six.

4.3. Conclusion
Content analysis provided a general understanding of the key representations used by
children to construct 'rurality'. A tabulation of all elements suggested 'rural' children
focussed on agriculture, while 'urban' children focussed on 'nature' and agriculture.
Discourse analysis of children's drawn and textual constructions outlined the key
discursive meanings children focussed on and the particular icons they used to
produce understandings of 'rurality'. The discussion of icons highlighted the diversity
amongst children's constructions.

While many children chose to construct agriculture-based meanings of 'rurality', the
icons chosen were very different. These differences were seen to correspond to
children's residential setting as children from the two schools chose different icons to
indicate a similar discursive meaning. The thesis argues that the choice of icons and
discursive meanings resulted from an intricate mix of children's material and
discursive experiences of 'rurality' both of which are discussed in detail within
Chapters Five and Six respectively.

While, this chapter considered rudimentary elements of children's constructions of
'rurality' - those made in the introductory brainstorming and drawing sessions - the
following discussion chapters investigate children's lived experiences and their
engagement with discourses of 'rurality'. Finally, in Chapter Seven links are made
between all three of these data sets, children's constructions, material experiences and
discursive experiences. The combining of these data sets within Chapter Seven allows
an examination of the ways in which children's constructions are influenced by
experiences of 'rurality' .

5. Children's Lived Experiences of
'Rurality'
... like so many of our world images, our perceptions of the countryside are first
acquired in childhood. These may come from the direct experiences of a rural
upbringing or the more selective encounters of vacations and those interminable
Sunday afternoon walks. (Bunce, 1994: 63)

Chapter Four addressed the first objective of this thesis by presenting an analysis of
'what children constructed as 'rurality". The second objective of the study seeks to
determine what factors shape children's constructions. Chapters Five and Six address
this by considering children's experiences of 'rural' life and their engagement with
discourses of 'rurality'. Turning first to lived experiences, this chapter focuses on
what Bunce has identified as "direct experiences" or "more selective encounters".
This thesis argues that daily or intermittent experiences of 'rural' areas affect how
children understand and communicate their knowledges of 'rurality'.

The analysis of field data indicated that at least two forms of experience were
influential to children's understandings of 'rurality'. First, in the following section,
children's varied experiences of agriculture are outlined. Second, in section 5.2, the
chapter turns to explore children's recreational experiences of 'rurality'. In each case
these experiences are analysed according to the degree of engagement children
experienced (from relatively passive and intermittent experiences to regular active
participation). While a detailed analysis of these experiences is provided within this
chapter, the relationship between these and children's constructions is addressed
within Chapter Seven.
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5.1. Agricultural Experiences of 'Rurality'
As noted in Chapter Four, understandings of 'rurality' that are agriculture-based are
common to both 'urban' and 'rural' children's constructions. This may be explained
in part by the fact that children's lived experiences of 'rurality' are also dominated by
agriculture (all 'rural' children and 62% of 'urban' children noted agricultural
experience in their interviews''f). These agricultural experiences can be differentiated
along lines of frequency and levels of engagement. Children's experiences were
classified as (a) observation of agriculture, (b) irregular observation and participation
with agriculture, and (c) regular observation and participation with agriculture. The
following discussion outlines the substance and differences between these different
types of experiences.

5.1.1. Observing Agriculture

Children's observational experiences of agriculture-based 'rurality' emerged as a
particularly dominant form of 'urban' children's experience of agriculture. This type
of experience can be understood as passive since the children lacked direct
involvement with agriculture. This is noted as a particular 'urban' phenomenon since
all 'rural' children interviewed recalled some form of direct participation with
agriculture rather than passive observation. In contrast, 60% of 'urban' children
referred to instances of observation of agriculture when questioned about their
experiences of 'rurality' .

Often observation of agriculture took place from a car window, for example, Drew
stated:
I've drived [sic] through the country when we were going to Christchurch, I saw
cats, animals, grass and lots of trees, and gates (Interview, 1999).

32

For statistics referring to 'urban' children, n = 21; and 'rural' children, n = 19.
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Alternatively, several 'urban' children observed agricultural scenes from a 'country
cottage' while visiting family and friends." For example, Me/.B. suggested she
gained her knowledge of 'rurality' from visiting her grandmother. She stated:
I got my ideas to write in my book when I was sitting on the veranda and just
looking out and seeing all the trees and hills and animals (Interview, 1999).

These observational activities are considered direct lived experiences, as children
were present within a 'rural' area. Although they were not actively participating in
this environment to any great extent they were actively viewing and analysing the
scene before them. This contrasts with being presented a previously analysed view of
'rurality' (by an adult) on television or within a book. 34

The 'urban' child's agriculture-based experience of 'rurality' from the car window or
the 'country cottage' was usually temporally constrained. Moreover, it generally
involved little or no social interaction with people participating in the agricultural
industry. Thus this type of experience can be seen as the least engaging of all
children's agricultural experiences. This thesis therefore argues that this type of
passive experience had a limited impact on children's constructions of 'rurality',
when coupled with vast symbolic experience from other influential discourses and/or
on-farm lived experience (5.2.3).

In support of this assertion, 'urban' parents offering examples of their child's 'rural'

experience, generally only considered active participation as experience and
dismissed passive observation (Parent Questionnaire, 1999). However, as will be
argued in Chapter Seven, many children felt this experience was extremely important
as a tool to validate their cultural knowledge of 'rurality'. The affect of material and
discursive experiences is discussed in more detail within Chapter Seven.
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This is different to the experience of visiting a farm which is detailed in 5.1.2.
This type of experience is considered symbolic and mediated via discourses external to the child's own
experience. Examples of this type of experience are discussed in the following chapter regarding children's
engagement with different discourses of 'rurality'.
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5.1.2. Irregular Observation and Participation with Agriculture

A second form of agriculture-based lived experience of 'rurality' concerned irregular
observation and participation within an agricultural setting. This type of experience
involved children visiting friends or family who lived and worked on a farm. Once
again this feature was more significant for 'urban' vis-a-vis 'rural' children. Half of
the 'urban' children participating in this research recalled visiting a farm. This type of
agricultural experience was often recalled in much detail within the interview
sessions. For example, Mel. C. commented on her visit to a farm:
we went to Cromwell and we had some friends on the farm and we went in the truck
and there was this big Moose, a deer, and it made this horrible grumbling noise
because it was trying to scare all the other ones. We had a yummy dinner with
icecream. On the way we saw sheeps [sic] and horses (Interview, 1999).

Mel. C. recalled observed features such as the sheep and horses she saw on the way to

Cromwell and the 'big Moose' she saw on the farm while visiting her family friends.
She also remembered direct experiences where she participated, such as riding in a
truck.

Other children recalled visits to farm settings where they participated in agricultural
activities, such as shearing, collecting eggs, and moving sheep. For example, Brendon
Laney stated:
I helped to shear the sheep, I had to pull them out of the pens and it's really hard,
one kicked me in the face and gave me a bleeding nose (Interview, 1999).

Demetra who lives with her mother similarly, recalled visiting her father's farm:
I catch chickens, feed the chickens and collect the eggs, and sometimes I go out to
the field to look for sheep and chase them, but they are too fast (Interview, 1999).

This thesis argues that children who have directly participated in agricultural settings
will draw on such experiences to produce constructions of 'rurality'. This relationship
is explored further within Chapter Seven.

Information from parents questionnaires while in many instances corresponding with
children's recollections also offered examples of agricultural experiences for many
children who did not mention visits to farms in their interview sessions. For instance,
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Sabrina's family suggested:
as a family we occasionally drive outside Dunedin for day-trips, [Sabrina] witnesses
various farm activities, both work-wise as well as leisure, e.g. shearing, mustering,
feeding out hay, mushroom picking, river swimming, building mia-mia [sic]
(Interview, 1999).

This data illustrates the combining of both agricultural and other expenences
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'urban' family excursions into 'rural' areas. Interestingly, however, when Sabrina
was asked about visiting 'rural' areas she focussed on past experience as a small child
living on a farm. She did not mention recent excursions. It seems she understood her
experiences living on a farm to be primarily responsible for her knowledge of
'rurality', while recent excursions were of a secondary nature.

These different agriculture-based expenences are also constrained by time. For
example some 'urban' families made day trips to a farm, allowing their children to
partake in agricultural activities occurring on that particular day. For example, Mel.
B. recalled the day she visited a farm and the activities in which she was able to

participate:
we've got friends that live on a farm and I got to ride around on the motorbike, I
rode with dad's friend - we were going really fast and I had to hold on, we rode on
the truck and we got to sit on the back and we went in this puddle thing and we got
stuck, he was just milking the cows when we got there (Interview, 1999).

However, other 'urban' children had lived on a farm for a short period or spent
summer holidays on (or near farms) so temporal constraints on their agricultural
experiences were lessened. For instance Brendon Laney lived on a farm for one
month. He stated:
I've lived on a farm, I lived there for a month because my uncle let us live there
because when we moved there, it was fun because I get to chase the sheep and ride a
horse and I got to go on the four-wheeler (Interview, 1999).

Experiences of agriculture involving observation and participation while visiting
friends and family on farms provided children with a higher level of engagement than
the purely observational experiences outlined in section 5.2.1. At this level of
engagement children interacted with 'rural' people and the agricultural environment.
This provided children with a more detailed understanding of agriculture, and with it
a stronger frame of reference from which to construct their own notions of 'rurality' .
This thesis argues that children who had participated within an agricultural
environment refer to such experiences when constructing 'rurality'.
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5.1.3. Regular Observation and Participation with Agriculture: Life on a Farm

Observation and participation of agriculture-based activities while living on a fann
was primarily experienced by 'rural' children within this research (90% of 'rural'
children and 10% 'urban' children reside or had resided on a farm). In contrast to the
experiences outlined in the previous sections, living on a farm allowed extended and
continuous experience with agriculture-based activities. Many 'rural' children
participated in and observed agricultural activities daily and they constantly
interacted with people (their parents, friends, neighbours) who were involved in the
agricultural industry. These children experience 'rurality' in the most direct way. This
information was evidenced by comments in the interview session.

In the interview session 'rural' children were asked what activities they participated
in after school and on the weekend. They were also asked whether or not they helped
their mother or father with farm work. Phoebe mentioned:
in the winter I help feed out hay and I drive the motorbike for Dad, and I sometimes
go out and help him with the livestrand, it's just a [electric] fence that you can put
up and down (Interview, 1999).

Go/die also discussed the agricultural activities that he experienced on a regular basis:
I bring the sheep in with Dad, I help him with the shearing, I do wool pressing, I
help in drenching and loading sheep on the crate (Interview, 1999).

Agricultural experiences for these children were part of their daily activities they
constituted a large part of their out-of-schoollife and were therefore a key reference
for their understanding of 'rurality' .

'Rural' children who participated regularly in agricultural activities understood
'rurality' as a site of production and work, rather than just a place to visit and partake
in recreational activities. For example Joshua stated:
Going round the farm is a pain, [like] falling off the motorbike when its slippery,
[and like] when all the trees get cut down because I like climbing them, [and]
shifting fences. I like doing work sometimes, it depends what you have to do
(Interview, 1999).
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Kate's explanation of her regular job provided a further example of 'rural' children

participating in agricultural work:
Working in the [sheep] yards, we do [sic] drench them, weigh them. My job is when
there is a pen here and a pen there and ... my sister is at the back pushing them up
and then they stop in this pen then I have to go up and push them, its hard
sometimes and its muddy down there because its been raining (Interview, 1999).

This discussion of agricultural experiences has highlighted children living in 'rural'
areas experiencing 'rurality' differently to those living in 'urban' areas who only
made visits. However, the 'urban'l'rural' division was not so clearly defined. Two
'urban' children had lived on a farm and two lived adjacent to farms and therefore
experienced 'rurality' in a similar manner to 'rural' children. Additionally, two 'rural'
children within the study did not live on a farm and hence had different experiences
of 'rurality' to the other 'rural' children. 35

A further example of diversity amongst 'rural' children's experiences occurred
regarding whether they helped out with agricultural activities on a regular basis,
intermittently.i" or at all. Children who engaged in the agricultural activities

generated specialised knowledges of these activities and this subsequently formed a
large part of their cultural knowledge. Detailed technological knowledge was evident
in these children's constructions. For example, Phoebe's specialised knowledge of
temporary electric fences ('livestrands'), and Goldie's knowledge of animal care
('drenching' sheep). 'Urban' children generally did not hold such detailed
information and therefore could not use it to construct their understanding of
'rurality'. Indeed, the children less involved in agricultural activities had a more
limited knowledge of 'rurality' as agricultural and therefore referred to other
activities and experiences.

Another example of the diversity of 'rural' children's experiences was highlighted by
the contrast between Phoebe and Butthead 's experiences and those of Fatey May.
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Biographies and discussion concerning the two 'rural' children who did not live on farms is provided within
Chapter Seven. This serves as a means of highlighting the relationships between children's constructions,
experiences, and engagement with discourses of 'rurality'. Detail is therefore not supplied within this chapter.
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This included children who helped when a more labour-intensive seasonal activity was underway on the farm,
such as shearing, feeding out in winter, drenching, etc. 47% of 'rural' children helped out with such activities.
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Fatey May stated:
I like to help out on the farm, but I can't really, I like to go feeding out but I'm
allergic to hay, I get hayfever, I'm allergic to cats and dogs, I'm allergic to wool
(Interview, 1999).

Fatey May's allergies prevented her from participating in the agricultural activities
she would have liked to help with. Although she participated occasionally it was not
something she did as often as she would have liked. Fatey May's experience can be
considered othered and reinforces the need for continuous sensitivity towards
heterogeneity within groups of others.

The differences in expenence of 'rural' children were reflected in children's
constructions of 'rurality'. Some referred to their experiences of agricultural
activities, while others focused on recreational opportunities and images of 'nature'.
20% of 'rural' children did not help out with agriculture activities at all, instead they
used the agricultural setting to generate recreational activities such as "motorbike
riding", "making huts", and "eeling" ('Rural' Children's Interviews, 1999). These
recreational experiences are discussed in the following sections.

5.2. Recreational Experiences of 'Rurality'
Recreation was identified as one of the key features children included in their verbal
constructions of 'rurality'. While recreation was not amongst the most dominant
features such as agriculture and 'nature' within the content analysis of children's
textual and drawn constructions, it was a dominant theme used by children while
discussing experiences of 'rurality'. These recreational experiences occurred within
both agricultural and 'natural' settings and involved diverse activities.

Both children and parents referred to recreational activities when questioned about
experiences of 'rurality'. Again, these responses were analysed according to the level
of engagement with 'rurality' which they provided and also their temporal dimension.
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The following sections outline and discuss the varied types of recreational
experience, namely; (a) recreational observation of 'rurality', (b) irregular
participation in recreational activities, and (c) regular participation in recreational
activities.

5.2.1. Recreational Observation of 'Rurality'

'Urban' children (43%) primarily experienced 'rurality' as an observed recreational
activity. In contrast, 'rural' children did not refer to recreational observation of
'rurality'. As with the observation of agriculture, this type of experience was
generally passive, as children did not interact within the environment or with 'rural'
people. While Bunce (1994) alluded to the influence of recreational Sunday afternoon
walks in the country, respondents within this study referred to recreational drives to
'rural' areas. For example, Millisa stated:
we went up to the tower and down a bushy road, we saw lots of horses and we drove
down lots of roads that we haven't seen before (Interview, 1999).

Similar to the experiences discussed within 5.2.1 this type of recreational experience
was observed from a car window. The key difference was that this type of activity
focussed explicitly on experiencing 'rurality', not a consequence of travelling through
'rural' areas en route to another city.

This type of experience was considered a kind of adventure, exploring unknown
places, but only in so far as observing. While many 'urban' children recalled these
drives as experiences of 'rurality' they did not often place great emphasis on these
within their constructions, unless they had no other influencing material or discursive
experiences. For some children these recreational observations of 'rurality' were very
important as a means to validate their cultural knowledge. Indeed, for 20 % of
'urban' children such activities were their sole experience. Further evidence of this is
provided within Chapter Seven.

37
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Within this chapter Lisa Simpson's construction is compared with her lived experience of recreational
observation and Drew validates his construction of birds with personal evidence from a drive through a 'rural'
area.
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5.2.2. Irregular Recreational Experiences

Irregular recreational experiences of 'rurality' refer to one-off occasions in which
children visited a particular site in a 'rural' area and participated in some form of
recreation. Children and parents referred to many different activities that took place
in both 'natural' and 'agricultural' settings. 48% of 'urban' parents noted that
'rurality' provided a space for recreational activities (Parent Questionnaires, 1999).
Additionally, many children referred to irregular recreational opportunities they had
created for themselves. For example, Ch/oe explained what she did after school one
day:
there is [sic] lots of things to do, well I have pet lambs to play with and Shaun my
older brother well he like, well you sit on a sack behind the motorbike (Interview,
1999).

Both 'urban' and 'rural' children participated in a variety of recreational activities,
involving 'natural'i" settings, such as "fishing", "mushroom hunting", "bike riding",
"camping" (Children's Interviews, 1999) and many more. These activities took place
in forests, at the beach, beside rivers, in fallow land, fields, national parks, and
organised 'nature' sites such as camping grounds, and hiking trails in 'rural' areas
(Children's Interviews, 1999).

60% of 'urban' children recalled participating in an irregular recreational activity
within a 'natural' setting. For example, Kat stated:
we sometimes we [sic] go fishing and once we went with my friend Nicky up the
banks beside the beach and we found some geckos and there were some sheep and
dead rabbits (Interview, 1999).

Generally these experiences were limited to day trips or holiday time. However, they
were obviously memorable, and provided children with information from which to
construct an understanding of 'rurality' . Indeed, many of these recreational
experiences in 'natural' settings appeared within 'urban' children's brainstorming
sheets without prior discussion of 'rurality'. 'Urban' children therefore utilise these
recreational experiences to form their understandings.
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Referto discussion of 'nature' in Chapter Four.
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'Urban' parents (47%) also identified many recreational expenences
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'natural'

settings. Kath's grandmother listed many such experiences: "tramping, camping,
nature studies, gold panning, sightseeing, bottle-collecting, shell-collecting, fossil
hunting". Surprisingly, Kath did not mention these activities; rather she focussed on
one agriculture-based experience of visiting an aunt who lived near farmland (see
section 7.3.2). 'Urban' children with recreational experiences in both 'natural' and
'agricultural' settings tended to focus on their 'agricultural' experiences. For instance,
Jeff Wilson experienced many recreational activities within both 'natural' and
agricultural settings, such as "fishing", "gold-panning", and "riding sheep"
(Interview, 1999). However, when constructing 'rurality' Jeff Wilson relied on his
agricultural experiences. When considering 'rurality' he stated:
Its got heaps of sheep and food and its got big rivers and people and little cruddy
cribs and old things and heaps of trees and grass, ditches and dusty roads and utes
and truck and cows and all the animals and the dogs and motorbikes and tractors and
heaps of people working, milking sheds and farms and hay, and dead sheep and
heaps of rabbit shooting and heaps of stuff (Interview, 1999).

Children, who lived in 'rural' areas while primarily focussing on agriculture settings
in explanation of their 'rural' experience, also mentioned activities that took place in
'natural' settings. These experiences generally centred around organised activities
such as "fishing", "hunting", "camping" or "hiking" ('Rural' Children's Interviews,
1999) which involved the child's family or friends family. 32% of 'rural' children
mentioned these types of recreational experiences. For example, Zoe said:
we go on a camp, and we go horseback riding and canoeing and hiking and go carting
and some other stuff, and stay there for a whole week (Interview, 1999).

While both 'urban' and 'rural' children mentioned recreational expenences
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'natural' settings when discussing their interaction with 'rurality', many children
focussed on their recreational experiences within 'agricultural' settings. For 'urban'
children these experiences took place while visiting family or friends who lived on a
farm. For example, in Mel. C. 's interview she recalled a visit to a friend's farm near
Tapanui. She stated:
Jenny had a horse, I had a go riding, we had a drive round on the farm in the truck
and we got a sack and we tied it to the back of the truck and we held on and we
drove around on it - it was quite cool (Interview, 1999).

The activities described by Mel. C. provided her with a recreational understanding of
'rurality' which was also linked to an agricultural setting.
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Diamond Dallas Page discussing visiting his cousin's farm, further expressed

recreational experiences in agricultural settings held by 'urban' children:
we play on the trampoline, ride on their motorbikes, we go out chasing cows for fun,
ride their bikes, we build huts, huts in the bush, they've got a really good one that
they've stayed out in (Interview, 1999).

'Rural' children also mentioned irregular recreational activities within agricultural
settings, such as being towed behind a motorbike on a sack, or climbing trees in a
hedgerow. However, most 'rural' children when referring to recreational activities in
agricultural settings noted regular participation. These experiences are discussed
within the following section.

5.2.3. Regular Recreational Experiences

Regular recreational experiences of 'rurality' were common for some 'urban' and
'rural' children. These included activities involving both agricultural and 'natural'
settings. Generally, children indicated a higher level of engagement of 'rurality'
through repeated opportunities to partake in such activities. Examples of these
included regular visits to holiday homes in 'rural' areas. One quarter of 'urban'
children visited holiday homes regularly on weekends and school holidays. For
example, Jeff Wilson stated:
we've got a holiday house near Kurow, we see hawks and sheep and stuff, we've got
a hut and we play in the hut ... it's made on the ground out of tin and wood ... and
at nighttime sometimes we go down to the river and its nice and warm and we swim
(Interview, 1999).

During these visits 'rural' experiences varied, but often a degree of consistency of
recreational activities was maintained from one visit to the next. For example,
"building huts"; the building of a 'hut' may have started on one visit, been completed
on another, and used for play on many subsequent occasions. These kinds of
experiences allowed the child to interact with the 'natural' setting on a recurring
basis. Regular participation in recreational activities provided children with stronger
experiences to create understandings of 'rurality' .
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'Rural' children (37%) also participated in regular recreational activities involving an
agricultural setting. For example, Forest stated:
1 get my jobs done, play in my treehut, well hedgehut in this case or ride my bike or
something. 1 have to feed the chickens, do a barrel load of wood which is normally
pretty hard because it gets wet (Interview, 1999).

Forest created opportunities for recreation within his agricultural setting as an

alternative to his jobs. Butthead also experienced 'rurality' through recreational
activities, involving agricultural settings:
[I] go out on the motorbikes to see what the creeks like, if it's risen, and go check
the eeling hole (Interview, 1999).

Regular participation in recreational activities within 'rural' areas provided children
with a detailed information source from which to draw understandings of 'rurality'. It
is one of the contentions of this thesis that children participating in recreational
activities were likely to construct 'rurality' accordingly. This argument is developed
further within Chapter Seven (see section 7.1.2).

5.3. Conclusion
This chapter has outlined children's diverse expenences of 'rurality'. These
experiences differed according to frequency and the level of engagement they
afforded children. In the latter sense, children's experiences ranged from passive
one-off observations of 'rurality' to regular participation in activities in 'rural'
settings. General differences were also noted between the experiences of 'urban' and
'rural' children. The different contextual circumstances of each child provided
opportunities for different experiences of 'rurality'. For instance, the location of a
child's home affected the type of 'rural' experience the child may have had.

This aspect of the discussion relates to the recent investigation within geography
focussing on the difference and diversity amongst groups of people. Within 'rural'
geography Philo (1992) called attention to diversity amongst groups of people within
'rural' societies. In response to this call, Halfacree (1993, 1995) and Jones (1993)
examined variations in lay discourses of 'rurality'. Additionally, feminist
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geographers considered the diversity amongst women's experiences of farming and
agricultural politics (Liepins, 1998; Whatmore, 1990).

Within this study 'urban' children tended to expenence 'rurality' through
recreational visits in agricultural or 'natural' settings. In contrast, 'rural' children
tended to experience 'rurality' through regular participation in agricultural activities.
These differences in experience led to diverse cultural knowledge of 'rurality', a
theme developed further in Chapter Seven. As will be discussed in Chapter Seven,
observational experiences of 'rurality' were important for a small number of 'urban'
children who had limited discursive experience and no other material experiences of
'rurality'. However, coupled with other experiences, observation became secondary
as a means to generate constructions of 'rurality' for children who experienced
'rurality' regularly and developed a specialised understanding, thereby allowing
them to construct 'rurality' in a more detailed and knowledgeable manner.

Children recalled their lived experiences of 'rurality' in much detail. In most cases
these experiences were enjoyable and memorable, and thus formed an important
source of information for children to develop their cultural knowledge of 'rurality'.
In addition to lived experience, children also experienced 'rurality' symbolically
through engagement with discourses of 'rurality'. Popular, professional and lay
discourses of 'rurality' intersecting children's discourses are examined in the
following chapter.

6. Children's Engagement with Discourses
of 'Rurality'
Discourses of 'rurality' constitute the different images and ideas of 'rurality'
circulating our society (Jones, 1995). As such they are significant frames of reference
for children developing ideas of 'rurality'. This chapter focuses on the notion that
children experience a range of different discourses of 'rurality'. Consequently, they
develop different understandings of 'rurality' and produce different constructions
accordingly.

In order to investigate how discourses of 'rurality' influenced children's
understandings, a selection of different discourses were chosen for investigation. The
selection of discourses for this research was based on the call to examine different
discourses of 'rurality' made by Jones (1995). He stated: "In considering the rural,
both popular and professional discourses should [in addition to lay discourses] also be
identified and taken into account" (1995: 37). In addition to popular and professional
discourses, the exploration of lay discourses is important within this thesis.i"

As noted in Chapter Two, this thesis draws on Fairc1ough's (1992) notion of discourse
as "a practice not just of representing the world, but of signifying the world,
constituting and constructing the world in meaning" (1992: 64). Within this chapter
discourse analysis focuses on the exploration of 'texts' which incorporated images of
'rurality' and which children experienced. Additionally, discourse analysis provided a
means to examine discursive practice, specifically, how children used different texts
to produce their own texts and discourses of 'rurality' .

In a similar fashion to Matthews and Limb (1999), within this thesis children are

considered cultural producers in their own right, actively negotiating different

39

This exploration of discourses is an alternative to the more normative socialisation theory, which focuses on
the direct influence of adults upon children's knowledge and values. As this thesis is situated within 'new'
cultural geography and draws on recent poststructural theories children are seen as active in negotiating the
discourses they encounter from parents and beyond.
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discourses of 'rurality' and producing personalised constructions according to their
different cultural knowledges. However, children are not free agents within the
process of knowledge acquisition. Children are positioned within particular power
relations, such as parent/child, and teacher/pupil, through which access to discourses
is shaped (Valentine et al, 1998). Within this study the influence of these power
relations and children's ability to operate independently are both considered as
important in the shaping oftheir cultural knowledge.

The following discussion outlines the range of discourses which children experienced
(popular, lay and professional). Details are given of the types of icons and
representations of 'rurality' offered to children, and the possible implications of
power relations for children accessing these discourses are noted.

6.1. Popular Discourses of 'rurality'
For a society increasingly separated from direct contact with land, nature and rural
community, the main inspiration for the idealisation of the countryside has thus been
the images and values presented by literature and art and, more recently, by an
increasingly dominant range of mass media (Bunce, 1994: 37).

Popular discourses are one medium through which children shape their cultural
knowledge of 'rurality'. Specifically, popular discourses "in some way are produced
and disseminated within various cultural structures, such as art, literature, and all
forms of media" (Jones, 1995: 38). Popular discourses have therefore become an
important medium through which our society gives meaning to 'rurality' (Bunce,
1994). Within this section the substance of popular discourses of 'rurality' and
children's awareness ofthese discourses and their content is analysed.l''

This examination of popular discourses focused on a selection of different media.
Burgess and Gold argued that "the media play an important part, especially through
their role in mediating social knowledge" (1996: 4). In response to this, a television
programme and film were used as examples of contemporary media discourses of
'rurality'. Alongside media discourses, examples of children's literature were also
examined. Images of 'rurality' were explored from three books and a cartoon series.
40

The influence of populardiscourses on children's own constructions of 'rurality' is examinedwithin Chapter
Seven.
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Jones (1997) argued children's stories of 'rural' settings tell children how they should
act, and what they can expect to experience in the 'rural' setting. These stories may
also be understood as a socialising force as particular ideas about 'rurality' are
produced, consumed by adults, and then consumed and re-produced through
experience by children. Indeed, Bunce noted that "many of our most durable and
stereotypical images of the countryside come from the literature of our childhood"
(1996: 63).

Examples of popular discourse were selected for analysis as many children in their
workbooks linked their content with 'rurality' .41

Table 6.2 highlights differences

between 'urban' and 'rural' children's engagement with the different discourses. In
general, 'urban' children recalled images of 'rurality' within children's literature and
the movie 'Babe'. 'Rural' children noted these examples, but also identified with
'Footrot Flats and 'Country Calendar'.

Table 6.1. Percentage of 'Urban' and 'Rural' Children who
Experienced Selected Examples of Popular Discourses
Popular Discourse

Medium

Percentage of 'Urban'
Children
[n = 21]

Percentage of 'Rural'
Children
[n = 19]

'Country Calendar'

Television

19%

90%

Film

90%

100%

'Footrot Flats'

Cartoon

14%

15%

'Peter Rabbit'

Book

76%

85%

'Milly-Molly-Mandy'

Book

19%

5%

'Charlottes Web'

Book

48%

55%

'Babe'

Source: Children's Interviews, 1999.

41

For an outline of the workbook exercise see Chapter Three.
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Amongst the books selected, Beatrix Potters' 'Peter Rabbit' is considered a classic
children's story (Bunce, 1994). Indeed, 80% of all children in this study had read this
story. E.B. White's 'Charlotte's Web' had been read or viewed on video by 51% of all
children either during or outside of school. Alternatively, the 'Milly-Molly-Mandy'
series was only identified by a select group of girls (12%) whose mothers had old
collections. With regard to audio-visual material, 95% of all children had watched the
movie 'Babe' and approximately half the programme 'Country Calendar. In terms of
cartoons, 15% of all children recalled images from the cartoon series 'Footrot Flats' .

6.1.1. The Determinants of Children's Popular Discourses

This section firstly discusses the role of parents as mediators in accessing popular
discourse. This role is then contrasted with children's autonomy with regard to the
popular discourses which they interact with. While parents are in a powerful position
deciding what their child views and reads, once options are available to the child, they
then control their own discursive experience of the selected material.

The data provided isolated examples of parental power over children's access to
discourses. The first example relates to children having limited access to popular
discourse through television as a result of parental lifestyle choices. Within the parent
questionnaire Sabrina's ('urban') parents noted that they had a 'television-free' home.
Sabrina was therefore unable to gain ideas of 'rurality' from this medium (Sabrina,

Interview, 1999). The second example relates to the socio-economic situation of
parents affecting a child's access. Within the interview sessions Anton42 ('urban')
suggested that he did not get ideas from children's literature as his family could not
afford books at home (Anton, Interview, 1999). The final example of parental power
controlling access to popular discourses related to parental affinity with particular
discourses. Some children were awarded special access to some media as a result of
parent's affinity with particular books, programmes, and films. For instance, Mel.C. 's
('urban') mother had a collection of 'Milly-Molly-Mandy' books from her childhood
42

The pseudonym for this child has been changed from that used within the fieldwork session, as it is particularly
important to protect his anonymity. Anton was identified within this research as a child with an unformed
cultural knowledge of 'rurality', and consequently, is easily identifiable given that most children have
informed cultural knowledges.
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that she cherished and passed on to her daughter (Mel.C., Interview, 1999). These
provided images of 'rurality' that many other children in the study did not have access
to.

Generally, adults determined which popular discourses their children experienced.
They therefore played an important role in determining what types of understandings
of 'rurality' their children developed. However, the research also highlighted the many
ways in which children determined their own understandings. Children determined
their own engagement with popular discourse through the choice of medium and the
consumption of particular aspects/images within that medium.

With respect to the choice of medium, many children suggested they did not enjoy
reading so had only read a few of the 'rural'-based books investigated. In many cases
this was only done as a compulsory part of their schooling (Kevin Nash, Interview,
1999). The school book 'Charlotte'sWeb', for example, was referred to by some as an
activity completed at school. However, watching television was expressed as a
recreational activity and generated more positive comments. For example,
I don't read farm books, I like T.V. better (Johna, Interview, 1999).

Likewise the movie 'Babe' was viewed, enjoyed and commented on in detail by
almost all the children.

Aside from deciding what type of medium, the children also decided which specific
programmes or stories they consumed and the length of time they engaged with these
particular discourses. For example, some children enjoyed reading as a hobby, with
several having repeatedly read most of the books investigated in this study. Also,
while some children were content watching a one-off episode of 'Country Calendar',
other children decided to watch this programme regularly each week. Thus to a great
extent, children used their preferences for medium and content to decide which
popular discourses they would experience.

In sum, the influence of popular discourse on children's cultural knowledge was
determined by the values and decisions of adults in their lives but also through
independent decisions of the child. In this manner the role ofthe parents can be seen as
a guiding influence, setting the broad parameters within which the child ultimately
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determines what aspects of these popular discourses are used within children's cultural
knowledge of 'rurality' .

6.1.2. Analysis of Popular Discourses and Children's Awareness of Different
Images of 'Rurality'

This section investigates the key themes and images of 'rurality' present within
popular discourses, and children's awareness of these different images. These key
themes agriculture, 'nature', and recreation were chosen for their dominance within
the popular discourses analysed in this study but also to aid comparison with findings
in Chapter Five, and in recognition of the significance children gave the themes in
their constructions of 'rurality'. Agriculture, 'nature' and recreation will be discussed
in turn through presentation of images included within different texts, across different
media and through the inclusion of children's related comments.

Substance of Discourses

Table 6.2 provides an outline of the images of 'rurality' incorporated within each of
the popular discourse examples analysed. Children from both 'urban' and 'rural'
locations identified these images of 'rurality' .

Table 6.2. Images of 'Rurality' within Popular Discourses
Popular Discourse

Agricultural Images

'Nature' Images

'Country Calendar'

..J

'Babe'

..J

'Footrot Flats'

..J

..J

'Peter Rabbit'

..J

..J

'Milly-Molly-Mandy'

..J

'Charlottes Web'

..J

Recreation Images

..J

..J

..J
..J

Source: Content analysis, and children's Workbooks and Interviews, 1999.

..J
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The most common theme of 'rurality' within popular discourse was agriculture. All of
the popular discourse examples analysed in this study include agricultural images to
represent 'rurality'. Within New Zealand, agriculture has great economic importance
and also cultural significance (Liepins, 1996). Some popular discourses originating
from New Zealand have drawn on this significance in their portrayal of New Zealand
life. An example of this is the popular television programme 'Country Calendar' (for
an in-depth investigation see Box 6.1) and the cartoon series 'Footrot Flats'.

'Country Calendar' is a key cultural producer of 'rural' knowledge within New
Zealand society. It is one of this country's longest running television programmes and
has remained popular in the ratings. The production team of 'Country Calendar' is
placed in a powerful position as 'mediators of social knowledge'. They decide which
aspects of 'rurality' are deemed interesting and thus worthy of presentation, and in this
way may influence the understandings of 'rurality' developed by child viewers.

The second example of agricultural images identified by children within popular
discourses was the 'Footrot Flats' cartoon series. These cartoons, based around the life
of a male New Zealand farmer and his dog are popular throughout New Zealand
society and incorporate many uniquely New Zealand colloquialisms, activities and
characters. The farm setting automatically indicates an agricultural focus. Figure 6.1 is
an example of one strip that highlights the general nature of the material and the
emphasis on 'rurality' as agricultural. Cartoons are a very accessible and form of
popular discourse through which children can engage with 'rurality'. Drawings
provide an alternative to text for children to gather information about 'rural' New
Zealand. Notions of 'rurality' as associated with agriculture are expressed through the
setting of the story, the characters, the text, and perhaps most importantly for children
the pictures.

The movie 'Babe' also presented children with an example of agriculturally focussed
'rural' cultural knowledge. Set in Australia, the movie told the story of a pig ('Babe')
that behaved like a sheep-dog and miraculously won a dog trial competition. The
movie focused on a farm setting centred around a farmyard with a barn and typical
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Box 6.1. Content and Production of 'Country Calendar'
'Country Calendar' was established in 1966 as an information source and an educational
tool for the farming community. The producer suggested that at this time over 80% of New
Zealand's overseas earnings were derived from agricultural products, and as television
had been introduced two years prior it seemed logical to begin a national programme
focussed on the 'rural' sector and in particular agricultural production. Initially, programmes
focussed on "research developments from agricultural research centres ... reports from
stock sales, interviews with producer boards and politicians" (Torley, Pers. Comm: 1999.).
The producer also mentioned less technical material such as agricultural-based humour
and the 'number 8-wire syndrome' - kiwi ingenuity. 'Country Calendar' during this period
was solely focussed on catering to the 'rural', agriculturally productive, audience. Torley
commented: "we prided ourselves in not catering to the urban audience ... expressions like
tupping, dry matter, live weight gains etc were never explained for the benefit of the
urbanites" (Torley, Pers. Comm: 1999).
Mr Torley pointed out that at this time most of New Zealand society had been brought up
on a farm or had close ties to friends and relatives who lived on a farm, so 'Country
Calendar' was "satisfying the viewers' sense of nostalgia as urban drift started in earnesf'
(Torley, 1999: Pers. Comm.). As over time the demographics of New Zealand changed
with people living and working in urban areas far outnumbering 'rural' dwellers, the
audience of 'Country Calendar' began to change and therefore the content required
updating. Torley stated: "stories for 'Country Calendar' are now chosen to appeal to the
wider audience than just the farming community" (Pers. Comm: 1999). Rather than
focusing on aqricultural production and on providing information to a select part of New
Zealand's community, 'Country Calendar' attempts to illustrate many different types of
'rural' lifestyles and therefore gain the interest of 'urban' views.
The programme presents the 'rural' in a positive light and leans on the sense of nostalgia
for the 'rural' lifestyle that New Zealanders hold, presenting the rural lifestyle as a better,
healthier, cleaner lifestyle with fewer social problems (Torley, Pers. Comm: 1999). This
type of vision results in certain types of stories being included in 'Country Calendar'. Torley
suggested they mostly focused on "scenery, people, the resolution of problems or at least
success against the odds; innovation and again that reinforcement of the rural lifestyle"
(Pers. Comm: 1999). He suggested popular episodes featured "characters" such as an 80year-old woman who is still farming, a young man who takes huge risks mustering wild
cattle from the bush, and also "interesting stories" such as the life of a coal miner or
alternative lifestylists.
Frank Torley's own understanding of 'rurality' is focussed on the challenges involved in
agriculture; the many skills a person must have; the irony of a huge financial outlay and the
type of practical work that farmers do; the sense of pride rural people have of their
achievements; and the involvement of all the family in agricultural production. While the
focus of 'Country Calendar' has shifted from a programme specifically for the farming
community to one which is of interest to all New Zealanders, there still remains a general
focus on the productive aspects of the 'rural' setting while other aspects such as 'nature',
recreation, unemployment, retirement, etc, are neglected.
Torley believed that 'Country Calendar' would have little influence on children's
understandings of 'rurality' because they simply don't watch it. However, by investigating
children's ideas about 'Country Calendar' in the main discussion below, this thesis
illustrates that 'Country Calendar' may have a real impact on the understandings of some
children.
Source: Frank Torley (Producer) Email Interview, May 1999
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English farmhouse despite the local 'rural' Australian setting. The key themes
depicting 'rurality' are once again focussed on agricultural production. Agriculture
was represented through images of farm animals, buildings, people and structures
(stone walls, gates, and paddocks). The setting, activities and characters of 'Babe'
provided children with agricultural images to develop their cultural knowledge of
'rurality' .

Figure 6.1. 'Footrot Flats' Cartoon Strip
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An interesting point aside from children's consumption of the images in 'Babe' is the

manner in which the film was produced. A local resident from Bowral, Australia,
commented on the attention producers paid in creating an 'authentic' English
countryside set in the midst an existing Australian countryside location (Pritchard,
Pers. Comm: 1999). The producers even went so far as building a mock stone wall. In
doing so, images of the English countryside were used in an iconic fashion to signify
'rurality', despite the presence of suitable local 'rurality'. As Burgess and Gold
argued: "The media are centrally implicated in the production and maintenance of
stereotypes for they create a vast cultural matrix in which images can develop and
persist irrespective of the reality they are supposed to represent" (1985: 10). Children
were aware of the agricultural images within the movie regardless of their link to
English rather than Australian or New Zealand 'rurality'.

Besides agricultural content, images of 'nature' were also commonly expressed in
popular discourses. 'Nature' was a common image of 'rurality' included in children's
literature. Images of 'nature' are presented as opposite to all things 'urban',
emphasising plants and animals. Many children's stories representing 'rurality'
focused on animals whether domesticated or wild. Children interpreted these animals
as images of 'nature'.

The children's classic 'Peter Rabbit' provided children with many images of 'nature'.
These ranged from the animal characters to the setting of the story in the woods and
fields. As children within this study identified 'Peter Rabbit' as a story connected to
knowledge of 'rurality' , images of 'nature' were likely to be experienced.

Images of 'nature' were also presented within the 'Footrot Flats' cartoon series. While
the cartoon books focused on an agricultural lifestyle they also incorporated many
'nature' representations of 'rurality'. The farm which features in the strips backs onto
a desolate beach and is divided by many rivers and pockets of native bush. New
Zealand children related to these images as many mentioned experiences in such
settings. As noted in Chapter five, children experienced 'rurality', among other things,
through visits to the bush and beach.
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The children's stories investigated within this research presented many instances of
'rurality' as recreational. For instance, in 'Charlottes Web' the two children set up a
swing in the barn and played for hours taking turns to swing out from the barn into the
sunny day (see Figure 6.2). Furthermore, in one of the 'Milly-Molly-Mandy'
adventures, tree branches were used as 'horses' as children unleashed their
imagination to create recreational opportunities. These types of representations of
'rural' settings allowed children to develop an understanding of 'rurality' as
recreational. Indeed, recreational images in popular discourse often presented
unstructured imaginative play. 'Rurality' was therefore presented as a site where
adventures can take place and where children are free to play as they choose.

In sum, popular discourses provided children with agricultural, 'natural' and
recreational images of 'rurality'. Children noted agricultural images within all of the
examples of popular discourse examined, while 'nature' and recreation were identified
in a select few. Children's negotiation of these different discourses, and consequently
the different images of 'rurality', was shaped by parents, but also in accordance with
their own decisions to read or view popular discourse. A noticeable 'urban'/'rural'
differentiation also emerged. 'Urban' children tended to negotiate different popular
discourses to 'rural' children. They focused on children's literature and the movie
'Babe', while 'rural' children also gather information from 'Country Calendar' and
'Footrot Flats'. These differences in negotiation all suggested that children were
immersed within different discourses of 'rurality' and consequently received and
reproduced different understandings of 'rurality' accordingly. A discussion of
children's awareness of the many different images of 'rurality' is presented in the
following section.

Children's Awareness of Particular Images of 'Rurality'

This section notes the types of images that children identified when discussing popular
discourses within the interview sessions. Firstly, children's awareness of agricultural
images is outlined; secondly, their awareness of 'nature'; and finally, the section notes
children's references to recreation.
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Figure 6.2. Recreational Images of 'Rurality' Within
'Charlotte's Web'
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As illustrated by the review of content in popular discourse, children noted the
presence of agricultural images in the 'Country Calendar' television programme. 90%
of 'rural' children watched 'Country Calendar' regularly with their families and
recalled many different agricultural images. For instance, John commented:
I watch it quite often with dad ... there are old steam tractors and 4-wheel-drive
jeeps (Interview, 1999).

Stephanie provided a summary of the programme focussed on agricultural images:
it's mostly about farming, sometimes in NZ and out of NZ, it has people, people
who are farming, animals being taken overseas on planes (Interview, 1999).

Experience of these agricultural images may add to or reinforce 'rural' children's
understandings of 'rurality' as agricultura1.

While 'rural' children frequently commented on the agricultural content of 'Country
Calendar' 'urban' children generally did not respond to questions about this
programme. Only four children from a group of 21 could recall watching 'Country
Calendar'. However, while these children experienced the programme on a one-off
basis, they were aware of the agricultural images within the programme. For example
Demetra stated:
I remember seeing one once when they were shaving sheep (Interview, 1999)

Diamond, too, commented on the content of the programme:
dairy farms, sheep, horses, - seen it a couple of times (Interview, 1999).

As a frame of reference for 'urban' children's cultural knowledge of 'rurality'
infrequent viewing of 'Country Calendar' may have been extremely important in
providing images of 'rurality' based around people, settings, and activities observed
within the child's own society. Additionally, this viewing provided children with
knowledge of agriculture, the dominant feature among children's discourses of
'rurality' within this study.

While the producer of 'Country Calendar' suggested the focus on the programme had
shifted away from agriculture to many different 'rural' lifestyles (see Box 6.1),
agriculture remained the key image of 'rurality' identified by child viewers. In doing
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so, 'Country Calendar' provided children with images of agriculture as representations
of 'rurality' that they could use to develop their own understandings of 'rurality'.

Children were also aware of images of agriculture within the 'Footrot Flats' cartoons.
Around 15% of both 'urban' and 'rural' children had read 'Footrot Flats'. The
cartoons were favourites and well remembered amongst these children. All of the
children who had identified 'Footrot Flats', noted agricultural images:
things like the dogs and the man putting on gumboots and he has to get in the truck
and they have to round up sheep, and they've got gumboots on (Jejf Wilson,
Interview, 1999).

The children also noted agricultural images when discussing the movie 'Babe'. 95% of
children in the study watched this movie. Generally children recalled aspects of the
movie relating to agricultural production or an agriculture-based setting, such as "farm
animals", "the farmer", "grass", "trees", "hay", "a truck" and "a farm cottage"
(Children's Interviews, 1999). The children responded most commonly to the farm
animals, almost all children recalled not just Babe but a host of other farm animals.
Sabrina an 'urban' child, noted:
they lived on the country and they had guns and everything, there were heaps of
cows and sheep and ducks and the farm pig (Interview, 1999).

Kate a 'rural' child, commented:
lots of other animals like a sheep, dogs and he (Babe) was friends with the dog, they
lived on a farm, the guy trained the pig to do the sheepwork (Interview, 1999).

As discussed in Chapter four many children linked 'nature' and agriculture. Images of
open fields, animals and hedgerows are understood, firstly, as aspects of 'nature', but
secondly, as indicators of an agricultural setting. Complicating this was the fact that
within the selected popular discourses, children viewed many images of 'rurality' as
simultaneously representing 'nature' and agriculture. However, children were also
aware of images of 'nature' as separate and distinct from agriculture.

For example, children recalled a number of different features from 'Peter Rabbit' but
they all suggested that the main focus was 'nature', whether involving "the woods",
"open grassy fields", "Mr McGregor's garden", or "rabbits" (Children's Interviews,
1999). Beatrix Potter painted a picture of 'rurality' as a setting where 'nature' and
humans conflict over land and resources. Some children consumed this representation
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and in attempting to solve the conflict were divided as to who was in the right.
Stephani~

argued:

Peter Rabbit crawls under a fence and eats all the carrots and be's [sic] a pain to the
farmer (Interview, 1999).

Clearly she sided with 'Mr McGregor' and saw 'Peter' as an intruder and a threat to
the farmer's vegetables. Stephanie may have come to this conclusion because she lived
on a farm and is probably aware of the problem rabbits pose to New Zealand farmers.
Another interpretation of this story came from Mel. C. who suggested:
they live on this freeland on a farm and Peter has to find food for his family but a
farmer Mr McGregor was mean and tries to catch him (Interview, 1999).

In sum, whichever interpretation children make, images of both agriculture and
'nature' were consumed.

Children who had read 'Charlotte's Web' also recalled images of 'nature'. Once again
this story was primarily about agriculture. Set on a farm, it discussed many
agriculture-related features and processes. However, children understood many of
these aspects as images of 'nature'. Demetra argued:
Its about the country coz its got nature, there's a spider that makes cool webs and
this pig and later on she has babies the spider and then she dies because she had
babies .... (Interview, 1999).

Demetra picked up on the image of the spider as 'nature'. She provided information

about the spider's lifecycle as proof of being part of 'nature'. Many images of 'nature'
were present throughout this story for children to consume. For example, the author
referred to summer days as the time for birds "in the fields, around the house, in the
bam, in the woods, in the swamp - everywhere love and songs, and nests and eggs"
(White, 1952: 41). Additionally, much of the story focuses on the affect of changing
seasons on wildlife, flora and fauna. Events took place within the woods, swamps, and
fields and allowed the children to consume an image of 'rurality' as 'nature'.

Many children recognised recreational 'rural' images in the popular discourses they
had engaged with. Children noted recreational activities utilising the agricultural
setting and a 'nature' setting. This is illustrated by Nash who recalled images from
'Footrot Flats' depicting:
adventures on lakes, they had rafts and went fishing (Interview, 1999).
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While Sabrina interpreted the mothering of a piglet in 'Charlottes Web' as
recreational, she stated:
it would be fun ifI was Fern, I could feed the pig and give him hay (Interview, 1999).

Children also recalled eeling and shearing competitions as recreational activities
represented in the 'Country Calendar' programmes.

In summary, popular discourses proved an important source of information about
'rurality' for the children within this study. While 'urban' children tended to gather
images of 'rurality' from children's literature and the popular movie 'Babe', 'rural'
children responded to 'Babe', but also to images within 'rural' orientated television
programmes, and cartoon series. Despite this differentiation in medium, children
generally received images of agriculture, 'nature', and recreation as representations of
'rurality'. The influence of these images on children's constructions is explored further
within Chapter seven.

While this section illustrated the importance of popular discourse in children's
acquisition of information about 'rurality', socialisation theorists would argue that
parents and families remain the most important influence on children's knowledge of
'rurality'. The following section explores this assertion through analysis of parent's
constructions of 'rurality' .

6.2. Parental Discourses of 'Rurality'
Children tend to acquire the social and political values of their parents as naturally
as they learn to speak or to recognize which piece of cutlery is used for which dish.
Of course not everything is learned in that way, and children reject, consciously and
unconsciously, some of the influences that come from their parents (Aitkin, 1985:
38).

Parents are considered an important socialising force in children's lives as they
provide a particularly powerful form of lay discourse. Specific to this research,
parents provided representations of 'rurality' that influenced children's own
understandings. For example Stephanie stated:
dad and mum tell me quite a lot about what you do on the farm (Interview,
Stephanie, 1999).
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Within this section an analysis of parent's backgrounds and respective views of
'rurality' is presented. This information was gained through the parent questionnaire
described in Chapter Three and outlined in Appendix 4. 17 out of 19 'rural' parents
and 19 out of 21 'urban' parents (90% response rate overall) completed the
questionnaire.

A content analysis of parent's responses to questions about 'rurality' identified
agriculture, 'nature', and people as the key themes in parental discourse. Similar to
children's constructions of 'rurality', the dominant image presented by parents was
agriculture. As Table 6.3 illustrates, 36% of all elements within 'urban', and 30% of
all elements in 'rural', parent's constructions focussed on agriculture-based meanings
of 'rurality'. As discussed in Chapter Four, children's constructions of 'rurality' as
agriculture-based focused on many different images of agriculture. Similarly, parent
constructions of agriculture also differed.

The vast majority of 'rural' parents (88%) who participated in the questionnaire were
involved in agriculture. Their understanding of 'rurality' reflected this involvement as
they emphasised agricultural products and their place in the wider New Zealand
economy. For example, Phoebe's parent described 'rural' New Zealand as:
Sheep industry and in general agriculturally based gross national product produces
60% of New Zealand income (Parent Questionnaire, 1999).

In contrast, 'urban' parents also referred to the economic importance of agriculture
within New Zealand, but frequently detailed the quantity and type of agriculture. An
example of this was expressed by Demetra's parent describing 'rural' New Zealand
as:
predominantly sheep farming - some other live stock - deer, cattle. Orchards or other
fruit and vegetable produce (Parent Questionnaire, 1999).

Whilst emphasising different aspects of agriculture, about 20% of 'rural' and 'urban'
parents linked this understanding of 'rurality' to the New Zealand economy.
Many 'rural' parents also incorporated representations of hardship associated with an
agriculturally oriented lifestyle. They stressed that 'rurality' was about hard work and
hard times. Nathan Astle's parent described 'rural' New Zealand as:
full of friendly warm people who work hard through difficult times (Parent
Questionnaire, 1999).
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Agriculture is linked to an idyllic lifestyle and setting. Both 'urban' and 'rural'
parents mentioned a 'relaxed', 'peaceful lifestyle' where one is 'surrounded by
beautiful scenery' and 'green open spaces' (parent Questionnaires, 1999). So despite
the hardship and hard work that 'rural' people faced it was considered a privilege to
live this lifestyle. This finding reinforces work conducted in the Rural Lifestyles
Project as discussed in Chapter Two. Cloke (1997) found that people accepted poverty
in 'rural' areas as it was super-seded by an idyllic lifestyle.
While elements of agriculture dominated parent's constructions of 'rurality', other
elements were also commonly used. Parents' inclusion of 'nature' was similar to the
children's focus. Parents referred to 'bush', 'national parks', 'beaches', and 'lakes'
and argued that because of 'nature', 'rural' areas were 'a great place to bring up kids'
(Parent Questionnaires, 1999). Kevin Nash 's parent described 'rural' New Zealand as:
National Parks and a lot of out door adventure areas. Wide open spaces, scenery,
farmland, small towns, rivers, lakes, mountains (Parent Questionnaire, 1999).

In accordance with 'urban' children's focus on 'nature', 'urban' parents linked
'nature' and 'rurality' more frequently than 'rural' parents. 15% of all elements within
'urban' parent's constructions focussed on 'nature' while only 5% of elements within
'rural' parent's constructions presented understandings of 'rurality' linked to 'nature'.

'Urban' parent's constructions were similar to children's as they both focused on
'rurality' as a site of recreational opportunities. 25% of all elements in 'urban' parent's
constructions depicted recreational activities while only 3% of elements in 'rural'
parent's constructions referred to recreation.

The findings discussed above could suggest that children consumed and reproduced
their parent's understandings of 'rurality', supporting assertions within socialisation
theory (see Chapter Two). However, parents also linked 'rurality' with features that
children did not reciprocate. Parents incorporated people in their constructions.
'Rurality' was represented as an area where people are 'friendly', 'laid back', 'caring'
and had 'time for other people'. This created a special 'community feel', which is
specific to rural areas (Parent Questionnaires, 1999).
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Figure 6.3. Percentage of Elements in 'Rural'
Parent's Constructions of 'Rurality'
10%
iJ Agriculture

o Nature'
People

o Recreation
• Settlement
• Community

o Lifestyle
31%

Source: Parent Questionnaires, 1999
Note: Number of elements equals 39

Figure 6.4. Percentage of Elements in 'Urban'
Parent's Constructions of 'Rurality'
11%

Agriculture

o Nature'
People

o Recreation
• Settlement
• Community

o Lifestyle
12%

Source: Parent Questionnaires, 1999
Note: Number of elements equals 39
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Parents also referred to low population density in order to qualify why they
understood New Zealand to be a 'rural' country. Both 'urban' and 'rural' parents also
constructed 'rurality' using elements reflecting 'community', 'lifestyle', and
'settlement' .

Overall, while both sets of parents generally focused on agricultural representations of
'rurality' they also represent 'rurality' in varied ways. 'Rural' parents relied on
detailed accounts of agriculture and advocated the superior community life, made up
of supportive people, to which they belonged. 'Urban' parents referred to the
advantages of a 'rural' lifestyle, whether related to agriculture or 'nature', but also to
recreation and an idyllic myth of 'rural' superiority. These findings suggest that
parents construct 'rurality' in varied ways and that these can be differentiated
according to location of residence. Additionally, many links between children's
constructions and parent's constructions emerged. 'Urban' children appeared to
reciprocate their parents focus on understandings of 'rurality' as agricultural but also
related to 'nature' and recreation. 'Rural' children reciprocated their parents' lack of
inclusion of these aspects of 'rurality', focussing instead on agriculture-based
understandings. These findings highlighted the importance of parental discourse to
children's understandings of 'rurality', but also indicated that children must also gain
information from other sources.

As noted earlier, Aitkin (1985) argued that children take on board their parent's social
and political views. Within this thesis it is argued that parents provide children with a
view of 'rurality'. However, children do not passively take on board their parent's
understanding but instead use this cultural knowledge to formulate their own
understanding of 'rurality'. This assertion is developed further within Chapter seven.
As suggested in the previous section, children also gained knowledge from popular
discourse to formulate their understanding of 'rurality'. With this in mind, the
following section discusses knowledge from teachers and school curriculum. This
thesis does not attempt to provide evidence of a specific selection process undertaken
by children but instead offers confirmation that children do indeed negotiate, and
draw from all these different sources in an active manner to construct their
understandings of the world.
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6.3. Professional Discourses of 'Rurality'

Professional discourses of 'rurality' are described by Jones as those generated by
people "whose work is in some way related to the object of discourse" (1995: 38).
Within this study the discourse of teachers and the curriculum they use to develop
children's knowledge is examined as one form of professional discourse influencing
children's understandings of 'rurality'. The background of teachers, their
understanding of 'rurality' and their views on school curriculum containing
representations of 'rurality' were explored within teacher's interviews. Attention to the
significance of school curriculum and teachers in children's lives seemed pertinent to
this study as children spend so much of their time at school under the guidance of their
teacher. However, as this discussion illustrates, the importance of school curriculum
and teachers with regard to the negotiation of 'rural' knowledge is certainly secondary
to the other discourses discussed in previous sections.

6.3.1. Importance ofInvestigating School Curriculum and Teachers

Schooling as a socialising force was considered in studies by Lloyd and Dureen (1992)
and Thome (1993). These authors focussed on the development of children's gender
identity and the affect on this process of starting school. Lloyd and Dureen stated: "we
consider the extent to which primary schools offer particular social representations of
gender which can function for their pupils as resources for the constructions of
gendered identities" (1992: 21). They therefore argued that teachers, curriculum and
peers acted as socialising forces by providing particular gender information which
children absorbed as they generated their identity. For example, Thome argued that
"heavy social pressure" was applied to children who attempted to take on altemative
gender identities - boys playing dress up or girls doing woodwork. Thome suggested
that children also consumed gendered stereotypes within books and songs used in
schools. These two studies have drawn attention to the strong role that school
curriculum and teachers play in the socialisation of children. Within this study these
two forces were investigated in order to assess the role they play in providing children
with 'rural' cultural knowledge.
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6.3.2. General Findings

Both the 'rural' and 'urban' teachers in this study indicated that knowledge of
'rurality' was not an important part of the children's curriculum (Teacher Interviews,
1999). No specific requirement to provide children with cultural knowledges of
'rurality' existed. However, both teachers mentioned instances where children might
consume knowledge of 'rurality'. The 'rural' teacher had always lived and taught in
'rural' areas and she suggested that discussion about 'rurality' occurred often in her
classroom as the children and herself were part of a 'rural' area and referred to their
common frame of reference. However, because of what she believed to be the
children's competent grasp of 'rural' knowledge she consciously tried to introduce
other knowledge to 'broaden their outlook'. She stated:
I focus on broadening their outlook rather than building on their 'ruralness'. I expose
them to different things, this is why we went on the city camp ('Rural' Teacher,
Interview, 1999).

While 'rural' children did not participate in any single lesson focussed on 'rurality',
cultural knowledge of 'rurality' emerged in much of their work. For example, the
children often have local visitors who are involved in many different 'rural' projects,
types of 'rural' employment, or who recall 'rural' history ('Rural' Teacher, Interview,
1999). Additionally, children take class trips to local 'rural' features, such as a new
dairy farm or the historic punt. However, their teacher felt that the most important
source of information about 'rurality' came simply through being "immersed in a rural
lifestyle" ('Rural' Teacher, Interview, 1999). She suggested children would gain most
of their knowledge of 'rurality' from their family and the daily activities in which they
were involved, but also that television provides a lot of information in the form of
humorous 'rural' advertisements that the children respond to. The 'rural' teacher
herself understood 'rurality' in terms of distance from neighbours and large cities - a
focus on population density and remoteness.

At the 'urban' school, the inclusion of cultural knowledge of 'rurality' in classroom
activities was almost non-existent. The teacher has always lived and taught in city
areas and she suggested that there was little time to include knowledge of 'rurality' in
the curriculum as it was more important for children to learn basic skills such as
reading and writing ('Urban' Teacher, Interview, 1999). Within social studies,
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however, the children studied technology, one section of this focused on the "changes
to the agricultural industry" ('Urban' Teacher, Interview, 1999). The teacher said that
the school did have resource kits to teach children about the countryside, but these
focused only on agriculture and were outdated. 'Urban' children were therefore given
very little opportunity to develop their cultural knowledge of 'rurality' within the New
Zealand school curriculum. However, a number of children had been on a school farm
visit in previous years ('Urban' Teacher, Interview, 1999), but perhaps the transfer of
knowledge through peer interaction was more important than the influences of
curriculum and teachers.

Children at both schools indicated that they did not get their 'rural' ideas from school,
except perhaps reading one or two books from the school library (Goldie and Monica,
Interview, 1999). It appeared that in the case of knowledge of 'rurality', schooling was
not discursively influential, in fact there was a general lack of knowledge provided.
Interestingly, field observations noted that both schools had numerous books, both
fictional and non-fictional, with 'rural' themes available in their school libraries.
Children with an interest in 'rurality' could therefore access these sources.

Professional discourses explored within this study provided children with few
opportunities to gather images and understandings of 'rurality'. This directly related to
the lack of curriculum concerning 'rural' settings, activities, and people. While
understandings of 'rurality' were not discussed within lessons, schools did provide
one-off opportunities for children to experience 'rurality' . These opportunities
provided either material experiences in the form of fieldtrips, or discursive experiences
by means of visitors and conversations about 'rurality' shared between children.
Significantly, however, children's consumption of 'rural' knowledge from school
curriculum and their teachers was the least significant of all the discourses examined.

6.4. Conclusion
This chapter has presented many different discourses of 'rurality' from which children
chose elements to construct their cultural knowledges. Children's awareness of these
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Images of 'rurality' was influenced by power relationships. One example of this
regulation was the power parents held to decide which media and content of popular
discourse children would experience. While children were limited in their access to
different discourses, they maintained limited power over their choice to engage.
Children also determined their awareness of different images of 'rurality' by choosing
which books, programmes, films, and aspects of discussions with their parents to use
as the basis for their cultural knowledge.

Within all the discourses explored in this study, agriculture emerged as the most
dominant discursive theme. Within popular discourse agricultural images of 'rurality'
were commonplace, appearing in all of the examples examined in this study. Children
responded to these images, commenting on many different agriculture-based scenes,
activities and characters within their interviews. Popular discourses also provided
images of 'nature' and recreation. Both 'urban' and 'rural' children recalled images of
'nature' within 'Charlotte's Web' and 'Peter Rabbit'. Additionally, images of
recreation were recalled within 'Footrot Flats' and 'Charlotte's Web'. Popular
discourse provided children with a range of different images of 'rurality' from which
children constructed their own cultural knowledge.

Similarly, the key image of 'rurality' within the lay discourses examined was
agriculture. Children's parents tended to focus their construction of 'rurality' on
agriculture-based settings, activities and people. 'Urban' parents also focused on
recreational images of 'rurality', while 'rural' parents commonly referred to 'rural'
people. While children and their parents both focused on agriculture-based
understandings of 'rurality', differences between these two sets of lay discourse
occurred. This suggests that assertions within the socialisation theory that children
consume and reproduce the values and ideas of adults in their lives is not strictly true,
as children in this study also generated their own ideas of 'rurality'.

While popular and lay discourse provided children with many images of 'rurality',
professional discourses appeared to neglect 'rurality' altogether. Children failed to
identify school curricula as a source of 'rural' ideas, and both 'rural' and 'urban'
teachers suggested knowledge of 'rurality' was not an important part of children's
curricula. School, however, may be understood as an important site for children's
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inter-discursivity. Some children had visited a 'rural' area during a class excursion in
previous years, while other children lived in and visited 'rural' areas with their parents.
Experiences and knowledge gained on these excursions, or in daily life, may well have
been exchanged within children's discourse during school hours.

While both 'rural' and 'urban' children engaged with lay and popular discourses, a
tendency for 'urban' children to rely on popular discourse and for 'rural' children to
rely on lay discourse to gather 'rural' ideas was noted. This may have meant that
'urban' children developed an imagined understanding of 'rurality' based on 'nature',
agriculture, and recreation, while 'rural' children formed a specialised knowledge of
'rurality' based on agriculture. The dominance of agriculture-based images of
'rurality' within the discourses explored in this study suggested the prevalence of a
hegemonic knowledge of 'rurality'. This reinforced the fact that New Zealand society
generally links agriculture and 'rurality' (Liepins, 1996). The provision of this
dominant ideology to children through popular and lay discourse may be understood
as a form of social prac~as outlined by Fairclough (1992), whereby children are
presented with understandings of 'rurality' as primarily agriculture-based and they are
expected to perpetuate this understanding. Children's response to this social practice is
discussed further within Chapter Seven.

This chapter identified what discourses children engaged with and what images of
'rurality' within these they were aware of. However, as this thesis explores the
influence of discourse upon children's cultural knowledge of 'rurality', a more
detailed discussion of links between discourses and children's constructions is
provided in the following chapter.

7. Shaping Children's Cultural Knowledges
The second objective of this thesis, namely, why children constructed 'rurality' in
certain ways, is addressed explicitly within this chapter. Drawing on separate analyses
of children's constructions and experiences presented in chapters Four, Five and Six,
this chapter integrates findings to present an interpretation of how constructions were
directly linked to experiences and/or engagement with discourses of 'rurality'.

Children and their experiences are diverse and specific to each individual and thus the
analysis focuses on specific cases, presented as a series of personalised child
'biographies'. These biographies are not detailed narratives of each child's history but
rather an attempt to draw together key aspects of individual children's experiences
and constructions. They focus on the most influential experiences of 'rurality' recalled
by each child.

The first section of this chapter examines the influence of material experiences upon
children's cultural knowledges, in particular the influence of lived experience. The
second section explores the influence of different discourses, linking images from
discourses of 'rurality' with corresponding images within particular children's
constructions. The final section integrates the varied data of constructions, lived
experiences and discursive experiences, and argues that the children developed
different types of cultural knowledge according to their contextual circumstances.
These included any or all of the following: location of residence, material
experiences, and engagement with different discourses of 'rurality' .
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7.1. Material Contexts

The influence of lived experience on children's cultural knowledge of 'rurality' has
emerged as a clear but complex relationship in the data. This research showed that
children drew on their varied lived experiences when constructing their 'rural'
knowledge. Many children referred to their experiences of 'rurality' in their
constructions or chose to validate their constructions by giving examples of the lived
experiences they had personally encountered. Experiences of 'rurality' varied
primarily according to children's location of residence. The following biographies
present the constructions and lived experiences of four children. They include both
drawn and verbal constructions and the influential experiences oftwo 'urban' and two
'rural' children. The section highlights the many different 'rural' experiences children
have, from intermittent family 'drives' in rural settings to daily participation in
agricultural activities. Indeed, the thesis argues that these different experiences
resulted in the varied understandings children held of 'rurality' as expressed in their
(drawn and verbal) constructions.

7.1.1. 'Urban' Children's Recreational Experiences

Both Lisa Simpson and Me/.B. lived in suburban Dunedin and had experienced
'rurality' through recreational visits to 'rural' areas. However, their experiences
differed according to frequency and levels of engagement.

Lisa's 'rural' experience was based on a single drive to the country as a family

recreational activity. She experienced 'rurality' through a car window, so the
experience was purely visual and based on her selective observations (see Figure 7.1).
While this experience may have been passive and short-lived compared to experiences
of other children, particularly those who lived in the country or visited and
participated regularly in 'rural' areas, it was still the most important frame of
reference for Lisa. Indeed, this one-off drive to the country was the most important
experience shaping her cultural knowledge of 'rurality' .

Figure 7.1 Lisa' Simpson's Key Biographical Information

Drawn Construction of 'Rurality'
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Location of Residence:
'Urban'

Key Experiences:
Driven through a 'rural' area on recreational trip.

Verbal Construction:
"The road goes through the country and there are trees around and there's bird [sic]
flying ... there's lots of grass and paddocks and lots of cows and sheep in the
paddocks and there's a few houses and dogs and that's it".
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It provided her with information from which she developed her understanding. Lisa

referred directly to her one 'rural' experience in both her drawn and verbal
constructions, thereby emphasising the importance of this lived experience to her
understanding of 'rurality'. Her drawing presented her family's car driving along a
road into the country with trees and birds in the background (see Figure 7.1). During
the interview she referred to the country as
a place that the road passes through and where you see grass and paddocks and cows
and sheep and there's a few houses (Lisa, Interview, 1999).

In contrast to Lisa, Me!. B. provides an example of regular recreational experience
influencing children's cultural knowledge. Me!. B. resided in suburban Dunedin, and
on many occasions (weekends and school holidays) visited her grandmother who
lived in a cottage in a 'rural' setting (Me!. B. Interview, 1999). While visiting, she
participated in many 'rural' recreational activities, such as
swimming in the small rivers around the house (Mel. E., Interview, 1999).

Although other experiences and discourses noted by Me!. B. and her parents
influenced her understandings of 'rurality'Y, the key reference point for Me!. B. 's
understanding of 'rurality' was the experience of regularly visiting her grandmother.
In her drawn construction she presented her grandmother's cottage with trees and
birds and hills in the background (see Figure 7.2). Me!. B. 's verbal constructions of
'rurality' also focused on this particular experience. She described 'rural' New
Zealand as a place with:
lots of small rivers, lakes and streams, cottages, tree's and animals (Interview, 1999).

She also observed many 'rural' features, such as "sheep, trees, and gorse" and
included many of these in her workbook, an excerpt of which is included below (see
Plate 7.1). These are all features she observed at her grandmother's property. Me!.
B. 's grandmother's cottage was surrounded by farmland so Me!. B. also developed

some knowledge of 'rurality' as agricultural. She referred to "sheep, gates, grass and
hay" in her workbook.

43

Within her interview Mel. B. noted many other experiences within 'rural' settings, such as 'rally camp',
visiting a farm, and going on 'drives'. Her parents also noted many experiences which may have provided her
with knowledge of 'rurality', such as "riding bikes, going for walks, swimming in the river, climbing trees,
making huts, fishing for lobster, and collecting pine cones" (Parent Questionnaire, 1999).
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Plate 7.1. Mel.B's Workbook (Including Agricultural Features)
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The case of Me!. B. demonstrates the impact of regular recreational experience on a
child's developing cultural knowledge. Me!. B. developed her understanding of
'rurality' through reference to her experiences, her visits to her grandmother, the
activities she participated in, and her observations. Indeed, she suggested so herself:
I got my ideas when I was sitting on the veranda and just looking out and seeing all
the trees and hills and animals (Interview, 1999).

7.1.2. 'Rural' Children's Lived Experiences

The two 'urban' children (Lisa and Me!. B.) experienced 'rurality' through
recreational activities - a country drive and visits to a grandmother, respectively.
'Rural' children, however, experienced 'rurality' on a day-to-day basis. For example,
John Leslie lived in a 'rural' setting on his parents' farm, so much of his 'rural'

expenence involved day-to-day agricultural activities. Within his interview, he
explained:
I help Dad in the woolshed when he is shearing and in the shed when he's crutching,
and sometimes I go outside and help him on the tractor or something. Sometimes I
go on the motorbike with him (Interview, 1999).

These experiences were reflected in his constructions. His drawing focussed on an
agricultural scene in which a farmer is driving a 'ute' (utility vehicle) down a hill to
feed out hay positioned on the back to a herd of cows waiting in anticipation (see
Figure 7.3). In the interview session John Leslie described 'rurality' as:
sheep farming, cow farming, and deer farming (Interview, 1999).

Clearly his agricultural experiences were most influential for the development of his
'rural' cultural knowledge, as they were explicitly conveyed in his interview and
drawing.

Experiences and contexts like John Leslie's were common amongst 'rural' children.
Agriculture was the common experience and image of 'rurality' used by 'rural'
children in this study, however, Adam provided an example of the influence of
alternative material experiences on a 'rural' child's construction of 'rurality'.

Figure 7.2 Mel. B.'s Key Biographical Information

Drawn Construction of 'Rurality'
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Location of Residence:
'Urban'

Key Experiences:
During school holidays she visited her grandmother who lived in a ' rural' area.

Verbal Construction
"There are lots of little rivers at Grandma's, lakes and streams ... whenever it's nice
and warm we go down swimming ... there are lots of grassy hills, more hills than in
Dunedin and there are sheep too" .
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Adam focused on a one-off recreational experience despite his daily participation in

agricultural activities. Adam lived on a farm and recalled many agricultural
experiences within the interview session. He stated:
I help the sheep if they are having trouble having their lambs, help tailing and
feeding out, putting wool in the sack and I help mum do baking too (Interview,
1999).

Despite these regular agricultural experiences Adam chose to construct 'rurality'
through an image of snow skiing. He contributed 'mountains', 'snow', and 'skiing' to
his group's brainstorming sheet, and his drawn construction focussed on him skiing
down a mountain (see Figure 7.4). Skiing was obviously a memorable 'rural' event in
Adam's life. While Adam had a specialised knowledge of 'rurality' through

participation in many agricultural activities he chose an alternative experience and
image to represent his understanding of 'rurality' .

These case studies illustrate that children's many different lived expenences
influenced their constructions of 'rurality'. Fundamentally, these experiences were
influenced by the child's location of residence. 'Urban' children most frequently
experienced 'rurality' through recreation while visiting a 'rural' area, while 'rural'
children usually experienced 'rurality' on a daily basis through activities, settings and
people involved in agriculture. However, these examples also highlighted several
idiosyncracies. For example, living in 'rural' areas created different opportunities for
experience to regular visits or one-off visits for both 'urban' and 'rural' children.
These different experiences were shown to influence children's cultural knowledges
because images of each child's specific experience appeared in their verbal and drawn
constructions. Children therefore placed great significance on their personalised
material experiences of 'rurality' and relied on these to develop their cultural
knowledge of 'rurality' .44 Lived experience was thus a key factor shaping the ability
of children to confidently construct 'rurality'. As the next section highlights, however,
consumption of meanings of 'rurality' through circulating discourses was also
important.

44

The selected biographies within this section appear to perpetuate a gendered dualism, that is, males
experiencing 'rurality' as agricultural and females in more passive non-agricultural ways. However, the data
was diverse and did not necessarily support this assertion. The selected biographies were chosen because of
their clarity in highlighting the many varied experiences of 'rurality' held by children.
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7.2. Discursive Contexts

Chapter Six noted the many different discourses of 'rurality' children in this study had
experienced. However, it is also an important contention of this thesis that children
not only experienced 'rurality' through material experiences but also through
discursive interaction. Symbolic experiences are at least as significant as material
experiences in shaping children's cultural knowledge of 'rurality'. This section
therefore highlights the influence of these different discourses on selected examples of
children's cultural knowledges.

While children did not usually specifically refer to the source of influential discourses
(e.g. parent's views or stories), the influence of discourses of 'rurality' on children's
constructions are apparent. Such influences are discussed through individual child
biographies similar to the previous section. Children who discussed discourses in
detail within the interview and who used images from such discourses with their
verbal and drawn constructions were chosen to highlight how discourses influenced
children's cultural knowledge of 'rurality'. As with the previous section, this
discussion is presented through the analysis of three biographies, acknowledging the
diversity and specificity of each child's situation.

7.2.1. Experiences through Popular Discourse

Kath, an 'urban' child provides an example of the impact of popular discourses on

children's cultural knowledge of 'rurality'. Kath enjoyed reading and watching
television. In fact, she had seen all the programmes and read almost all the books
investigated within this research. Kath's understanding of 'rurality' revolved around
animals, and since none of her 'rural' experiences involved animals she felt she had
not had any 'rural' experience. According to her guardians, Kath visited the country
many times to collect bottles or fossils, go mushroom hunting, or picnicking.

Figure 7.3. John Leslie's Key Biographical Information

Drawn Construction of 'Rurality'

Location of Residence:
'Rural'

Key Experiences:
Helped his father with agricultural activities: in the woolshed, on the tractor and the
motorbike.

Verbal Construction:
"You can ride motorbikes on the farm ... it's about sheep farming, cow farming ... I
help Dad in the woolshed when he's shearing and in the shed when he is crutching".
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However, in her interview, Kath stated:
I haven't been to the country but my aunty she doesn't live in the country, but she
has a house and its farms where she lives. She lives in Christchurch (Interview,
1999).45

The reason for Kath's views diverging from her material experiences lay with the
influence of popular discourse in her life. In this instance popular discourse overrode
lived experiences of 'rurality'. In developing her cultural knowledge of 'rurality',
Kath relied on the images of 'rurality' presented to her in children's literature and

films. The key images she recalled focused on farm animals, for example, she
discussed the movie 'Babe':
there was animals, there was this pig and not many animals like him and there was a
duck and he talks funny, there was a farmer and he wants to kill the piggy, because
he wants him for dinner, because he became a dog and he went on lots of adventures
(Interview, 1999).

In terms of literature, Kath read and enjoyed 'Black Beauty' and 'Peter Rabbit', both
stories focussing on animals in 'rural' settings. Her drawn construction focused on
animals. She drew groups of different animals and their offspring (see Figure 7.5). In
the interview session Kath described the country as a place where:
you can watch the baby animals being bom and you can hold them (Interview, 1999).

Together, these data show the strong reliance Kath based on images of 'rurality' she
consumed from popular discourse rather than lived experience. This is an important
point of discord in the data that illustrates the power of different dimensions of
cultural knowledge. Additionally, it highlights children's ability to choose which
aspects of their experiences they will utilise in constructing 'rurality'. This assertion
can be linked to Matthews et al (1998), and Sibley (1991) who argued that children
are active in generating their own cultural knowledge (refer to section 2.3.1).

45 Katk's aunt lived on the outskirts of Christchurch City. While there were farms nearby, Kath did not regard
this area as 'rural'.

Figure 7.4. A dam 's Key Biographical Information

Drawn Construction of 'Rurality ':

Location of Residence:
'Rural'

Key Experiences:
Regular skiing trips to Central Otago ski fields

Verbal Construction:
"Skiing and mountains are the country coz there is lots of space and hills and it's fun,
you can't do that in the city coz there is [sic] cars and in summer it's grass where the
snow is and they have sheep, it's a big station".

Figure 7.6. Mr Bean's Key Biographical Information

Drawn Construction of 'Rurality'
Mr Bean was absent from school during the drawing session, however, when asked

what he might have drawn, he responded: " I would draw motorbikes like Grandad's
one, it's a 4-wheeler, and I would draw woolsheds and some sheep in the paddocks".

Location of Residence:
'Rural'

Key Experiences:
Spent time after school and during weekends with his grandfather-who worked on a
farm near his home. His grandfather provided opportunities for him to participate in
and knowledge of agricultural activities.

Verbal Construction
"It's lots of grass, you can go onto someone's farm out in the country and you can
help them with stuff like moving sheep and if you don't have a farm then you will be
bored ... there's heaps of hills and grass and not many houses".
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He stated that he would like to live in the country but only if he could be a farmer. Mr
Bean's understanding of 'rurality' was influenced by his lived experience in a 'rural'

area and helping his parents in the shearing gang, but his most prominent ideas
resulted from lay discourse while spending time with his grandfather.

7.2.3. Experience through Multiple Discourses

While the previous examples of discursive experiences focussed on the influence of
singular discourses, this section explores an example of multiple discourses
influencing children's constructions. Sabrina provides an example of how experiences
of children's literature (popular) and parent's (lay) discourses influenced cultural
knowledge of 'rurality'. First, Sabrina's biography illustrated how lay discourse
influenced her knowledge. Sabrina lived on a farm until she was four years old. In her
interview she repeatedly referred to conversations with her parents about this period
in her life. For example, she stated:
mum says I didn't like my horse, she took me up to the bush and there were wild
hogs (Sabrina, Interview, 1999).

Sabrina's past experiences reproduced in conversation with her parents formed an

important cultural knowledge, which she used in her verbal construction of 'rurality' .
She understood 'rurality' as "bush" and "farmland" but also as a site of "amazing
things and adventures" (Sabrina, Interview, 1999). Alongside parental discourse,
another important discursive influence was noted. Sabrina loved to read 'Pony Pals',
a series of children's books about a group of children who have adventures in 'rural'
settings with their horses. Sabrina's father described the content of these books as
"pony

ownmg,

free-spirited,

gallivanting

pony

pals

adventures"

(Parent

Questionnaire, 1999).

Consequently, within the interview session, Sabrina suggested:
in the country you can go on adventures in the fields and rivers, like on horses or
picnics or get lost (Sabrina, Interview, 1999).

While no mention was made of personal experiences of this nature, such activities
were consistent with the plot of many 'Pony Pal' novels, suggesting that she used
images from these books in the development of her 'rural' cultural knowledge.

Figure 7.7. Sabrina's Key Biographical Information

Drawn Construction of 'Rurality'

10

ex.

Location of Residence:
'Urban'

Key Experiences:
Enjoyed reading 'Pony Pals' fictional literature set in 'rural' areas, and reminiscing
with her parents about her early childhood living on a farm.

Verbal Construction:
"In the country you can go on adventures in the fields or rivers, like horses or picnics
... my mum used to take me for walks, she used to take me up in the bush and there's
wild hogs and kiwi's there, I used to have a hut and we had dogs".
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7.3. Connecting Contexts and Constructs
To date this chapter has shown how different lived experiences influenced children's
constructions of 'rural' knowledge. However, such knowledge was not developed
discretely. Cultural knowledge draws upon both children's 'rural' lived experiences
and their immersion in different discourses of 'rurality'. Moreover, children created
their 'rural' constructions by referring to a mixture of experiences. These may have
been material, whereby the child interacted in 'rural' settings, or imagined, symbolic
experiences consumed through popular discourse, from adults, and through
interdiscursive activity with their peers and teachers at school. This section presents
five readings of these experiences and contexts providing different types of cultural
knowledge.

Importantly, these examples are both partial and situated. In Gerbner's words, "every
decision to communicate something is, at the same time, a decision to suppress
everything else" (1969: 205). Through the course of this research children were
approached as a heterogeneous group. The research design acknowledged that each
child had their own experiences and understandings of the world around them. The
degree to which children's constructions and experiences of 'rurality' differed was
remarkable, however, commonality within this diversity is identified within this
section. Four clusters of cultural knowledge emerged (unformed, imagined, partially
informed and specialised) within this study and are represented through discussion of
five children's biographies. While these four clusters acknowledge children's
heterogeneity, they also illustrate that children's cultural knowledges of 'rurality' can
be classified according to generic commonality related to the relationship between
children's constructions and experiences of 'rurality' . The experiences and
constructions of these children are discussed in turn to highlight the way in which
discursive and material interaction with 'rurality' shaped children's knowledge.

7.3.1. Un formed Cultural Knowledge

While most students within this research had a detailed knowledge of 'rurality', five
children possessed a very limited or unformed cultural knowledge. Anton a child who
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lived in suburban Dunedin, expressed an unfonned understanding/" During the
fieldwork, Anton had much difficulty with the activities. Initially, it appeared that he
either did not want to engage with the tasks or had been ostracised by his group.
During the interview session, however, his dilemma became clear: he had never
visited the country; he had no first hand experience of any 'rural' setting. This made
the interview session very difficult as it was primarily about children's experiences of
'rurality'. As Anton did not have any such experiences, he became nervous and
stressed. Interestingly, each time Anton was presented with a question referring to
experiences of 'rurality' he referred to alternative interaction answering with an
'urban' experience. For example, when asked ifhe had ever been fishing, walking, or
gone for a picnic in the country, Anton replied:
I have been walking to the shops before (Interview, 1999).

Similar to his lack of 'rural' expenences, Anton had not accumulated cultural
knowledge through discourses of 'rurality'. When asked about books and television
he could not recall any 'rural' images or aspects. His response was:
we haven't got any books, but my mother is going to buy some (Interview, 1999).

Anton had not heard of any of the books included in this research.l"

Due to Anton's obvious discomfort with the subject matter, he was encouraged to
draw some of the ideas included on his groups brainstorming sheet. Anton 's drawing
included elements he was familiar with, hills, a tree, his cat, a car and some birds (see
Plate 7.2). Without knowing what the drawing was supposed to depict one probably
would not interpret any part of it as representing 'rurality'. Anton 's drawing is a clear
example of the way in which limited cultural knowledge of 'rurality' affected a
child's ability to create a detailed construction.

Consequently, during the brainstorming session Anton was very quiet and did not
contribute anything to his groups' construction. However, when encouraged and

47

48

The pseudonym Anton was generated by the researcher in order to protect the anonymity of this child. As a
child with an unformed cui knowledge of 'rurality' he is more easily idenitifiable to classmates. The
pseudonym Anton was chosen as this child's original pseudonym was also the name of an Otago rugby player.
Mention of Anton 's mother introduces the fact that Anton 's family found the questionnaire difficult to fill in,
perhaps due to the fact that they also had limited experiences of 'rurality' (Anion, Interview, 1999). Therefore
it remained likely that Anton received any cultural knowledge of 'rurality' through lay or popular discourse.
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Plate 7.2. Anton 's Drawn Construction
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asked personally if there was anything he would like to add he replied with a lot of
confidence that he wanted to add "birds" and "dogs". After these two elements were
added other members of the group, who maintained that dogs and birds were not
really 'rural' because you could also see them in the city, rebuked Anton. The
interaction between children in Anton's group signified that children operated within
certain power relations amongst themselves. These power relations influenced the
consumption and reproduction of cultural knowledge of 'rurality' because thereafter
Anton did not add anything else to the sheet.

This discussion of Anton 's experiences, his cultural knowledge, and his constructions
allowed a number of conclusions to be drawn. First, images of 'rurality' circulating in
our society do not necessarily reach all children. Anton had not read children's
literature containing such images; he had not watched television programmes
focussing on 'rurality'; and he had not received information from his family. Second,
a lack of direct experience with 'rurality' constrained a child's ability to construct an
informed sense of 'rurality' . Anton had no frame of reference to help form his ideas.
Finally, children lacking cultural knowledge tended to refer to what they were familiar
with, what they had experienced, and what they had consumed from the discourses
circulating around them. Anton had little knowledge of 'rurality' but managed to
answer the interview questions by referring to urban experiences - his day-to-day
expenences.

7.3.2. Imagined Cultural Knowledge

Imagined cultural knowledges of 'rurality' were developed and expressed by some
children. This imagined knowledge was particularly evident amongst 'urban' children
with little or no direct 'rural' experiences. It was usually generated through the
consumption of images of 'rurality' contained within popular and lay discourses
circulating in children's lives.

An excellent illustration of this phenomenon was Diana. Diana lived in an 'urban'

area and had no direct 'rural' experience; she had never visited the country, and her
family had no friends or relatives living in 'rural' areas. Despite this lack of
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experience she confidently constructed her 'rurality' (see Plate 7.3). As discussed in
previous chapters, many images of 'rurality' in popular discourse are focussed on
agriculture. Without experiencing agriculture directly Diana gained enough
knowledge to competently include agricultural features in her constructions. For
example, her drawn construction presented animals (cow, sheep, pig) fenced off in a
paddock and a barn housing a horse.

However, Diana's knowledge was imagined. Diana was an avid reader and enjoyed
watching television. She was also very interested in horses, which led her to consume
many 'rural' images through her engagement with fictional horse stories. A number of
features in her construction did not fit an informed agricultural knowledge of
'rurality'. First, animals are often divided; in the New Zealand agricultural setting you
would rarely find pigs and cows within the same paddock. This specialised
agricultural knowledge was expressed in many constructions presented by 'rural'
children. Second, Diana's depiction of a farmer was stereotypical - it is reproduced
within popular discourse (see comparison with 'Charlottes Web' in Plate 7.4).
Overalls and pitchforks have come to represent someone involved in agriculture, but
in reality many farmers do not wear overalls and rarely require the use of a pitchfork.
When interviewed, Diana revealed that the farming person in the construction was
what she imagined she would look like if she visited a farm. Diana also dreamt of
horse riding and owning a horse so in her construction she imagined herself riding and
tending the horses in the barn.

Where children had little or no direct 'rural' experience but engaged with 'rurality'
through popular discourse, an imagined cultural knowledge developed. This
knowledge was based on the combination of dominant images presented within this
popular discourse alongside the child's attachment to particular aspects.
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Plate 7.3. Diana's Drawn Construction
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Plate 7.4. Images of 'Rurality' from 'Charlotte's Web' (similar to
Diana's Construction)
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7.3.3. Partially-Informed Cultural Knowledge

Children who had one or two influential visits to 'rural' areas demonstrated a
partially-informed cultural knowledge of 'rurality'. These visits may have been to
friends or family who lived on farms, to picnics at the beach, visits to the 'bush'.
Additionally, partially-informed knowledges were generated through recreational
'drives' through 'rural' areas. Indeed, many 'urban' children focussed on these oneoff material experiences of 'drives' to express their knowledge.

Drew was one 'urban' child who constructed 'rurality' according to a few influential

experiences. Drew had been on picnics and beach trips in the countryside and had
travelled through the countryside en route to Christchurch. On this drive he recalled
seemg:
cats, animals, grass, lots of trees and gates (Interview, 1999)

Drew added many of these aspects of 'rurality' to his group's brainstorming sheet.

When he was confronted by other members of his group about the inclusion of 'cats',
he referred to his trip and stated that because he saw them in the country they must be
'rural' (Observation of Brainstorming Session, 1999). Drew validated his 'rural'
understanding by referring to his drive to Christchurch; the other children could not
argue with this 'real' experience. In contrast to Drew's assertion of 'cats' as 'rural',
Anton (discussed previously) was unable to support his image of 'dogs' and 'birds'

with direct lived experience. These images were consequently marginalised (see
Section 7.3.1).

Drew stated that he had never played cricket in the country despite the images

included in his drawn construction (see Plate 7.5), depicting an imagined game of
cricket with his family while on a picnic in the country. While imagined, this
construction is feasible based on his observations of spaciousness. Arguing that one
could easily play cricket in the country, he stated:
it's a place for playing games like soccer or cricket and games like that, and if we
wanted to play soccer here we would have to go in some park but they would just
walk outside and go into one of the open fields (Interview, 1999).
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Plate 7.5. Drew's Drawn Construction
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The other elements included in the construction indicated a limited agricultural
knowledge. For instance, 'farm' is labelled but there are no images drawn to represent
it. Likewise, an animal is included, but there is no indication what type of animal it
could be. Drew therefore demonstrated some knowledge of agricultural aspects of
'rurality' although he had little direct experience to develop this knowledge. He had
never visited a farm and his family had no relatives or friends involved in agriculture,
so his only experiences were observation from his car window and participation in
family picnics and beach trips.

Due to Drew's lack of knowledge of agricultural aspects of 'rurality', he referred
instead to his own experiences and his geographic imagination. Drew's constructions
of 'rurality' incorporated aspects of the influential lived experiences in his life mixed
with a limited knowledge of agriculture from television and books. A clear example
of this was his description of 'rurality' in the interview session:
it's a funny giant field with funny things hanging out of it, and funny big giant
wooden things, a wooden plank thing. It's a place with lots and lots of paddocks and
animals and people like playing games, people running around. They might have a
special school but they don't go there, and they send them, they send work to them
at home (Interview, 1999).

While agricultural elements often dominated constructions, for 'urban' children many
of these were substituted with elements highlighting children's alternative influential
experiences of 'rurality' such as driving, picnicing, bushwalking and mushroom
hunting. Children holding limited cultural knowledge of 'rurality' tended to rely on
influential one-off experiences. Generally, these experiences did not involve
agriculture which was considered the most important element of 'rurality' by 'rural'
children. For this reason many children coupled their limited knowledge of agriculture
with aspects of their influential experiences in order to avoid dispute with their peers
about the validity of their construction (Observation of Brainstorming and Drawings
Sessions, 1999).

7.3.4. Specialised Cultural Knowledge

Many 'rural' children expressed specialised (detailed) cultural knowledges of
'rurality'. Most often this knowledge was generated through daily material and
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discursive interaction with agriculture-based aspects of 'rurality'. Hence many of
these specialised knowledges focused on agricultural understandings. However, some
'rural' children expressed specialised knowledges based on other understandings of
'rurality', such as recreation, idyllic lifestyles, and 'nature'. Within this section
Butthead's example of the common agriculture-based knowledge is juxtaposed with
Sally's alternative specialised knowledge of 'rurality' as idyllic.

Butthead lived on a sheep farm in a 'rural' area. His cultural knowledge was informed

by his regular participation in 'rural' settings. Butthead's drawn construction included
below presents an agricultural scene, in which both work and recreation take place
(see Plate 7.6). This construction was specialised as it included many elements
ordered in such a fashion to suggest a highly-informed knowledge of agricultural
aspects of 'rurality'. For instance, Butthead drew a crop of turnips being grazed by
sheep. This area was fenced off from the rest of the scene, which was home to a
number of pigs. This extensive knowledge of agriculture was derived from his rich
experiences in this arena. Indeed, the farm that he lived on had crops of turnips and
farrowing sows at the time of this construction. Butthead also drew his brother riding
a motorbike to check the sheep feeding in the crop area. This image illustrated
Butthead's understanding of 'rurality' as a site of work, however, if we look closer we

see that his brother is pulling a wheelstand on the motorbike for fun, indicating that
'rurality' was also a site of recreation and pleasure. This understanding of 'rurality'
occupied the rest of the construction as Butthead drew himself being towed on a sack
behind a farm vehicle being driven by his father.

Butthead based his constructions on the cultural knowledge presented to him. His

family lived in 'rural' areas all their lives and believed that they would be the
strongest influence on Buttheads 'rural' cultural knowledge. They consider 'rurality'
to be a site of hard work and they believed they taught Butthead about the "general
running of the farm" (Parent Questionnaire, 1999). Butthead acknowledged this in the
interview session by referring to the movie 'Babe'. He recalled:
there's a guy and they are nicking sheep and the farmer has to work hard to train the
pig and the duck thought he was going to be shot but he got away (Interview, 1999).
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Plate 7.6. Butthead's Drawn Construction
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These two sets of information focused on 'rurality' as agricultural and as a place of
hard work. Butthead consumed this cultural knowledge and reproduced it in his
constructions, but it was placed alongside a focus on 'rurality' as a site of recreation.

Butthead also based his constructions on his material expenences. Within the

interview session he referred to "eeling", "riding motorbikes", "running around in the
paddocks", "getting muddy from working on the farm" and "working hard and hay
making time" (Butthead, Interview, 1999). Butthead's, regular participation in 'rural'
settings provided him with a rich cultural knowledge to construct 'rurality' in a
detailed and confident manner.

While many 'rural' children held informed 'rural' cultural knowledges similar to
Butthead, some 'rural' children had an equally-informed but alternative knowledge.
Sally exemplified a child living in a 'rural' area who did not live on a farm. Her

family operated an engineering firm servicing the surrounding farming community
and they resided on a small fannlet in the area. Sally's parents viewed 'rurality' in an
idyllic way, understanding it as conducive to a superior lifestyle in relation to an
'urban' lifestyle. In the questionnaire they described 'rurality' as "peaceful",
"beautiful", "a good place to bring up kids", "caring community", all idyllic images of
'rurality'. Sally consumed and reproduced this cultural knowledge, however, she
coupled this idyllic knowledge with her many but irregular agricultural experiences.
Indeed, visits to her friends' farms on weekends were important to Sally. In the
interview she mentioned the different activities she had to participated in, such as:
helping out in the woolshed, moving sheep on the motorbike, and walking up
massive hills (Interview, 1999).

For Sally, these mainly agricultural experiences were an important frame of reference.
In the interview session Sally described 'rurality' primarily as a site of agriculture,
stating:
its all the animals, sheep and cattle and deer, farmhouses and shearing sheds
(Interview, 1999).

Sally's images of 'rurality' may have developed from her farm experiences with

friends but Sally also argued that she had these ideas:
just because we live there I suppose, you can see it all (Interview, 1999).
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Sally's drawn construction resonated with the positive/idyll present in her parents

discourse view of 'rurality'. In her drawn construction she drew a cottage set amongst
rolling green pastures, flowers and trees, with a picket fence and sheep grazing in the
foreground (see Plate 7.7). In the interview session Sally also negotiated idyllic
knowledges of 'rurality' in her discussion of her parents' views. She stipulated that
her parents:
would hate the city because there is no privacy or space (Interview, 1999).

Her parents understood 'rurality' as a place where houses were far apart and therefore
people are granted privacy (Parent Questionnaire, 1999). Sally took these ideas on
board and expressed them in the brainstorming session where she added "lots of
space", "quiet" and "beautiful" to her group's sheet.

Sally's cultural knowledge of 'rurality' is structured by her parents values and

lifestyle. She is provided with one view of 'rurality' from her parents - that of an idyl
- but also views focussing on agriculture from friends. Sally has chosen amongst
these different views to perpetuate the understandings held by her parents. Sally's case
can be considered an example of children operating within powerful adult structures
(refer to section 2.3.1).

Sally's cultural knowledge was as informed (through experience and lay discourse) as
Butthead's, but it revolved around an alternative understanding of 'rurality' as idyllic.

While 'rurality' was understood to be about agricultural it was also seen as a place
with special qualities which provided a superior lifestyle to its inhabitants. In doing
so, Sally mixed her agricultural experiences, which constituted the dominant
understanding of 'rurality' amongst her peers, with the views of her parents and her
individual experiences of 'rurality', namely, residing on an idyllic farmlet, These data
confirmed that even within very informed (detailed) constructions, children's
meanings of 'rurality' were still diverse; products of both their material and discursive
experiences.
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Plate 7.7. Sally's Drawn Construction
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The key difference between these two examples was farm ownership. Children such
as Butthead lived on farms and participated regularly in agricultural activities.
Consequently, their informed cultural knowledge was based on 'rurality' as a site of
agriculture. In contrast, children living in Clutha Valley but not on a farm were
influenced by different experiences and 'rural' discourses and therefore produced
different constructions.

7.4. Conclusion
This chapter demonstrated how children's constructions of 'rurality' were influenced
by both material and discursive experiences. Additionally, the child's location of
residence, and the values and lifestyles of their parents influenced these experiences.

While it has been a key strategy to present individual biographies, the fieldwork
showed that children generally developed different cultural knowledges of 'rurality'
according to their material and discursive experiences. 'Rural' children tended to
focus their cultural knowledge on daily, lived experiences that often involved
agricultural settings and activities. Information from these material experiences was
supplemented with images of agricultural 'rurality' experienced within lay and
popular discourses. On the other hand, 'urban' children generated an imagined
cultural knowledge through extensive experiences of images of 'rurality' within
popular discourse. In contrast to 'rural' children, this was supplemented with material
experiences that often revolved around recreation in either agricultural or 'natural'
settings.

The significant differences in material and discursive experiences and understandings
of 'rurality' according to children's location of residence supported Matthews and
Limb's (1999) attention to situate children, linking them with 'who they are' and
'where they come from'. This has proved particularly important within this study as
each child expressed their own personalised understanding of 'rurality' which was
often linked directly to their contextual circumstances - their material and discursive
experiences and their location of residence. To generalise children's cultural
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knowledge of 'rurality' would be to ignore children's ability to act as cultural
producers in their own right (Matthews et al, 1998).

This chapter highlighted the influence of children's varied material experience upon
their constructions and cultural knowledge. 'Urban' children tended to experience
'rurality' through recreational activities and consequently many of their constructions
of 'rurality' focused on recreation. However, 'rural' children tended to experience
'rurality' through material interaction with agriculture-based activities and hence their
constructions were dominated by agriculture-based images. This was not universal as
Adam's biography highlighted alternative experiences held by 'rural' children - in this

instance, skiing. This diversity in experience and consequent constructions highlights,
once again the importance of treating children as situated within their own contexts.

The second main section of the chapter addressed children's discursive experiences
and highlighted the influence of both popular and lay discourses upon children's
understandings of 'rurality'. In Kath 's case, discursive experiences with popular
discourse proved more important than direct material experiences. Discourses of
'rurality' were thus an important source of information to supplement lived
experience. Indeed, in some cases they were the sole means of gathering images of
'rurality'. The findings of this section support calls by Jones (1995) to explore popular
and professional discourses of 'rurality' and the way they influence lay discourses.

The final section of this chapter provided examples of children's diverse cultural
knowledges of 'rurality' that were directly linked to their experiences and contexts.
The following table summarises the different knowledges that children expressed
through their constructions of 'rurality' .
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Table 7.1. Summary Matrix of Children's Experiences and Cultural
Knowledges of 'Rurality'

Child

Material Experience

Discursive
Experience

Type of Cultural
Knowledge

Anion

Scarce

Scarce

Unformed

Drew

Irregular

(Not Recorded)

Partially Informed

Diana

(Not Recorded)

Regular

Imagined

Butthead

Regular

(Not Recorded)

Specialised

Sally

Regular

Regular

Specialised

As illustrated in Table 7.1, Anton exemplified children with little or no experience of
'rurality', either through direct contact or immersion in discourses of 'rurality'. His
cultural knowledge was therefore unformed. Diana represented children who
generated constructions based on their geographic imagination, those that had a rich
knowledge of the 'rurality' from discursive interaction, but a limited knowledge from
direct experience. Drew typified children who constructed 'rurality' according to one
or two direct 'rural' experiences that made lasting impressions. Butthead exemplified
children with informed material knowledges of 'rurality' as a result of dwelling in a
'rural' area. Finally, Sally represented children with informed knowledges of 'rurality'
due to their place of residence, but with alternate perspectives to the dominant
agricultural focus.

Across the diversity of children's cultural knowledges, common features were
identified. These were illustrated through the clustering of cultural knowledges under
categories denoting common relationships between construction and experiences. The
clustered categories ranged from unformed knowledge to specialised knowledge.
Within each of these categories discussion focussed on the biographical details of one
child as representing a larger group of children with similar cultural knowledges of
'rurality' .
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A further finding of this research was the identification of many varied cultural
knowledges of 'rurality', supporting the recent academic assertion of 'rurality' as
socially constructed with multiple meanings for different people (Cloke and Little,
1997; Murdoch and Pratt, 1993, 1997; Philo, 1992;). The linkages between children's
experiences and their constructions of 'rurality' illustrated that the social
constructionist approach is imperative to understanding 'rurality'.

Special mention of Anton, a child identified in this research with a severely limited
knowledge of 'rurality', must be made. Anton signified not only the heterogeneity
amongst children in this study but the presence of otherness within a marginalised
group. With little experience of 'rurality' Anton was placed in a subordinate position
within this research. His knowledge and contribution was marginalised within group
activities. However, Anton contributed to this research by illustrating the fact that not
all children received images of 'rurality' from lay and popular discourse, and that
some children in New Zealand have no material experience of 'rurality', whatsoever.
This research was undertaken to investigate one group of othered members of this
society. In the process, it identified an additional level of otherness within and already
othered group. The biographies discussed within this chapter provided evidence to
support the key assertions of this thesis that children hold different cultural
knowledges of 'rurality'; and that they are generated through a personalised
negotiation of images, events and people incorporated in material and discursive
experiences.

8. Alta Vistas: Children's Cultural
Knowledge of 'Rurality'
This thesis addressed a number of current issues within human geography that
emerged since the cultural turn (Cloke and Little, 1997). Issues of otherness, the
diversity of socially constructed knowledges, and power relations, were all addressed
through the examination of children's constructions of 'rurality'. Children were noted
by academics as an othered and under-researched group within academic discourse,
particularly within 'rural' studies (James, 1990; Philo, 1992). In acknowledgement of
their neglect, this thesis focused explicitly on an aspect of children's geographies. The
thesis explored children's alta vistas of 'rurality'. Children were considered cultural
producers who hold diverse cultural knowledges of 'rurality'. However, these cultural
knowledges were shaped by children's positions within adult/child power relations
and consequently the varied experiences of 'rurality' they acquired.

8.1. General Findings
The way in which children constructed 'rurality' was explored through the analysis of
children's material and discursive experiences of 'rurality'. In response to the first
objective of this thesis - namely, what children included in their constructions of
'rurality' - the content and discourse analysis in Chapter Four illustrated the key
content elements and discursive themes which children used to construct their
understandings. Children constructed 'rurality' by focusing on agricultural features
and activities, perpetuating wider societal representations of 'rurality'. However,
children also presented unique understandings, such as 'rurality' as a site of
recreation. Additionally, children often used images of landscape to represent a
meaning of 'rurality' based on material features rather than social features. This was
noted to be similar to the past focus of academic research on landscape and material
features of 'rurality'. Children's constructions were presented as situated within the
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New Zealand context and therefore are constructions of 'rural' New Zealand.
Constructions of other 'rural' areas, or made by other 'rural' children, would
undoubtedly differ.

In terms of diversity, 'urban' children tended to focus on aspects of 'nature' and
recreation in conjunction with agriculture, basing their cultural knowledge of
'rurality' on reproduced symbolic experiences with adult discourses of 'rurality'
alongside intermittent lived experiences. 'Rural' children, in contrast, focussed on
their informed knowledge of agriculture to construct a cultural knowledge of 'rurality'
that was often dominated by agricultural features and activities.
In considering children's discursive contexts, it was noted that images of 'rurality' as

agriculture-based were also dominant among popular discourses and parent
understandings. Social practice within New Zealand society purports that children,
holding a subordinate social position to adults, take on board these landscapefocussed views of 'rurality'. However, a straightforward process of socialisation could
not be deduced as many subtle differences to this theory arose when children's
constructions were examined individually and in relation to their personalised
expenences.

The second objective of this thesis sought to address why children constructed
'rurality' in particular ways. This study concluded that children's contextual
circumstances influenced their constructions of 'rurality'. Each child used their
personalised information or experiences to develop specific cultural knowledges of
'rurality'. Children experienced 'rurality' in many different ways, through both
material and discursive interactions with 'rurality'. All 'rural' children had extensive
material experiences and merely supplemented these with discursive experience. They
tended to rely on lived experiences that were most often agriculture-based, although
some children focussed on recreational experiences or information from discursive
interactions with 'rurality'. 'Urban' children, on the other hand, generally referred to
recreational lived experiences or experiences of 'rurality' gained through reading or
watching television. Some 'urban' children had little or no direct lived experiences of
'rurality' and therefore relied on images of 'rurality' provided through discursive
interaction.
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These generalisations suggest that children construct 'rurality' in certain ways
according to their own personalised experiences of 'rurality'. Experiences of 'rurality'
were noted to influence the children's cultural knowledges as some children expressed
specialised knowledges while other's had unformed knowledges of 'rurality'. These
are broad statements based on common results from both 'urban' and 'rural' case
studies, however, they are only a partial account of the results, since such general
conclusions obscure the heterogeneity of children's experiences and cultural
meanings.

Overall, the relationship between children's constructions and their expenences
highlighted three important issues. First, the findings of this thesis supported the
assertions made by many academics that children are cultural producers in their own
right (Matthews and Limb, 1999; Sibley, 1991). Within this study children were
recognised as active and independent cultural producers of 'rurality'. However, the
acquisition of knowledge to produce constructions of 'rurality' was affected by power
relations. Access to diverse discourses and experiences of 'rurality' was often shaped
and sometimes constrained by adults (via family activities or school curriculum).
Consequently, children constructed 'rurality' according to understandings and
experiences that were primarily structured by adults. These findings supported
arguments made by Valentine et

at (1998) and Winchester (1993), that children are

affected by the social structures put in place by adults. While these structures were
important in shaping children's material and discursive experiences of 'rurality',
children created opportunities for themselves within these broad parameters. For
instance through choosing to engage with certain mediums of discourse and particular
experiences. These decisions resulted in their own unique understandings of 'rurality' .

The second issue highlighted within this research is the importance of situating
children within their context. Children's cultural knowledge of 'rurality' was explored
in conjunction with location of residence, gender and parents lifestyle and values.
These aspects affected the frequency and type of 'rural' experience available to
children, and consequently shaped children's cultural knowledges. This finding
directly supports Matthews and Limb's (1999) contention that children should always
be situated within their context, namely, 'who they are' and 'where they come from'.
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Finally, the study illustrated both the heterogeneity and commonalities evident in
children's constructions of 'rurality'. On the one hand, each child had a different
experience of 'rurality'. Consequently, they developed and expressed many varied
cultural knowledges of 'rurality'. The heterogeneity of children's cultural knowledges
of 'rurality' indicated the importance of treating children as individuals within
research rather than researching children as a universal grouping. On the other hand,
amongst children's heterogeneous constructions four groupings of cultural knowledge
were identified. These were outlined in Chapter Seven according to how informed
children's knowledges of 'rurality' were (ranging from unformed to specialised
knowledges). The ability to comprehensively group children's cultural knowledges of
'rurality' highlights the potential for further research on children's experiences and
perceptions. Whilst children need to be considered as individuals constituting a
heterogeneous social grouping, there remains a need to understand children's
geographies collectively in order to explore what factors shape these.

8.2. Contribution to the Literature
This thesis responds to many calls within geography to address notions of social
construction, diversity and 'othemess'. The exploration of children's constructed
'ruralities' supported the notion of both culture and subsequently 'rurality' as socially
constructed concepts. By situating children's constructions the thesis highlighted
diversity, and above all the study addressed the relative neglect of children within
geography and their position as cultural producers in their own right. The following
paragraphs detail the way in which these findings contribute to present and past
geographic literature.

This thesis has responded to the recent focus of cultural geographers upon the social
construction of culture (Cosgrove and Jackson, 1987; Crang, 1998). Rather than
investigating cultural products and processes, geographers are now focussing on the
factors behind such social ordering. By examining the factors shaping children's
constructions of 'rurality' - one cultural product - this thesis adds to a growing body
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of literature concerning the construction of culture. Within this thesis a number of
factors shaping children's constructions of 'rurality' were identified, namely, material
and discursive experiences, location of residence, and gender.

Cultural geographers have also recognised that power relations impinge upon the
construction of culture (Nash, 1999). This thesis supports this assertion, as children
were presented with dominant ideologies of 'rurality' through adult discourses. Many
children's constructions were shaped by powerful representations of 'rurality' as an
idyllic and agrarian setting. Significantly, however, children also challenged these
representations by constructing 'rurality' in many divergent ways.

In conjunction with the recognition of culture as socially constructed came research
into the plurality of culture (Crang, 1998). Matthews et

at (1998) argued that society

is complex and comprises many different 'ways of seeing'. These 'ways of seeing'
may be dominant or marginalised within social groups or society as a whole. The
recognition of multiple cultures and issues of marginalisation have provided this
thesis with a broad literature base to draw support from but also provide additions.
Children have been identified as an 'othered' group within geography (Philo, 1992).
Their constructions of culture have been traditionally neglected. Yet academics
acknowledge their constructions are likely to be different to adults (lames, 1990;
Matthews and Limb, 1999; Sibley, 1991). This thesis addressed this neglect through
the exploration of children's constructions of 'rurality', one aspect of their culture. In
this way the thesis adds to geographers recognition of multiple cultures and attention
to 'otherness'.

Academics recognition of multiple cultures across different social groups has
extended to acknowledgement of heterogeneity amongst these groups. This thesis
highlighted the significance of this recognition as children were noted to construct
'rurality' in many different ways. Despite heterogeneity at the level of the individual,
however, four general groupings were discernible across children's cultural
knowledges of 'rurality'.

The thesis also supports recent themes within rural geography concerning the nature
of 'rurality' as socially constructed. The study illustrated the way in which children
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gathered images and experiences of 'rurality' through social interaction with 'rural'
areas or discourses of 'rurality'. Furthermore, it highlighted the various ways in which
children socially construct their own view of 'rurality' with reference to these
experiences. The findings, therefore, comprise a useful addition to previous studies by
Halfacree (1993), Haartsen et al (1999), Willits et al (1990), and, who examined the
social constructions of 'rurality' held by adults. These authors argued that adults held
positive views of 'rurality' based on idyllic meanings. Similarly, children were noted
to provide similar idyllic representations of 'rurality' but also generated several
unique understandings, such as recreational meanings of 'rurality' .

Cloke and Little (1997) argued that power relations inherent in the social
constructions of 'rurality' dictate that dominant ideas of 'rurality' are perpetuated
through time, even by 'othered' groups who may hold alternative ideas. Within this
study dominant ideas of 'rurality', held by adults (such as agriculture) were
perpetuated by children. However, children also altered these ideas and added their
own ideas within their constructions, especially in terms of recreation.

In exammmg children's constructed 'ruralities' this study adds to the growmg

literature concerning children's geographies. In particular, it supports the recent theme
in children's literature that children are cultural producers, understanding and
experiencing the world differently to adults, and who consequently, deserve to be
researched as active members of society who have the ability to socially construct
culture.

Chapter Two noted that literature in children's studies was divided according to
children's status as cultural producers. Some academics argued that children are
cultural producers in their own right (Matthews et al, 1998; Matthews and Limb,
1999; Sibley, 1991), while others claimed that children's ability as cultural producers
is shaped/constrained by adult social structures (Valentine et al, 1998; Winchester,
1993). This thesis gives support to both of these arguments regarding children's
ability as cultural producers. Indeed, this study bridges the gap. Children were noted
to construct 'rurality' in unique ways (in their own right) but also in accordance with
the views of their parents and images from popular discourse (as shaped by adult
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structures). This thesis argued that both views of children as cultural producers are
important to consider when attempting to understand children's geographies.

Likewise the study provides further evidence of children's heterogeneity. Children's
cultural knowledges of 'rurality' expressed through verbal, drawn and written
constructions suggested that children understood 'rurality' in a personalised and
heterogeneous manner. It illustrated that children are not only diverse in a physical
sense, but that they also experience and understand the world in many different ways.
These findings support the assertions of Matthews and Limb (1999) that children are a
heterogeneous grouping and therefore need to be situated in all research.

8.3. Limitations of the Study
While this thesis generated a number of core findings, several limitations constrained
the study. These related to fieldwork and issues of representation. First, in terms of
data collection, the time and resource constraints of this study prevented lengthy
fieldwork. Given more time an additional exercise involving children participating in
the analysis of their own data would have been useful. This would have enabled
children to confirm the interpretation of their individual constructions, what may have
influenced them, and comment on possible reasons for general findings across the
data.

Also, the interview session proved difficult. With no previous experience interviewing
children and the limited interview experience of the child participants meant the
exercise was a learning curve for both interviewer and interviewees. An additional
interview phase after analysis of the initial data would have been most useful, as it
was not until the fieldwork was completed and the children's interviews transcribed,
that the researcher realised how many qualifying questions should have been asked.
The children's workbook exercise proved useful, but given more time, a take-home
diary would have indicated the frequency of children's engagement with images of
'rurality' and provided a more detailed account of the influence of popular discourse
upon children's cultural knowledges.
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Second, with regard to representation, it would have been beneficial to create
biographies for every child in the study rather than choose representative examples.
The choice of representative children is problematic because each child had their own
equally valid and unique experiences and constructions of 'rurality'. Obviously, it
would be a laborious task to include biographies for all children within the study,
therefore, children were chosen to represent different types of cultural knowledges
and to highlight different aspect of children's heterogeneity.

Additionally, the position of the researcher was problematic in representing and
interpreting children's constructed 'ruralities' for inclusion in academic discourse.
Children do not construct 'rurality' in a concise, and structured manner, but in a
fragmented and complex manner. Given more time, the decisions made by the
researcher concerning what examples or excerpts of children's constructions would be
used to represent their understanding of 'rurality' could have been made more closely
in conjunction with children's decisions. As Valentine et al (1998) argued, "it is
crucial that young people should be able to play a part (if they so wish) in the
discussion of the research findings and where possible the dissemination of this
material" (1998: 23). A limitation ofthis study was the time constraints preventing the
involvement of children with analysis and writing up of findings.

Finally, analysis of children's constructions across lines of gender proved difficult and
inconclusive. A larger group of children with similar contextual backgrounds would
have aided in this analysis. Additionally, early recognition of the inverse gender ratio
between the two schools may have resulted in a request for additional participants.

8.4. Future Research
While this research added to the literature within several disciplines addressing
'otherness', diversity, and notions of social construction, it also highlighted many
avenues for further research. It illustrated how aspects of children's geographies could
be examined successfully to acknowledge children's heterogeneity and their
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competency as cultural producers. However, there are many other aspects of
children's geographies that require further attention. Within the 'rural' arena to name
but a few: children's experience of work, children's understandings of 'rural'
'community', and the impact of changing 'rural' policy and economic status on
children's experiences of 'rurality'. Research on these issues would provide a greater
understanding of children's geographies - their experiences and perceptions - as well
as aiding the understanding of 'rurality' .

This thesis focused on children aged 8-10. Future research could also explore other
age groups to examine how children's cultural knowledge of 'rurality' change over
time throughout childhood. A greater emphasis on the influence of gender or ethnicity
would also be a useful addition to this study. Additionally, comparative analysis of
children's views of 'rurality' from other nations would highlight similarities and
differences between children.
While children as a social group were acknowledged as 'others' within this research,
additional degrees of othemess were also noted. For example, Anton represented
children with an unformed cultural knowledge of 'rurality'. Children like Anton these
children are considered 'othered' even amongst children's general 'othemess'. Their
access to information and experiences of 'rurality' was limited and therefore their
ability to construct 'rurality' was lessened. Further investigation of the degrees of
'othemess' amongst children would be a valuable research endeavour. Such research
could further highlight children's diversity, but more importantly bring attention to
the range of children's 'othered' status.
This examination of children's constructed 'ruralities' was encouraged by recent
consideration of othered groups within society. By addressing the neglect of
children's views within rural geography it provided one example of the way in which
children can be included in academic discourse. The study has also highlighted
children's heterogeneity across lines of gender, location of residence, and both
material and discursive experiences. Differences amongst children resulted in diverse
understandings and constructions of 'rurality', suggesting the importance of exploring
further aspects of children's geographies and placing children's experiences and
knowledges more firmly on the agenda for future geographic research.
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Appendix 1: Ethics Application

UNIVERSITY OF OTAGO

ApPLICATION TO THE ETHICS COMMITTEE FOR ETHICAL ApPROVAL OF A
RESEARCH OR TEACHING PROPOSAL INVOLVING HUMAN PARTICIPANTS
1.

Name of applicant (must be a University staff member)

Liepins, R Dr
2.

Department:

Geography
3.

Other investigators or instructors (please specify whether staff or students)

Ms Jaleh McConnack: 5th year research student completing Masters thesis
4.

Projected Start Date of Project:

The thesis project has commenced, however, the component involving minors, and requiring
ethical approval is projected to commence in March 1999
Projected End Date of Project:

March 2000
5.

Funding of Project: Is the project to be funded in any way from sources external to the University of Otago?

No Funding
6.

Title of Project:

7.

Type of Project (e.g. staff research, PhD research, class teaching project, multi-centre trial)

Children's geographic imagination of rurality
Masters thesis including primary data collection with minors
8.
Aim and Description of Project (Clearly specify aims. If there is a hypothesis it must be testable. Specify
inclusion and exclusion criteria. Identify the end-point of the project.)

This project aims to review the central notion in rural geography - that of 'rurality'. The work
responds to contemporary reflexive inquiries by leading academics in the field (Cloke,P & Little, J.
1997; Halfacree, 1995; Jones, 1995; Philo, 1992). These writings acknowledge that rural studies
provide an intersection between academic discourses of rurality and lay rhetoric about particular rural
places - including the voices of groups that are often marginalised (e.g. children, elderly, minority
ethnicities). Drawing on children's perspectives this project addresses three objectives:
1) To enable children to express their imagined geographies of 'rurality'
2) To represent and acknowledge the importance of children's different constructions of 'rurality'
3) To investigate the wider social context which influences children's constructions
This project will be completed using a literature review and field work in partnership with Clutha
Valley Primary School and North East Valley Primary School. Activities requiring approval of the
Ethics Committee involve the collection, storage and analysis of student-participants' school work.
Results of this project will be submitted in a thesis in March 2000. A summary of results will also be
available to participating schools, interested students and/or parents.
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9.

Researcher or Instructor Qualifications
What experience do the researchers or instructors have in this type of research or teaching activity?

Dr Liepins is a trained secondary school teacher and has previously lectured in Geography
Education (University of Melboume 1992 - 1993). Dr Liepins has supervised and/or conducted 11
academic or operational rural research projects since arriving at the University of Otago in Feburary
1996. She is currently involved in a further seven projects.
A similar project completed in 1998 by Ms McCormack and supervised by Dr Liepins
involved the study of minors, this has provided some expereince in working with minors. The project
will be conducted in partnership with experienced staff of both primary schools. Teachers will be
involved in the development and execution of research activities. Additionally the following guidance
has been sought:
- Initial consultation and guidance: Prof. A. Smith Children's Issues Centre (January)
- Methodological advice (inc. interview techniques): Megan Gollop research co-ordinator
Children's Issues Centre (January)
- Methodological Guidance and support (inc. preparartion for fieldwork and observartion of
other projects involving minors): Dr H. Hayne, Department of Psychology (January)
10.

Participants

Note: This term means any person:
whose behaviour, actions, condition, state of health etc the researcher proposes to study; or
whose personal information the researcher proposes to collect or use; or
other than an instructor, who participates in a teaching activity that requires ethical clearance;
and includes subjects, clients, informants, students and patients.
a.
Population from which participants are drawn (in particular, please specify whether
any of the following might participate: minors, prisoners, hospital patients, or anyone whose
capacity to give informed consent is compromised in any way)

Participants will be volunteering members of the Standard 4 class of Clutha
Valley Primary School and North East Valley Primary School. Participants
will be those students who are prepared to give their school work to Jaleh
McCormack for copying, analysis and reproduction in her thesis and also those
who consent to individual interviews.
b.

Number of participants

Total number of participants 60
c.

Age range of participants

9-11
d.

Method of recruitment

Students will be introduced to the topic of the project by their school teachers.
Thus the project will be conducted as part of the regular school curriculum,
but data will only be collected from those students volunteering their work to
Jaleh McCormack, after reading an Information Sheet and providing signed
Consent Forms on behalf of themselves and their parents.
e.

Please specify any payment or reward to be offered

No payment will be offered, however, Jaleh McCormack will compile
collected material for storage in both school libraries and will provide students
with a summary of her work following submission of her dissertation.
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11.
Methods and Procedures: Describe the nature of the task required of participants and the various precautionary
measures to be taken to avoid harm or discomfort if appropriate (up to 1 or 2 pages; any questionnaire or survey form to
be used must be attached).

Please refer to attached Information Sheet.
12.
The Privacy Act 1993 and the Health Information Privacy Code 1994 impose strict requirements
concerning the collection, use and disclosure of personal information. These questions allow the committee to
assess compliance.
Note: Personal information is information conceming an identifiable individual

As outlined in the attached Statement of Methods and Procedures no personal
information will be collected by the researchers that could identify individuals. The use
of pseudonyms will be implemented with the aid of the regular classroom teacher. This
teacher would be the only individual who could identify the children by their
pseudonyms. Lists associating pseudonyms with individuals will be held as
confidential files at the school and will be destroyed at the end of the year.
13.
Potential Problems: explain whether there will be harm or discomfort to participants, medical or legal
problems, or problems of community relations or controversy, or whether any conflicts of interest might arise (up to 1
page). Researchers also have an obligation to be available after participants have participated in the project, should any
stress, harm, or related concerns arise. Participants normally should have the opportunity to obtain information relating to
the outcome of the project if they wish.

No harm or discomfort to the children is expected in relation to this project since the data will
be collected through the course of regular school activities.
Community information regarding the project will be circulated through the School
Newsletter.
The children participating will have access through their school library to the compilation of
their work and the summary of research findings.
14.
Informed Consent Please attach the information sheet and the consent form to this application. The
information sheet and consent form must be separate.

Consent Forms and Information Pamphlet are attached.
15.

Debriefing

N/A
16.

Fast-Track Procedure
No Fast-Track Procedure Required
Other committees
17.
If any other ethics committee has considered or will consider the proposal which is the subject of this
application, please advise details:
No other ethics committee has considered or will consider this proposal.
18.

Applicant's Signature:
Date:

.
.

19.
Departmental Approval: I have read this application and believe it to be scientifically and ethically sound. I
approve the research design. I give my consentfor the application to be forwarded to the Ethics Committee with my
recommendation that it be approved.

Signature of*Head ofDepartment:

.
Date:

.
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Statement of Methods and Procedures
Background and Support:

This research is being developed in partnership with Clutha Valley Primary School and North
East Valley Primary School. The data collection for this project will be organised in
collaboration with the Standard 4 teacher's.
Research Activities:
1. Introductions and Consent

a. The project will be introduced to the children and their guardians/parents through the
regular class curriculum.
b.

If appropriate for the school, Jaleh McConnack will visit the class to:
- introduce herself,
- outline some of her own childhood experiences in a rural area, and
- discuss the project with students

c. The teacher will circulate the Information Sheet and Consent Forms to students and
parents/guardians.

Students electing to participate in Jaleh McConnack's study will be

asked to complete a Biography Card and devise pseudonyms to maintain their anonymity.

I am
lama

years old.
Male

I live on a farm?

Female

Yes

No

My family has lived in Clutha Valley for
My Imaginary Name is:

years.
.

2. Class Activities

Class activities will be developed and implemented under the guidance of the student's
principal and regular teachers. The following description outlines the researchers' broad
intentions, however, some modifications may be implemented to address specific needs,
conditions or requirements of the school's or their students. As part of a regular set of class
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activities all students will be asked to consider and communicate their understandings of
rurality by 'Exploring New Zealand as 'rural". This work will include three class activities
outlined below. The activities will be administered and supervised by the teachers
involved. Jaleh McCormack will collect and study outcomes from these activities in the
form of work volunteered by consenting participant-students.

a. Group Brainstorming

i) Students will work in groups (separating participant and non-participant students for
ease of data collection). Students will discuss and record their responses to the following
questions: What is rural New Zealand? Students will record their ideas informally on large
sheets of paper which have the questions placed centrally on the sheet.
ii) Groups with students who have volunteered to participate in the project will have their
recording sheets collected, copied and analysed by Jaleh McCormack.

b. Representing/Illustrating Rural Areas

i) Students will view and discuss, artistic representations of rural areas via art work presented
by their teacher (or Jaleh McCormack)
ii) Students will create their own illustrations representing (an aspect of) New Zealand as
rural.
iii) Students volunteering to participate in the project will have copies of their illustrations
collected and analysed by Jaleh McCormack.

c. Discussing constructions of rurality in individual interviews

i) Students will be engaged individually in an informal semi-structured interview situation
ii) Previously completed brainstorming sheets and the child's illustration will be used to elicit
a deeper understanding ofthe child's chosen construction of rural.
iii) Children will also be asked questions referring to their experiences of rural, and their
sources of information about the 'rural' (e.g books, television, parents etc.).
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3. Analysis and Reporting

Jaleh McCormack will analyse participant data using rural discourse and landscape analysis
techniques (Jones, 1995; Barnes and Duncan, 1992). Findings will be reported in her Masters
thesis to be submitted by March 2000. Work from participant students will be collated with a
summary of her project. This material will be provided to the Clutha Valley Primary School
Library.
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Consent Form For Parents/Guardians
"Exploring New Zealand as a Rural Area Project"

Name:

..

I am the parent/guardian of(Child/children 's names)

Please tick ONE box

o
I give consent for my child (or children) to participate in the project, take
part in an interview and be part of a class photograph. I have read the
information brochure on the project: Exploring New Zealand as a Rural
Area. I have had all my questions satisfactorily answered. I understand that
his/her anonymity will be maintained throughout the project and within any
resulting publications, and that even if I give my consent now s/he can
withdraw from the project at any stage.

OR

o
I do not consent to my child(ren) participating in the project: Exploring
New Zealand as a Rural Area.

Signature:
Date:

.
.
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Consent Form for Participating Students
Exploring New Zealand as a Rural Area

Please tick ONE box

o
I want to share my brainstorming and artwork about rural New Zealand
with Jaleh. I would also like to participate in an interview with Jaleh and be
included in a class photo. I know I can ask questions and change my mind
about this at any time.

OR

o
I do not want to share my work about rural New Zealand with Jaleh.
Also I do not want to be interviewed by Jaleh or be in the class photograph.

Child's Imaginary Name:

.

Child's Signature or Teacher's Note of Oral Consent:

Date:

..

..

Appendix 2: Review of Literature Concerning
Interviewing Children
This appendix provides a review of the literature consulted to develop a sound
interview procedure for this study. The discussion below includes the advantages and
disadvantages of interviewing as a data collection technique, measures to enhance the
technique when dealing with children, and the different types and structures of
interviews considered.

Advantages and Disadvantages of Interviewing

Interviewing as a technique of data collection has several advantages and
disadvantages concerning its execution and the data it generates. In this discussion
three advantages and a number of perceived disadvantages most pertinent to this study
are identified. First, interviewing allows access to people's subjective world, their
emotions, feelings and ideas. As this study is focused on the perceptions of children,
their understandings ofthe 'rural', it is pertinent to engage with their subjective world.
Parker (1984) suggests that interviewing allows access to the respondents subjective
world while observational techniques do not have the ability to uncover this type of
data.

Interviewing provides an alternative setting and medium for researching children's
perceptions. Children can be interviewed on their own outside the classroom, away
from their peers and their teacher, uninterrupted (Hill, Layboume, Borland, 1996).
This is particularly important, as some children do not cooperate effectively in a
group situation. In an interview, children do not have to compete to have their ideas
included they only have to negotiate with the interviewer. They also have a longer
period of time to articulate their ideas (Hill et.al., 1996). Interviewing also provides
the opportunity to investigate children's perceptions in their own words. Interviewing
gives children autonomy over their expression. Children have the opportunity to
validate and verify their expressions in their own way.
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In accordance with the advantages outlined above it would seem that this technique
offers much when researching children, however there are a number of disadvantages
that must be acknowledged. The power structure inherent in a researcher/researched
relationship is accentuated in the interview situation, especially when there are other
obvious power discrepancies such as the child/adult relationship present. A number of
authors note that children often regard a research situation as similar to the classroom,
whereby the teacher asks a question they already have the answer to and gives clues in
order that the child will respond with that predetermined answer (Gollop, 1997;
Mahon et.al., 1996). This poses difficulties for any research endeavour as children's
own responses are required and it is imperative that researchers do not hold a
predetermined answer. Children are seemingly placed in a passive, less powerful role
and feel compelled to provide the answers they presume are required.

Children may also feel intimidated by the interview process. Children may not have
previous experiences of speaking with an unfamiliar adult on their own particularly
when they are the sole focus of the conversation (Hill et. al., 1996). An additional
concern with interviewing is the potential to ask leading questions and make
assumptions based on one's own subjective world. Obviously this is a problem which
may occur in any research project as researchers do not have the ability to act
objectively, they are continuously engaging with their own experiences and ideas in
order to read the constructions being presented to them. Parker (1984) defined this
problem as a fine line between 'facilitating' and 'contaminating'.

Enhancement of the interview procedure

The title of this section suggests that the interview already holds certain positive
qualities but in the case of interviewing children there are additional steps to be taken
to ensure its usefulness. There are three aspects fundamental to the success of
interviewing within this research endeavour. The first concerns the need to develop a
rapport with the child. This not only ensures a richer data set but also enhances the
child's experience with social research, hopefully making children more aware and
comfortable candidates for possible future research. Hughes suggested "[w]hen
children feel understood, respected and secure, they share their rich, deep thoughts
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and feelings .." (1988: 93). There a number of different ways to develop a rapport,
these can be used according to the interview situation and each particular child.
Gollop (1997) advocated humour, letting the child hear themselves on the tape,
placing children in an expert position by asking for their help or knowledge, giving
the child a code name, providing the child with a consent form to sign. All of these
techniques encourage the child to be active, and place them in a more powerful
position.

The second way of enhancing the interview process with children involves the use of
visual aids. Piaget presents a theory of child development which places children aged
9 and 10 in the 'concrete operational' stage of life. At this stage Piaget believes the
"child's thinking is still limited, compared to adults', because it is tied to concrete
experiences" (Hughes, 1988: 99). Hughes argues that because of this limited cognitive
development children in this stage can only solve problems if the "objects necessary
to solve the problem are immediately accessible" (1988: 99). In order to account for
this Hughes and Scott (1997) recommend the use of visual aids in interviews. The aids
are designed to help the child answer complex questions, to give abstract questions
context and to help jog the child's memory.

The final method of enhancing the interview technique pertinent to this study is to
gain some previous knowledge about each child. Garbarino and Stott (1992), suggest
it is important to know something about the child's experience. This will enable the
researcher to ask informed questions which are relevant to the child and will also aid
in the development of rapport as the child will feel important and in control.

Types of Interviews and Possible Structures

There are two main types of interviews that are both used widely within the social
sciences. This section will briefly discuss the advantages and pitfalls of both.
Structured interviews and unstructured interviews are differentiated by the questions
asked within them, and the general organisation of the interview. Gabarino and Stott
(1992) discussed both interview types with regard to successful use with children.
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They presented the unstructured interview as 'narrative' whereby the number of
questions is reduced to allow the child to 'describe or reflect in his own words' (1992:
185). They suggested this allows the child 'control over the order and manner in
which events are described' (1992: 185).

The structured interview is likened to a questionnaire (Sarantakos, 1993). Sarantakos
considered the strict organisation of questions, content and wording as creating a
technique that is 'rigid', 'allows no freedom' 'and expects the interviewer to perform
like a 'robot' (1992: 178). However, Garbarino and Stott (1992) suggest that
inflexibility of the structured interview reduces "interviewer-induced error" through
assumptions and generalisations.

Several authors have discussed the importance of structure when interviewing
children (Gollop, 1998; Hughes, 1988). The general consensus among many authors
is to begin interviews with closed-ended factual questions that the child is sure to feel
comfortable answering and then as the child relaxes and a rapport is developed more
difficult or complicated questions should be asked. Hughes suggests children find
open-ended questions difficult as they are too abstract (1988), on the contrary
Garbarino and Stott (1992) believe children give more accurate responses when freely
narrating in an unstructured interview, involving a series of open-ended questions. It
seems a balance of both types of interviewing is the key to success.

Appendix 3: Interview Procedure
Interview Questions for Children from CVP
Today I have come to have a talk with you about your ideas of rural New Zealand - I really
want to know what children think so I hope you can help me by telling me as much as you
can, you can ask me questions too if you like.
1) Where do you live? On a farm? What kind of farm? Oh well you will probably find it easy
to talk about rural things won't you? So you don't live on a farm? Well you can tell me all
about other things that are in the country can't you?
Verification of Material- Brainstorming Session
1) Which of these ideas do you think is the best way to describe 'rural' New Zealand? How
come?
Verification of Material - Drawing session
1) What do you think is the most important part of your picture? How come?
2) Is there anything else you could add to this picture to show rural New Zealand? Anything
that might be too hard to draw?
3) What do you think about this picture? Do you think it shows 'rural' New Zealand? - use a
picture that depicts the rural in a very different way and try to mix up boys with girls - ask
about another boys and then about another girls?
4) Can you think of any books or t.v. programmes that have ideas about rural places in them?
FILL IN CHECKLIST TOGETHER
General
1) Can you think of anything you don't like about rural things or living in a rural place? What is
it you don't like about these things?
2) Some people say rural areas are boring, what do you think about this?
3) Do you want to live and work in a rural area when you finish school?
How come?

4) Do you like visiting towns and cities? Why, what do you do?
5) Do you work on the farm/in the shop too?
What do you do?
6) What do you usually do after school?
How about on the weekends?
7) Where do you think you might get ideas about rural things from?
8) Have you learnt anything at school about rural areas?
9) So we have talked a lot about rural things, If you wanted to tell an alien what rural meant,
what would you say?
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10) Well, you have helped me a lot to find out what children think about rural areas, is there
anything you think I have missed, something I didn't ask you about, or something you think I
should know?

Interview Questions for Children at NEV
Today I have come to have a talk with you about your ideas of rural New Zealand - I really
want to know what kids think so I hope you can help me by telling me as much as you can,
you can ask me questions too if you like.
Verification of Material- Brainstorming Session
1) Which of these ideas do you think is the best way to describe the country?
How come?
Verification of Material - Drawing session
1) What do you think is the most important part of your picture? How come?
2) Is there anything else you could add to this picture to show the countryside in New
Zealand? Anything that might be too hard to draw?
6) What do you think about this picture?
Do you think it shows the country?
CHECKLIST
General
1) Do you go for drives with your family to rural areas?
What do you do there?
2) How is the country different to Dunedin?
3) Can you think of anything you don't like about the country?
4) Have you ever been fishing or hiking in a rural area?
5) Do you have friends or family in the country? Do you visit, what do you do?
6) Would you like to live and work in the country when you finish school?
7) Where do you think you might get your ideas about the country from?
8) Do you think you learn much about the country at school?
9) So we have talked a lot about rural things, If you wanted to tell an alien what rural meant,
what would you say?
10) Well, you have helped me a lot to find out what children think about rural areas, is there
anything you think I have missed, something I didn't ask you about, or something you think I
should know?
Thank you so much for all your help.
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Checklist for Children
Country Things
Television
Country Calendar
Babe the movie
Footrot Flats Movie
News/ Adverts

Books
Black Beauty
Anne of Green Gables
Peter Rabbit
Little House on the Prairie
Footrot Flats
Millie Molly Mandy
Famous Five
Agnes the sheep
Charlotte's Web
Edna Cartoons
Shadow the Sheepdog

Newspapers
The Farmer
Straight Furrow

./

Appendix 4: Parent's Questionnaire

University of Otago
Te Whare Wananga 0 Otago

"Exploring Children's Perceptions of Rural New Zealand"

Dear Parents/Guardians,
You may recall a pamphlet coming home with your child a few weeks ago
regarding a research project being conducted in their classroom. The project
concerns your child's perceptions of rural New Zealand. We have successfully
completed the brainstorming and drawing sections of the research, and the
children are in the midst of completing a small individual research project of
their own. In the next two weeks my research assistant and myself hope to
interview the children to find out more about their ideas and understandings
of rural places. In order to ask informed questions and to understand their
opinions I have created a small questionnaire for all parents and guardians.
This questionnaire will provide me with some background to each child, and
hopefully a more successful interview.
It would be great if you could take a moment to fill in this questionnaire.
Please don't share your answers with your child/ren as they will be asked
similar questions when they talk with me in the couple of weeks. Once you
have finished the questionnaire, please place it back in the University of Otago
envelope provided and return it to school with your child by the 8th June.
Thank you so much for your time and interest.

Jaleh McCormack
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"Perceptions of Rural New Zealand"
Questionnaire for Parents of Children at Clutha
Valley Primary School
Dear Parents/Guardians of

.

Throughout the following questions please take 'rural' to mean anywhere
outside of major cities, for example in the Otago region any place outside of
Dunedin can be considered 'rural'.

Part One: Family Background
1) Please indicate your relationship to

2) Are you

Male 0

or

.

Female 0 ?

3) Were you brought up in a rural area?
Yes 0

No 0

[please go on to question 6]

4) If yes did your family operate a farm?
Yes 0

No 0

5) If you answered 'no' to question 4 what was their main source of
employment?

6) How long have you lived in Clutha Valley?
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7) Did you live in a rural area prior to living in Clutha
Valley?
Yes 0

No 0

If you answered yes, how long did you
live there?
...........................years.

Part Two: Family Employment
8) Do you work on a farm?
Yes 0

No 0

9) If you answered 'yes' to question 8 please tick
the category which best represents your position.

u

Owner

u

Paid employee

o Unpaid family member
o Other

please state

..

10) If you answered 'no' to question 8 please indicate your main
type of employment.

11) If applicable please indicate your partners main type of employment.
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Part Three: Roles of Family Members

12) Please place ticks in each row to indicate what activities different family
members are involved in.

Cookin Meals
Educatin children
Bookwork
Household Cleanin

13a) If applicable, does
ever work with you in your place of
employment? (e.g. on the farm, in the shop)
Yes 0

No 0

13b) If applicable, does
place of employment?
Yes 0

,

ever work with you partner in their

No 0

14) If you answered 'yes' to either question 13a or 13b, what activities
might he/she do?
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Part Four: Influences in

life

In this section please answer with your general opinion. I realise you may not
know what kind of influence your child's teacher or friends have on their
understanding of 'rural' but just answer with whatyou imagine to be the case.

15) Please circle one number for each of the following people according to
how strongly you feel they may influence your child's understanding of
'rural' New Zealand?
Very little influence

Strong influence

Family

1

2

3

4

5

Teachers

1

2

3

4

5

Peers

1

2

3

4

5

16) What kind of rural ideas do you think your child is learning from these
people?
Family:

.

Teachers:

.

Peers:

.
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17) Please circle one number for each of the following information sources
according to how strongly you feel they may influence your child's
understanding of'rural' New Zealand?
Strong influence

Very little influence
Television

1

2

3

4

5

Magazines

1

2

3

4

5

Newspapers

1

2

3

4

5

Books

1

2

3

4

5

School Curriculum

1

2

3

4

5

Internet

1

2

3

4

5

18) What kind of rural ideas do you think your child is learning from these
information sources?
Television:

.

Magazines:

.

Newspapers:

.

Books:

.

School Curriculum:

.

Internet:

.

19) Are there any other people or information sources that you feel might
influence your child's understanding of rural New Zealand? Please list
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Part Five: Family Perceptions

20) How would you describe rural New Zealand to a foreigner?

21) Do you consider New Zealand to be a rural country?
Yes 0

No 0

22) Why? What aspects make a place rural?

Thank you once again
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"Perceptions of Rural New Zealand"
Questionnaire for Parents of Children at North East
Valley Normal School
Dear Parents of

.

In the following questions please consider 'rural' to mean anything outside
large cities. For example in the Otago region anywhere outside of Dunedin
can be considered 'rural'.

Part One: Family Background
1) Please indicate your relationship to

2) Are you

MaleD

or

Female 0

.

?

3) Have you ever lived in a rural area?

Yes 0

No 0

[if 'no' please go on to question 7]

4) How long did you live there?

years

5) Did your family operate a farm?

Yes 0

No 0

6) If you answered 'no' to question 5 what was your family's main
employment?
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7) Do you have relatives or friends that live in rural areas?
No 0

Yes 0

8) What kind of employment do they have in their rural area?
E.g farmers, lifestyle block owners, shop owners, contractors etc

9) Have your children ever visited a rural area?
Yes 0

No 0

10) If yes, what kinds of activities did you do?

Part Two: Influences in

life

In this section please answer with your general opinion. I realise you may not
know what kind of influence your child's teacher or friends have on their
understanding but just answer with what you imagine to be the case.

11) Please circle one number for each of the following people according to
how strongly you feel they may influence your child's understanding of
'rural' New Zealand?
Strong Influence

Very little influence
Family

1

2

3

4

5

Teachers

1

2

3

4

5

Peers

1

2

3

4

5
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12) What kind of rural ideas do you think your child is learning from these
people?
Family:

.

Teachers:

.

Peers:

.

13) Please circle one number for the following information sources according
to how strongly you feel they may influence your child's understanding of
'rural' New Zealand?
Very little influence

Strong Influence

Television

1

2

3

4

5

Magazines

1

2

3

4

5

Newspapers

1

2

3

4

5

Books

1

2

3

4

5

School Curriculum

1

2

3

4

5

Internet

1

2

3

4

5
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14) What kind of rural ideas do you think your child is learning from these
information sources?
Television:

.

Magazines:

.

Newspapers:

,

.

Books:

.

School Curriculum:

.

Internet:

..

15) Are there any other people or information sources that you feel might
influence your child's understanding of rural New Zealand? Please list

Part Three: Family Perceptions

16) How would you describe rural New Zealand to a foreigner?

17) Do you consider New Zealand to be a rural country?

Yes D

NoD

18) Why? What aspects make a place rural?

Thank you once again

